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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SMEC International Pty Ltd., Australia, (SMEC, the Consultant) has prepared this Final Report as
the final deliverable under the Asian Development Bank (ADB, the Client) Contract of 28 March
2008, for the implementation of the ADB Project Preparatory Technical Assistance (TA) No. 7012
- Rural Electric Cooperatives Development Project.
The main objective of the TA is to study the feasibility and determine the investment and
institutional strengthening requirements of the Philippine electric cooperatives to improve its
operational efficiencies and make them competitive and self-sufficient participants in the
restructured electric power industry. Specifically, the TA outputs will be used by ADB in the
provision of a Loan Project to meet the investment requirements of rural electric cooperatives
(ECs).
The approach and methodology as described in the Consultant’s technical proposal and refined in
the Inception Report, provides that the TA will be undertaken into four (4) major phases, namely:
(1) Inception Phase; (2) Project Definition and Analysis Phase; (3) Marketing and Project Approval
Phase; and, (4) Project Completion and Final Reporting Phase. As part of the deliverables under
the TA, the Inception and Interim reports have been submitted on 15 May 2008 and 13 August
2008, respectively.
Meanwhile, the Draft Report, which provided the initial findings and
recommendations including the Draft Feasibility Study Report for the proposed Loan Project, was
submitted on December 2008. The Draft Feasibility Study Report was also used by NEA in its
request for approval from the National Economic Development Authority – Investment
Coordination Committee (NEDA-ICC) of the proposed Loan Project.
This Final Report describes the methodologies, assumptions, findings, results, conclusion and
recommendations for each of the tasks outlined in the Consultant’s Terms of Reference (TOR) in
order to achieve the objectives of the TA. The report also outlines the activities and assistance
provided by the Consultant to NEA and ADB in the preparation of the proposed Loan Project and
now incorporates the comments of NEDA in the proposed Loan Project. The report is structured
into three (3) volumes, namely:
Volume 1 – Summary of Findings and Recommendation (this Volume), providing the summary
of findings and results of the TA including other items in the TOR not presented in the other
volumes.
Volume 2 – Draft Report and Recommendation of the President to the Board of Directors, based
on ADB’s template, this Volume sets out the terms and conditions proposed for the Loan Project,
and seeks approval from ADB's Board of Directors.
Volume 3 – Feasibility Study Report, providing information on: candidate ECs being considered
for the ADB Loan Project; detailed and summary description of the proposed projects of the
candidate ECs; technical, financial, economic, environment and social impact assessment of
projects; project design information such as objectives, scope, components, implementation
arrangements, cost estimates, and financing plan.
As the main results of the activities undertaken, we summarize following highlights of the TA:
Preparation of the Ensuing Loan Project
In conjunction with the NEA, an ensuing Loan Project entitled “Rural Electric Cooperative
Development Project” with the NEA as the project borrower and executing agency was proposed
to ADB and NEDA.
The Project aims to improve the operational efficiencies of the less performing Electric
Cooperatives (ECs) and transform them into efficient, competitive and self-sufficient participants
of the electric power industry. Specifically, the Project is designed to reduce systems losses and
the cost of supply of electricity by the ECs in the Philippines through the establishment of a loan
facility that will provide financial assistance to the selected ECs to undertake upgrading and
rehabilitation of distribution lines and acquire/purchase the sub-transmission assets of the National
Transmission Corporation (TRANSCO). The Project will also support the conduct of capacity
building activities for the National Electrification Administration (NEA) and the ECs.
i

The Project involves three (3) components, namely:
Component 1: Distribution System Improvement – This component involves construction of
distribution lines or substations, or other engineering upgrades for the purpose of reducing system
losses, improving voltage levels caused by an increase or anticipated increase in load demands of
existing customers, replacement of distribution assets (usually distribution lines) that have reached
the end of their economic life, direct materials, tools and equipment generally used for
maintenance, line servicing, distribution/engineering planning, etc.
The above investment projects proposed under this Component have the objectives of:
•

Increasing capacity for load growth

•

Reducing losses

•

Improving reliability

Summary of the investment projects proposed under this Component is shown in the table below.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name of EC
ISELCO I
ZAMECO I
NEECO I
BATELEC II
QUEZELCO II
OMECO
ESAMELCO
NORSAMELCO
ZAMCELCO
Total

Investment Cost
485,835,402
149,274,367
361,358,316
588,050,971
91,408,581
230,334,919
91,137,754
99,989,952
476,016,642
2,573,406,904

Financial Analysis
FIRR
FNPV
11.18%
74,481,733
11.71%
33,978,815
31.75%
765,775,435
9.65%
36,240,359
16.55%
73,372,689
21.59%
232,117,663
27.06%
160,589,745
13.50%
22,312,587
22.45%
525,841,004
17.83%
1,924,710,031

Economic Analysis
EIRR
ENPV
23.80%
211,106
25.99%
94,244
26.67%
313,107
40.70%
731,573
21.36%
31,306
28.15%
143,840
32.35%
84,024
21.01%
18,421
39.69%
460,833
30.76%
2,088,455

Component 2: Acquisition of Sub-Transmission Assets – This component will support EC
acquisition of sub-transmission assets currently being held by TRANSCO. The Project will
finance the 20% down payment requirement for the acquisition of the ten (10) ECs amounting to
Php 812 million. The investments in TRANSCO’s sub-transmission assets will provide benefits
to the ECs including avoidance of TRANSCO’s existing sub-transmission charges to the said ECs
and the opportunity for the ECs to further expand their profit-generating assets, among others.
Summary of the investment projects included under this Component is shown in the table below.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Name of EC
LUELCO
CAGELCO I/CAGELCO II
CAGELCO II
BATELEC I
LEYECO IV
LEYECO V
CAMELCO/MORESCO II
DANECO
DORECO
DANECO/DORECO
Total

Investment Cost
47,597,533
19,510,518
63,372,776
40,761,500
197,752,930
115,369,138
80,482,855
165,080,039
53,410,672
28,430,944
811,768,905

Financial Analysis
FIRR
FNPV
20.74%
24,778,104
27.35%
17,416,916
16.87%
24,998,087
9.29%
410,259
10.20%
10,707,219
11.69%
14,413,825
18.10%
37,306,011
15.34%
51,406,874
47.86%
121,231,873
28.50%
23,360,827
17.33%
288,273,305

Component 3: Building and Project Implementation Support – This component will support
activities for the capacity building of participating ECs and NEA particularly in aspects related to
aggregation of supply purchases of ECs, WESM trading, retail competition, utility management and
operation, and other activities. Under this Component, NEA will recruit individual consultants and
consulting firms to support implementation of the Project.
These investment projects have been packaged into a full ADB Loan Project with National
Electrification Administration (NEA) as the main borrower and Executing Agency. The Loan
Project will involve a loan of Php 2,353.3 million to finance the total project cost of PhP 3,677
million, including physical and price contingencies, and interest and other charges during
implementation.
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As shown in the table above, all of these investments projects are technical, financial and
economically viable and will result to significant improvement in the operations of the targeted
ECs.
For the whole project (i.e., two investment components), the financial analysis shows an overall
financial internal rate of return (FIRR), in nominal terms but assuming constant nominal (and
therefore declining real) tariff for incremental sales, of 17.73% which exceeds the WACC of
9.00%, and positive financial net present value (FNPV) of Php 2.2 billion indicating that the
investment projects are financially viable. For the individual components, the financial analyses
indicate FIRR of 17.83% and 17.33% for Component 1 and Component 2, respectively.
Meanwhile, the loan’s effective interest rate was determined to establish NEA’s cost of borrowing
for the project. The derivation was based on the projected loan amortization of NEA to ADB, the
other financial charges that will be incurred by the loan such as commitment charges, interest
during construction (IDC), guarantee fee to be charged by the national government, forex risk
cover as well as rebates to NEA which the ADB applies to LIBOR-based loans. Considering the
projections of the net flows of the loan to NEA, the computed effective interest rate was 5.033%.
The overall economic internal rate of return (EIRR) is about 30.76% which exceeds the economic
hurdle of 15%.
In addition, the System Improvement Sub-Projects will also contribute to the
ADB’s goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Overall, the Project is classified as environment category C in accordance to ADB Environmental
Safeguard Policies. The most sensitive environmentally component is Component 1 which will
involve rehabilitation/replacement of distribution lines and substations, or other engineering
upgrades for the purpose of reducing losses. The project is exempted from environmental
examination by the Environment Management Bureau of the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR) as the activities are within the existing premises and using existing
rights-of-way of distribution lines, and are unlikely to have adverse environmental impacts.
However, based on the Revised Procedural Manual (DAO 03-30), construction of new
substation/switchyard with power output of less than or equal to 220kV will require the preparation
of a Project Description Report to warrant issuance of Certificate of Non-Coverage prior to actual
project implementation. The Consultant has prepared this document for submission to DENR and
is provided in Volume 3 – Feasibility Study Report.
None of the proposed project components involve displacement of households or have any
detrimental effect on the livelihood of resident populations in the areas. There are no indigenous
people in the areas that will be affected by the project.
Wholesale Aggregation Options
Consistent with the TOR, the report also presents the Consultant’s key findings and
recommendation on the ECs’ aggregation and participation in the Wholesale Electricity Spot
Market (WESM) and ECs’ information communication technology (ICT) requirements.
Conclusion and Recommendation
Finally, the Consultant views that the objective of the TA has been fully met. The Consultant also
made an effort to help NEA in securing the necessary approval from the concerned Government
agencies (i.e., DOE, DOF and NEDA). DOE has already approved the Project in principle during
the last NEA Board Meeting while DOF and NEDA issues were already addressed in the latest
submission by NEA. NEDA has indicated that the Project will be deliberated in the next ICC
meeting scheduled on June 2009.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Rural electrification is a pro-poor flagship program of the Government of the Philippines which
aims to improve the quality of life in rural areas through the provision of adequate, affordable and
reliable energy services in a sustainable manner. Rural electrification generally provides greater
opportunities for economic development of the marginalized sectors such as the farmers,
fisherfolks and other poorest communities living in remote and unelectrified areas of the country.
The Republic Act No. 9136, known as the “Electric Power Industry Reform Act (EPIRA) of 2001”,
reinforces the Government’s commitment to accelerate total electrification of the country through
the strengthening of the rural electrification institutions and use of indigenous energy resources.
The Government of the Philippines has requested the Asian Development Bank (ADB) to provide
project preparatory technical assistance to prepare the “Rural Electric Cooperatives Development
Project”.
ADB (the “Client”) and the National Electrification Administration (NEA) have
commissioned SMEC International Pty Ltd (the “Consultant”) to study the feasibility and
determine the investment and institutional strengthening requirements of the electric cooperatives
that are suitable for ADB financing.
The approach and methodology as described in the Consultant’s technical proposal and refined in
the Inception Report, provides that the Technical Assistance (TA) would be undertaken into four
(4) major phases, namely: (1) Inception Phase; (2) Project Definition and Analysis Phase; (3)
Marketing and Project Approval Phase; and, (4) Project Completion and Final Reporting Phase.
As provided in the Contract, the commencement date for the study is 7 May 2008 and completion
to be achieved within eight (8) months, 8 December 2008. Contract variations were agreed with
ADB which extended the PPTA until 30 April 2009 to provide further assistance with NEA
particularly in securing necessary Government approval of the proposed Loan Project.
As part of the deliverables under the Contract, the Inception Report and Interim Report have been
submitted on 15 May 2008 and 13 August 2008, respectively. Meanwhile, the Draft Report, which
provided the initial findings and recommendations including the Draft Feasibility Study Report for
the proposed Loan Project, was submitted on December 2008. The Draft Feasibility Study Report
was also used by NEA in its request for approval from the National Economic Development
Authority – Investment Coordination Committee (NEDA-ICC) of the proposed Loan Project.
The Consultant prepared this Final Report, as the final deliverable under the Contract of 28 March
2008, for the implementation of the “ADB Project Preparatory Technical Assistance (PPTA) No.
7012-PHI – Preparing the Philippine Rural Electric Cooperatives Development Project”.

1.2 Report Objectives
The objective of this report is to describe the findings, detail the assumptions, methodologies,
results, conclusions and recommendations of each of the tasks outlined in the Terms of Reference
(TOR) and Scope of Services in order to achieve the project objectives as outlined in Section 1.4
below.

1.3 Terms of Reference
The Terms of Reference (TOR) as included in Appendix A of the Consultant’s Contract is repeated
in Appendix 1 in this Volume.

1.4 Project Objectives
As outlined in the TOR , the objective of this TA is to study the feasibility and determine the
investment and institutional strengthening requirements of the electric cooperatives (ECs) to
improve its operational efficiencies and make them efficient, competitive and self-sufficient
participants of the electric power industry particularly in the Wholesale Electricity Spot Market
(WESM), open access and retail competition and other EPIRA reforms..
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The TA outputs will be used by ADB in considering the provision of a Loan Project to meet the
investment requirements of the ECs. The coverage of assistance to be considered in this TA and
the ensuing full ADB Project will focus on the four (4) key results area, namely:
(i)

upgrading of distribution system and improvement of energy efficiency (rehabilitation
and upgrading of substations/lines);

(ii)

acquisition of National Transmission Corporation’s (TRANSCO) subtransmission
assets;

(iii)

readiness of electric cooperatives to participate in the WESM (computerization,
metering); and,

(iv)

options for aggregating power purchases of electric cooperatives, and provision of
training to National Electrification Administration (NEA) and electric cooperatives for
WESM trading.

Although not explicitly included in the above core areas, the TOR has also mentioned to assess the
potential demand reduction and cost savings with the use of compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs). In
addition, initial discussions with the Bank and Government’s officers has also led to consider
renewable energy-based distributed generation projects such as mini-hydro and biomass, as
potential EC investment projects that may be supported by the ensuing Loan Project. However,
due to recent development and budgetary constraints, the investment projects in these two (2) key
results areas were no longer covered in the PPTA.
A separate ADB Loan Project (Energy Efficiency Project) is already in place to take care of the
compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) while the readiness and huge financial requirements of the
initially identified renewable energy–based distributed generation projects (mostly mini-hydro)
limits its inclusion in the proposed Loan Project.
Hence, the feasibility study will critically review and validate the ECs’ investment requirements
and prepare an ADB project which will assist ECs in improving their technical and financial
capacity to make electricity accessible to consumers. To be effective, the study had to achieve
several goals:
•

assessment of financial and technical capacity and investment requirements of the electric
cooperatives in the next 5 years and required credit enhancement to participate in WESM,
and selection of components suitable for ADB financing;

•

assessment of Project Borrower’s financial and technical capacity to channel ADB’s
assistance to finance investment requirements of electric cooperatives;

•

assessment of procurement, environment, and social safeguard policies of the borrower and
electric cooperatives; and appropriate recommendations in accordance with ADB policies;

•

project cost estimates, financing options, which may include local currency financing, nonsovereign borrowing, multitranche financing facility, partial credit guarantee, etc.;

•

economic and financial analyses of the selected project components, including analyses of
alternatives, rate of return, sensitivity, and risk;

•

confirmation of the environmental categorization of the project, and if necessary, an initial
environmental evaluation for the project, including a summary initial environmental
evaluation; and

•

social and poverty analysis and impact assessment of the proposed project, including land
acquisition and resettlement plans, and indigenous peoples development plans, if required

1.5 Structure of the Final Report
The Final Report presents the major documents prepared by the Consultants during the course of
the TA and organized according to the following Volumes:
Volume 1 – Summary of Findings and Recommendation;
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Volume 2 – Draft Report and Recommendation to the President;
Volume 3 – Feasibility Study Report
This volume (Volume 1: Summary of Findings and Recommendation) is organized under the
following sections:
Section 1: Introduction, this section, describes background of the TA, the TOR, and key
agreements during the implementation of the TA;
Section 2: Project Phases and Activities, describes timing and tasks undertaken by the Consultant;
Section 3: Key Results and Recommendations, discusses the key results and recommendation of
the various items of the TOR particularly results of the project design and analysis;
Section 4: Issues and Concerns, flags the key issues and concerns that the Consultant encountered
in the implementation of the PPTA; and,
Section 5: Other Matters, discusses other important aspects of the TA including administrative and
contractual concerns.
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2

PROJECT PHASES AND ACTIVITIES

The aim of the TA is to study the feasibility and determine the investment and institutional
strengthening requirements of the Philippine electric cooperatives to improve its operational
efficiencies. The approach and methodology as described in the Consultant’s technical proposal
and refined in the Inception Report, provides that the TA will be undertaken into four (4) major
phases, namely: (1) Inception Phase; (2) Project Definition and Analysis Phase; (3) Marketing and
Project Approval Phase; and, (4) Project Completion and Final Reporting Phase.
Figure 2-1 below succinctly presents the phases and activities which were discussed and agreed in
principle during the Inception Phase.
Figure 2-1: Project Phases and Activities
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2.1 Project Design and Definition
The focus of the TA is the project definition and analysis of the EC subprojects identified to be
included for the ensuing ADB Loan Project. The activities undertaken during this phase are as
follows:
•

detailed data gathering and review of information;

•

conduct of field visits to selected ECs;

•

stakeholders analysis;
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•

identification and prioritisation of projects;

•

sub-project analysis
institutional); and,

•

detailed project definition including the financing plan and institutional arrangements.

(technical,

economic,

financial,

social,

environmental

and

2.1.1 Data Gathering and Review of Information
During the course of the TA, gathering and review of data and information were undertaken as an
initial step for the project definition, analysis and development of key recommendation for the TA.
The scope of the data gathering covers but not limited to the following subject areas:
Electric Cooperative Data and Information
 ECs Plans and Programs
 ECs Annual Financial and Statistical Report
 EC’s Integrated Planning Model submissions
 EC’s Distribution Utility Development Plan
 EC’s Integrated Computerized Planning Model (ICPM) submissions
National Electrification Administration Data and Information
 Annual Reports
 Audited Annual Financial Statements
 NEA-PSALM Agreements
 PSALM Loan Disbursements
 Engineering Bulletins/Reports
 Lending Portfolios and Procedures
 ECs categorization and classification (Guidelines and 2007 Classification)
 PD No. 1645, amending PD 269
 NEA Amended Policy on Collateral Sharing: Approved by the NEA Board under
 Resolution No. 47, dated June 14, 2006
Sector Data and Information







Republic Act 9136, EPIRA Law and its IRR
Various ERC Guidelines on TRANSCO’s Sub-transmission Assets Sales
Various ERC Guidelines, Issuances and Decisions on ECs
NEDA guidelines and various data
DOE EPIRA Status Reports
PEGR Study – Sustaining Corporate Recovery of the National Electrification
Administration, May 2008

2.1.2 Field Visits
The Consultant also conducted site/field visits to selected ECs and held discussion with appropriate
personnel of each EC to confirm data and information that were already in the Consultant’s
possession as well as to obtain further data and information.
The specific objectives of the EC visits were to:
•

Review EC development plans, design and operating reports;

•

Review load and demand forecasts;

•

Review economic data as inputs to the economic and financial projections;

•

Review and identify EC plans for technical loss reduction, supply system upgrades and
expansion including plans for reducing non-technical losses and improvements in the
operating efficiency;

•

Identify ICT requirements of each ECs that would lead to improvements in its operation;

•

Collect current and historic data for the study;

•

Ascertain environmental and social impact information for the proposed projects.
5

Field visits to the following ECs were undertaken: CASURECO II, ZAMECO I, NEECO I,
BATELEC II, ESAMELCO, NORSAMELCO, QUEZELCO II, BATELEC I, LEYECO IV, and
LEYECO V. Results of the field visits were incorporated in the analysis and discussed in the
relevant sections of this report.

2.1.3 Stakeholders’ Consultation and Analysis.
The Consultant met with several stakeholders to discuss the proposed project and the current issues
and concerns in the distribution sector and energy sector, in general. Specifically, consultations
with the following key organizations were undertaken:
NEA, DOE, ERC, NPC, TRANSCO,
NPC-SPUG, PSALM, NEDA, DOF, DENR, PEMC, DBM, PhilExim, and several ECs, among
others.
Summary of the key findings on stakeholder’s analysis are presented in Section 3 and discussed in
details in Volumes 3 and 5.

2.1.4 Identification and Prioritization of EC Investment Projects
In conjunction with NEA, initial set of EC investment projects was prepared from the most recent
version of the development plans and relevant documents from NEA, ECs, TRANSCO, and DOE.
Consistent with the objective of the TA, manageable number of investment projects of primarily
category C, D, and E (poor) ECs were considered under the following areas:
•

System Improvement Projects, involving construction of distribution lines or substations, or
other engineering upgrades for the purpose of reducing losses, improving voltage levels caused
by an increase or anticipated increase in load demands of existing customers, replacement of
distribution assets (usually distribution lines) that have reached the end of their economic life,
but which do not require upgrading, direct materials, tools and equipment generally used for
maintenance, line servicing, distribution/engineering planning, etc.

•

Distribution Systems Improvement, involving Acquisition of Subtransmission Assets, to
finance the 20% down payment requirement for the acquisition of subtransmission assets from
TransCo. The remaining 80% will be under TransCo Lease Purchase Agreement and was
considered as a counterpart under the Project.

2.1.5 System Improvement Projects
The Consultant developed methodology for the identification and prioritization of ECs and
eventually eligible capital investment projects. The methodology was presented to the NEA key
officials during a workshop held last 9 July 2008. Briefly, the salient considerations of the
methodology are the following:
a. Preliminary Screening of ECs
•

The electric cooperatives targeted are those belonging to Category C, D, and E, which
generally have system losses above 14%.

•

The Integrated Computerized Planning Model (ICPM) of the electric cooperatives were
critically reviewed and analyzed, and the information gathered from its database formed
the basis in the selection of initial list of cooperatives.

•

About 24 electric cooperatives were considered as candidates. The resulting EC projects
are contained in Table 2-1 below.
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Table 2-1. List of ECs Identified in the Preliminary Selection Process
Performance
Electric
Cooperative

ALECO
BASELCO

Funding Requirements (Million)

Category

Ckt km
(103)

System Loss
(%)

Rehab /Revamp
of Dx Line

Rehab /Upgrade
of Dx Line

Rehab /Upgrade
of S/S

New
Substation

69 kV
Line

Total

E / ML

2.97

24.6

-

248.7

9.0

18.0

-

275.7

E/L

0.95

23.3

10.9

68.0

-

36.0

40.5

155.4

BUSECO

C / EL

2.97

14.2

-

53.6

8.5

36.0

46.2

144.3

CANORECO

C / ML

8.82

11.9

7.2

22.5

-

36.0

31.1

96.8

CASURECO I

E/L

1.94

25.8

7.1

6.3

-

54.0

124.0

191.4

CASURECO II

D / ML

1.67

21.4

-

63.0

0.1

48.0

-

111.1

DORELCO

D / EL

1.38

17.6

5.0

40.2

-

18.0

-

63.2

ESAMELCO

E/L

1.08

17.4

-

32.4

-

36.1

-

68.5

FLECO

E/L

0.99

22.9

8.4

176.8

-

24.0

-

209.2

C / ML

3.75

16.0

8.6

243.6

-

C/L

1.13

16.1

13.4

128.5

0.6

9.2

-

ISELCO I
LEYECO III

252.2
151.7

LUBELCO

E/ S

0.21

18.6

0.5

3.8

-

-

-

4.3

NEECO I

E / EL

1.15

21.7

8.6

202.5

-

72.3

14.2

297.6

NEECO II-A2

D / EL

1.68

11.4

6.9

205.8

-

42.0

56.7

311.4

N.SAMELCO

E/L

1.12

17.4

-

80.1

-

-

171.8

251.9

OMECO

C/L

1.60

17.3

-

145.4

-

-

-

145.4

QUEZELCO II

C/L

0.78

15.4

3.2

41.6

-

-

-

44.8

SORECO I

E/L

1.48

20.6

5.3

78.9

-

27.1

0.6

111.9

SULECO

E/M

0.98

45.8

6.7

30.9

-

-

-

37.6

ZAMECO I

C/ L

0.95

18.5

3.1

71.7

27.1

36.1

8.0

146

94.9

1,944.3

45.3

492.8

493.1

3070.4

b. Project Prioritization

• After the first screening of the preliminary list of ECs, new criteria and design prerequisites
were recommended by stakeholders for adoption in order to expand the target EC/project
coverage. NEA oversight units were consulted on the methodology in recognition of the
adeptness of NEA’s key officials of the issues and concerns confronting the ECs and their
critical and potent role in the implementation of the follow-up activity. Consensus was
reached on its adoption during a workshop meeting held on August 9, 2007 at the NEA
conference room. The selection criteria is given in Figure 2-2 below.
• Further discussion with the Bank’s project officer, also led to limiting the Loan Project to
an amount equivalent to US$ 57 million, inclusive of all taxes, duties, physical and price
contingencies, for all the project components.
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Figure 2-2: Criteria Used in the Project Selection
• Based on these criteria, investment projects of 12 ECs were identified and considered as
priority projects (refer to Table 2-2 below). However, all remaining ECs that were
included in the priority list will be maintained and may be considered later as the 12 ECs
and their investment projects are subjected to more rigorous technical, financial, economic,
social and environmental screening.
• From the list of sixty-two planned investments thirty-one projects of the 12 selected ECs
are included in the list of prioritized investment projects. Each of these projects will be
subjected to financial and economic evaluation of impact during the study.
Table 2-2. List of Priority Electric Cooperatives and System Improvement Projects
Funding Requirements (Million)
Electric Cooperative

Region

Rehab
/Revamp of
Dx Line

Rehab
/Upgrade
of Dx Line

Rehab
/Upgrade
of S/S

Substation

69 kV
Line

Add-Ons

ICT

TOTAL

BATELEC II

II

-

-

9.6

150.0

103.8

44.5

3.5

323.9

ESAMELCO

VIII

-

32.4

-

36.1

-

-

-

68.5

ISELCO

II

8.6

243.6

-

-

-

136.2

0.5

389.0

KAELCO

CAR

-

56.3

-

-

-

13.7

-

70.0

LEYECO III

VIII

13.4

128.5

0.6

9.2

-

0.0

0.0

151.8

III

8.6

202.5

-

72.3

14.2

51.6

2.9

352.2

NORSAMELCO

VIII

-

80.1

-

-

-

14.0

-

128.5

OMECO

IV-B

-

145.4

-

-

-

-

-

145.4

QUEZELCO II

IV-A

3.2

41.6

-

-

-

17.1

6.5

68.3

SORECO I

V

5.3

78.9

-

27.1

0.6

26.5

1.3

139.8

ZAMCELCO

IX

-

-

27.1

162.6

79.3

79.1

11.0

359.2

ZAMECO I

III

3.1

71.7

27.1

36.1

-

33.1

3.0

182.1

42

1,081

64

494

198

416

29

2,379

NEECO I

Total
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2.1.6 Acquisition of TRANSCO’s Sub Transmission Assets
EPIRA provides for TRANSCO to sell to EC all sub transmission assets and grant concessional
financing over a period of twenty (20) years for the EC acquisition of the said assets. TRANSCO’
standard Lease Purchase Agreements to ECs requires a 20% down payment payable within 10 days
after the ERC approval of the sale contract, with the balance or 80% payable based on 75% of the
remaining life of the assets sold. The 80% balance is charged with interest during the installment
period, with the interest rate based on the PDEX (Philippine Dealing Exchange) rate at the time the
20% down payment is made. Possession of the assets is transferred to the EC after the down
payment is made, with the EC from thereon assuming responsibility for the operation and
maintenance of the assets. Ownership of the assets is transferred to the EC upon the assets’ full
payment. EA will support the 20% downpayment requirement of ECs.
In coordination with NEA and TRANSCO, ECs and transmissions assets were selected based on
the following considerations:
• Strong EC interest to acquire the assets as manifested by their submission of Letter of
Intent to TRANSCO and acquire loan from NEA. The interest to acquire loan from NEA
will be further confirmed during the field visits;
•

Readiness as indicated in their on-going negotiation with TRANSCO and inclusion of the
said transaction in their five (5) year plan;

•

Timing that suggests that the acquisition should be held within the period of the ensuing
Loan Project, year 2009 and 2010.

Table 2-3 below provides the ECs and sub transmission assets which will be considered under the
Loan Project.
Table 2-3: Acquisition of Subtransmission Assets Investment Projects
No.

Name of ECs

2007 Cost

Projected Year of
Acquisition

1.

LUELCO

47,597,533

2009

2.

CAGELCO I/CAGELCO II

19,510,519

2009

3.

CAGELCO II

63,372,776

2009

4.

BATELEC I

36,491,349

2009

5.

LEYECO IV

259,457,463

2010

6.

LEYECO V

52,544,835

2010

7.

MORESCO II/CAMELCO

80,482,885

2010

8.

DANECO

65,080,039

2009

9.

DORECO

64,906,218

2009

10.

DANECO/DORECO

28,430,944

2009

2.2 Sub-Projects’ Analyses
The Consultant completed multi-disciplinary analyses of the specific investment projects identified
for each Component.
The analyses included technical, financial, economic, social and
environmental.
•

•

Technical Assessment, which focuses on the assessment of the technical soundness of the
proposed subprojects and validation of the development plans of the ECs particularly on
demand forecasting, systems loss calculation, reliability improvement, and capacity
additions, among others.
Financial Analyses, following ADB’s Financial Management and Analysis of Projects
(2006), specific investment projects were assessed by conducting a financial internal rate
of return (FIRR) analysis. The FIRR was assessed by comparing the project financial rate
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•

•

•

•

of return to the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) taking into consideration the
perspective of the ECs. The analysis was carried out in real terms using 2008 prices and
the costs include capital investment and physical contingency.
Economic Analysis, cost-benefit analyses for the proposed investment projects were
undertaken based on incremental cost-and-benefit streams associated with each component,
whose economic performance is evaluated by comparing with- and without-project
scenarios. Benefits are derived mainly from the avoided costs through system loss
reduction and additional revenue from incremental electricity sales to the additional
customers to be connected to the system as result of systems improvement projects. The
economic rate of return is based on conservative assumptions in the valuation of project
benefits, excluding consumer surplus and benefits related to the improvements in the
reliability of power supply as social, environmental and public safety benefits.
Sensitivity Analysis, using the following cases: (i) 10% percent increase in project cost,
(ii) 10% decrease in project benefits, and, (iii) both the 10% percent increase in project cost
and the 10% decrease in project benefits.
Environment Assessment, in accordance with the requirements of the ADB and the
concerned DENR Office, assessment activities includes: environmental categorization,
impact identification and evaluation, formulation of mitigating measures and preparation of
necessary report.
In addition to environmental assessment activities, assessment of
existing capability of NEA and EC on environmental impact management and regulatory
compliance was undertaken.
Social Assessment, the project social impacts on affected communities and stakeholders
were assessed in accordance with ADB procedures. Social Safeguard Framework and
Summary Poverty Reduction and Social Strategy reports were prepared in line with this
task.

Results of the analysis of each sub projects are summarized in Section 3.

2.3 Project Marketing and Approval Phase
Simultaneous with the activities mentioned above, the Consultant assisted NEA and ADB in the
marketing and soliciting approval of the Loan Project from Government authorities such as the
Investment Coordination Committee (ICC). Specifically, the Consultant assisted ADB and NEA
in coordination and discussions with the appropriate Government authorities such as NEDA, DOF,
DOE, DBM, and, DENR, among others.
The processing of ADB loans in the country follow the schematic diagram presented overleaf. The
PPTA basically addressed the second stage in the flowchart, which is the preparation of the
Feasibility Study of the proposed project. The key findings from the final report resulting from the
PPTA were submitted to the NEA and transferred into a streamlined format for the NEDA-ICC’s
evaluation and approval of the project. Projects with investment cost amounting to Php500 million
and above are required by Philippine investment law to pass through the NEDA-ICC Technical
Board and Cabinet Committee for evaluation.
While the project is undergoing deliberations by NEDA, revisions are made on its design and
project analyses based on recommendations by the NEDA staff. The Forward Obligational
Contract (FOA) by the DBM may be worked on should the project require budgetary support.
Upon NEDA’s final approval of the project, an Approval-in-Principle from the Monetary Board is
required. Loan negotiations formally commence upon the issuance of the Presidential Special
Authority that would authorize officials of the government to negotiate on the loan. Further
reviews on the loan documents are made by the DOF, the BSP and a legal opinion from the DOJ is
likewise sought. Upon clearance from these government agencies, the loan agreement is signed
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between the national government and ADB. Loan effectivity sets in upon completion of all
pertinent documents as may be required from the project.
Figure 2-3: Flowchart for the Processing of ADB and WB Loans

Source: DOF-IFG

During the TA, the Consultant prepared the following major documents in support of securing
approval for the ADB and ICC process:
Draft Project Concept Paper. The Draft Project Concept Paper was prepared by the Consultant
based on the ADB template and is provided as Volume 2 in the Draft Report submitted last
December 2008. Electronic copy of the draft Paper was forwarded to the Bank staff on 27 June
2008.
Draft RRP Documents. Similarly, the Draft Report and Recommendation of the President to the
Board of Directors (RRP) based on ADB’s template was provided in the Draft Report and is
revised according to recent developments and presented as Volume 2 of this Report. The Report
and Recommendation of the President (RRP) sets out the terms and conditions proposed for the
Loan Project, and seeks approval from ADB's Board of Directors.
In preparing RRP, the
Consultant reviewed the ADB’s Financial Review Checklist for RRPs. The purpose is to ensure
that the resulting RRP will meet the requirements of the ADB especially during the appraisal of the
resulting ADB Loan Project. The elements of the RRP include brief and concise discussions on the
following areas:
 Project Rationale
 Macroeconomic and Sectoral Context
 Project Alternatives
 Demand analyses
 Identification of costs and benefits
 Use of shadow prices
 Sensitivity Analysis
 Risk Analysis
 Financial and fiscal sustainability
 Environmental sustainability
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Distribution analysis
Benefit monitoring and evaluation
Overall assessment

NEDA – ICC Documents and Forms. For investment projects with total costs exceeding Php500
million, Philippine law requires the approval of the NEDA-Investment Coordinating Council
through its Technical Board and Cabinet Committee. The main documentary requirement of the
NEDA-ICC is the generic NEDA-ICC Project Evaluation (PE) Forms. These documents facilitate
the assessment of the proposed project by highlighting vital cost information and snapshots of the
assumptions, variables as well as frameworks used in the economic and financial viability of the
proposed project. The NEDA-ICC PE Forms are primarily for the NEDA’s technical staff
evaluation of the project prior to its final inclusion in the NEDA-ICC agenda for deliberations on
its approval. The NEDA-ICC Project Evaluation (PE) document consists of six (6) standard
formats, which include (a) PE Form 1: General Information, (b) PE Form 2: Sources of Financing,
(c) PE Form 3: Estimated Project Cost, (d) PE Form 4: Annual Operations and Maintenance Cost,
(e) PE Form 5: Estimated Project Benefits, and (f) PE Form 6: Logical Framework.
The document was provided as Volume 4 of the Draft Report.
Feasibility Study Report. As part of NEDA-ICC requirement, a Feasibility Study Report was
prepared providing information on:





Candidate ECs being considered for the ADB Loan Project;
Detailed and summary description of the proposed projects of the candidate ECs;
Technical, financial, economic, environment and social impact assessment of projects;
Project design information such as objectives, scope, components, implementation
arrangements, cost estimates, and financing plan.

The Consultant assisted NEA in the submission of these documents (ICC Forms and FS Report) as
well as in the revision of the same to incorporate comments from various Government agencies
particularly from NEDA. The FS Report was exhaustively reviewed by NEDA staff to ensure that
the proposed Loan Project would meet standards and is consistent with the policy and programs of
the Government. NEDA’s comments and Consultant’s response is provided in Appendix 2.

2.4 Project Completion and Final Reporting Phase
This is the last phase of the TA where a Draft Report and Final Report was prepared and submitted
to ADB, NEA, and relevant stakeholders.
Specifically, during this stage, the Consultant exerted an effort in assisting NEA in getting approval
from concerned Government agencies (i.e., DOE, DOF and NEDA). DOE has already approved
the Project in principle during the last NEA Board Meeting while DOF and NEDA issues were
already addressed in the latest submission by NEA. Copy of that Consultant and NEA’s response
to comments by NEDA and DOF is provided in Appendix 2.
Also, during this stage, final and closing activities of the TA such as the dissemination workshops
to ECs and stakeholders, training of NEA and EC personnel, and other activities were undertaken.
With the submission of this Final Report, the Consultant view that the objective of the TA has been
fully met.
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3

KEY RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 Rural Electrification Sector
Rural electrification is a pro-poor flagship program of the Government of the Philippines which
aims to improve the quality of life in rural areas through the provision of adequate, affordable and
reliable energy services in a sustainable manner. Rural electrification generally provides greater
opportunities for economic development of the marginalized sectors such as the farmers,
fisherfolks and other poorest communities living in remote and unelectrified areas of the country.
The Republic Act No. 9136, known as the “Electric Power Industry Reform Act (EPIRA) of 2001”,
reinforces the Government’s commitment to accelerate total electrification of the country through
the strengthening of the rural electrification institutions and use of indigenous energy resources.
With the enactment of EPIRA in 2001, the Government has implemented newly promulgated
policies geared towards total electrification of the countryside. The EPIRA IRR has distinguishes
two components of the overall program to attain the said objectives, namely:
•

Rural Electrification refers to the basic electricity services, consisting of power generation,
sub-transmission and/or extension of associated power delivery system that would bring
about important social and economic benefits to the countryside.

•

Missionary Electrification refers to the provision of basic electricity service in unviable
areas with the ultimate aim of bringing the operations in these areas to viability levels.

In 2003, the O’ Ilaw Program was transformed into the Expanded Rural Electrification (ER)
Program pursuant to DOE Circular No. 2003-04-004. The ER program is the Government’s
flagship program that manages and promotes initiatives to achieve total electrification of remaining
unelectrified barangays by 2010 and 90% of all unelectrified households by 2017.

3.1.1 Rural Electrification Program Institutional Arrangement
DOE, the oversight and policy agency of the Government, established the Expanded Rural
Electrification (ER) Program that manages the overall programs and activities of the Government
related to rural electrification and missionary electrification. Under DOE Circular No. DC200304-004 in April 2003, ER Program aims to further strengthen and integrate efforts on rural
electrification by both the Government and the private sector to attain total barangay electrification
by 2010 and 100% household level electrification by 2017. It also establishes the ER Program
Team (ER Team) to formulate and recommend policies and guidelines to implement
rural/missionary electrification with greater private sector participation.
Figure 3-1 illustrates the institutional arrangements for the overall rural/missionary electrification
program of the Government.
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ERC

DOE
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Rate design/setting including review of DU/EC
capital projects and power supply contracts
• Technical & financial standards for DUs/ECs
• Regulation of Qualified Third Parties (QTPs)
• Licensing, and Determination of UC-ME

Policy Direction & Goal Setting
Program management & coordination
Administration of ER 1-94
Electrification projects for alternative solutions
Oversight of EPIRA implementation
Technical assistance to assist NEA and ECs
in EPIRA reforms

DUs/ECs
•
•
•
•

O&M, rehab, and upgrading of facilities
System expansion to unserved areas
Improve technical/financial efficiency
Acquisition of TRANSCO sub-transmission
assets
• Nominate unviable areas within franchise

NEA
• Management of ECs
• EC Project review, financing & monitoring
• Capacity building of ECs for EPIRA reforms

SPUG
• Missionary Generation in Small Island and
Isolated Grids (SIIGs)
• Implementor of last resort
• Petitioner for UC-ME

Financial Institutions
• DBP: windows (eg. WB APL funds) for
commercial financing for EC projects
• Rural Electrification Financing Corp.
(REFC): ADB-assisted conglomeration of
ECs for wholesale acquistion of fund; caters
only members, financially capable ECs
• Cooperative Development Authority
(CDA): Management support and financing
for ECs who elected to be members of CDA
(but NEA continues to provide services).

 Rural
electrification*
 Rehabilitation &
upgrading
 Acquisition of
sub-transmission
assets
 Embedded and
Generation
 Technical
Assistance
* Dus, SPUG and other qualified third
parties are the only entitites
allowed directly by EPIRA to
implement and operate rural
electriifcation projects.

Management Contractors
• By-contract mgt services to ECs

WESM
• Wholesale Purchase Purchase
• Aggregation of EC Power Purchases

Other Private Sector Participants*
• GENCOs/IPPs (PNOC-EDC, KEPCO, etc)::
power sales to DUs/ECs, grant/financing for
electrification (Adopt-A-Barangay, etc.)
• New Power Providers (NPPs): private
sector entrants to SIIGs
• Third Parties (QTPs, solar PV providers)

Other Government Agencies
• DAR, DILG: Permitting, implementation of
alternative solutions (solar PV systems)
• PSALM: Administration of UC-ME

Figure 3-1. Rural Electrification Institutional Framework

3.1.2 ECs’ Operation and Related Issues
In the Philippines, power distribution in the rural areas is under the purview of the ECs. NEA is
the government agency that supervises the operation of 119 ECs. Since its creation in the 1970s,
NEA continues to provide technical support and financial assistance to the ECs in improving their
operations and attain the Government goals of 100% barangay electrification by 2009. The
EPIRA reforms require NEA to prepare the ECs for the implementation of various industry
reforms, including WESM and retail competition.
Based on the NEA’s statistics in December 2007, the financial and operational position of the 119
ECs varies widely. About 63 ECs had insufficient revenues to cover their operating and debt
service costs while 32 ECs were unable to cover even their operating costs. The collection
efficiencies of the ECs, in general, are much lower as compared to the PIOUs. In addition, 61 ECs
reported total power losses greater than the 14% regulatory cap, with 11 ECs reporting system
losses higher than 20%; one EC registered a system loss of 28.3%. These are considered as
extreme levels if compared to the national system loss level of about 12.8%. Many of these losses
are purely technical in nature. In general, most distribution facilities of the ECs are stretched
beyond their technical and economic lives, and also suffer from inadequate maintenance programs
and investment. The substations and low voltage distribution networks are already overloaded.
Adding to the problem is growing number of unauthorized consumers who pilfer electricity,
causing unmonitored reduction in supply voltage and increasing technical losses.
However, the problems currently being faced by the poorly performing ECs can be addressed by
specific investment measures and institutional strengthening activities. Many ECs do not have
enough capability and financial strength to access commercial financing. Current financial
assistance already provided only caters for large and well-performing ECs. Provision of financing
support to the ECs remains one of the responsibilities of National Electrification Administration
(NEA). NEA, however, lacks sufficient funding to boost its loan and other financial support
programs to the poorly performing ECs.
Based on PD 269, ECs are practically very similar in nature with respect to Private Investor Owned
Utilities (PIOU) since they are given franchises to operate a distribution and retail electricity
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authority within specified areas as private entities. However in reality, the current organizational
setup of the ECs are far different from a regular PIOU. Current policies in ECs limit the stock
shares of their consumer members. ECs are virtually limited in making financial decisions due to
current rate-setting methodology being used by the ERC. An ADB study stated that the absence
of competition for service in their franchise areas and the implicit quasi-ownership by NEA makes
the ECs’ operations like a public service. The same study recommend that said culture must be
changed in order for ECs to restructure their operation and perform as well-functioning corporate
entities with clear goal of maximizing the value of their shareholders (i.e., the member consumers).
The 119 ECs vary greatly in terms of size, performance and local conditions. The largest EC is
BATELEC II with more than 127,000 connections while the smallest EC is the CASELCO with
713 customers. Better performing ECs usually serve large and progressive provincial cities such
as those located in Luzon. Poor-performing ECs are normally serving small islands or areas with
peace and order problems. Almost all of the 41 ECs in small islands being served by the NPCSPUG are poor-performing even though they enjoy continued power purchase subsidies. Due to
multiple managerial, human and financial factors, majority of the ECs are operating inefficiently
and financially weak. NEA has indicated that, based on its data, EC performance in general have
worsened in recent years despite existing efforts, including the World Bank. Evaluation of EC
performance in the last 3 years leads to the following conclusion:
• Increased number of ECs with operating losses;
• Increased number of ECs unable to serve their outstanding debts; and,
• Increased number of ECs whose system losses are above the 14% ceiling prescribed by the
ERC.

3.1.3 Summary of Issues and Barriers to EC Operation
Despite the numerous efforts of the Government, the operations of the ECs on the average are
considered poor and unsatisfactory. Based on the past and most recent studies conducted by the
Government, the barriers that impede the growth and improvements in operational efficiencies of
the ECs include, but not limited to, the following:
•

In reality, ECs operate as public service entities and not as pure business entity. NEA and
the ECs have been forced by the political targets to accelerate the extension of distribution
lines to unelectrified areas without concrete plan for load growth. NEA is always under
pressure to report higher number of newly energized areas to meet the 100% barangay
electrification of the Government. In some areas, local political intervention in the
management of the ECs is highly pronounced.

•

Being a private cooperative owned by their consumer-members, the full conversion of ECs
into a real private company may not be feasible politically present neither a politically
feasible or socially desirable option at this stage. EPIRA further exacerbates the situation
by stating that any transfer of ownership of EC assets must require the new owners to pay
its condoned loans to PSALM. Relatedly, the non-stock and non-profit status of ECs
prevent them to access to private equity investment.

•

The “cash needs approach” used by ERC to set ECs’ retail tariffs has the main features of
of 14% distribution loss ceiling and 5% reinvestment allowance. The same discourages the
ECs to undertake aggressive stance to improve their operation and make sound
management decisions including financial planning.

•

The high distribution losses of many ECs are attributed to past under-investments,
inadequate technical skills and tools to undertake system optimization, lack of staff to
undertake regular maintenance, etc.
ERC’s allowed system loss cap of 14% is a
disincentive to ECs to take a serious stance in improving their operational efficiency.
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•

Poor collection efficiency of many ECs in remote areas is due to the local poverty and low
income of their household customers. In areas with very low load densities, ECs do not
have sufficient number of personnel to conduct house-to-house payment collections.

•

Many ECs are considered small and with limited equity. The same prevent them to access
commercial funds to finance major system enhancement and staff trainings. Such ECs
only rely to NEA’s technical and grant funds support.

•

After the enactment of EPIRA and the issuance of Executive Orders 119 and 460, NEA’s
lending facility has been greatly reduced and is currently relying only on its own Internally
Generated Funds (IGF) as source of its funds to finance ECs’ financial requests. For a
time, EO 138 which was issued during the administration of President Estrada prohibited
NEA to provide lending assistance to EC. This has now been already nullified by EO 538
issued by the Arroyo Administration.

•

Although NEA annually receives funds from the national budget, such grant funds are
normally committed for ECs’ barangay electrification involving extension of distribution
lines to unelectrified barangays. Government does not have specific budgetary allocations
for the upgrading and rehabilitation of existing distribution systems of the ECs.

•

Even after more than 6 years of EPIRA implementation, management strategies of many
ECs are still inclined on traditional “captive market” concept. ECs do not have experience
or capacity to undertake aggressive marketing strategy, customer satisfaction management,
and service/product design, which are essential skills in competitive market.

•

Despite EPIRA’s mandate to NEA to provide guarantees to ECs in their WESM trading,
only three (3) out of 119 ECs as have had experience as direct WESM members.

•

This is due to various reasons, including the present rate-making policy of the ERC. ECs
do not have direct incentives to actively participate in the WESM trading. Any reduction
in the cost of purchase by an EC as a result of its trading in the WESM shall automatically
be reflected as a reduction in generation rate to be passed onto its consumers. Thus,
nothing will be retained to the EC management. Instead, such additional efforts by the EC
may even result to additional non-power costs (e.g., incremental staff salaries due to
overtime plus cost of office utilities) that cannot be included in the rates being charged to
the end-users.

•

Until now, only few ECs have incorporated in their medium-term planning the potential of
imbedded generation.
In distribution system optimization, a power source may be
connected to a particular point of the distribution facility to optimize its operation. This
option has not yet been fully exploited by many ECs in the engineering planning.

3.1.4 NEA’s Long-Term Program for ECs
NEA follows specific guidelines for the categorization of the 119 ECs based on their previous
year’s performance. Said categorization classifies the ECs into A+ (best performing), A, B, and up
to E (lowest performing).
Majority of ECs including some of those ECs categorized as A+ to B continue to experience
excessive technical and non-technical losses in their operations. Under the said scenario, ECs’
system performance will likely to continue to deteriorate and experience more outages, system
losses will continue and even increase over time if not remedied. Despite of NEA’s assistance of
providing loans or subsidies, the ECs have a substantial backlog of investment needed for the
upgrading of existing power distribution systems and construction of additional infrastructure to
cater rural electrification of the last mile barangays and sitios.
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Following the corporate restructuring reform implemented by NEA in 2004 in accordance with the
imperatives of the Electric Power Industry Reform Act (EPIRA), NEA has started to show
financial turnaround as indicated by higher revenues and reduced operational expenditures. As a
result, NEA’s financial conditions registered a positive net income for the first time in 2004. This
was brought most notably by factors such as NEA’s realized savings from the implementation of
corporate restructuring efforts as well as the absorption of about P18 Billion of NEA’s liabilities by
PSALM Corporation in the same year.
As shown in Table 3-1 and Table 3-2, total funding requirement submitted by ECs for the year
2008 through their ICPM has totaled to P13.8 billion. Said amount is too large compared to
NEA’s available fund of P1.5 billion for the same year. NEA has sourced its available loan fund
from its Internally Generated Funds (IGF) which must be repaid by the EC. On the other hand,
NEA also has available subsidy fund coming from the National Government which is a grant
allocation to the ECs specifically for the financing of their new rural electrification projects (i.e.,
grid extension).
Such subsidies represent the Government’s financial exposure to the rural
electrification program. They are released to the ECs through the NEA and must be covered by a
corresponding Memorandum of Agreement between NEA and the beneficiary EC.
Table 3-1. Physical Targets of ECs As of 18 April 2008
Particulars

2008

2009

2010

Primary, ckt kms

2997.8

1263.7

1264.5

390.6

314

Secondary, ckt kms

1868.2

975.2

1040

419.8

314.5

B. Rehab / Revamp

Primary, ckt kms

2265.2

1068.7

638.6

599.8

590.2

C. Rehab / Upgrading

Primary, ckt kms

A. Expansion

Units

Secondary, ckt kms

545.9

390.8

253.5

226.9

192.1

1250.4

925.9

830.5

483.5

331.6

158.2

91.3

80.4

63.0

355

165

140

110

70

289,375

304,388

318,395

337,667

354,564

707

290

255

170

140

2,403

2,527

2,661

2,786

2,926

561.9

272.8

370.6

286.6

152.5

Substation, MVA
Total No. of Customers

E. Substation

Total Capacity, MVA

2012

4353.5

Secondary, ckt kms
D. Add-Ons

2011

Projected Max. Demand (MW)
F. 69-kV Sub-Transmission
Kilometers of Line
Source: NEA Long Term Development Plan

Table 3-2. EC’s Funding Requirements as of 18 April 2008 (P’0008)
Particulars

2008
1,783,112

2009
789,729

2010
1,145,717

2011

2012

282,381

204,445

A. Expansion

On-grid / Off-grid
Connections

172,790

110,319

208,884

200,951

293,084

B. Rehab/Revamp

Dx Line

522,858

371,924

240,460

227,332

235,604

C. Rehab/Upgrading

Dx Line

3,264,757

2,489,493

2,497,840

2,295,027

2,334,857

D. Add-Ons

Connections

1,005,994

1,046,204

1,109,023

1,162,435

1,238,984

E. Substation

New systems

1,661,105

611,981

627,061

416,010

399,085

F. Rehab/Upgrading

Substations

281,546

111,653

127,975

45,340

31,375

G. 69-kV SubTransmission

New Lines

1,018,722

520,581

481,841

472,990

391,844
12,600

Existing Lines Rehabilitation
69kV from TRANSCO

6,623

9,303

13,460

13,000

2,197,225

685,379

563,845

195,450

66,832

H. Logistics

Institutional enhancement

936,520

526,360

424,796

403,879

453,175

I. Others

Physical assets

448,256

331,335

158,657

115,338

114,092

J. General Accounts

Computers, billing, metering

Total Annual Funding Requirements
Source: NEA Long Term Development Plan

538,780

224,427

206,059

194,588

198,098

13,838,288

7,828,690

7,805,619

6,024,722

5,974,075
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Statistics indicate that the system-wide average system losses by the ECs have been steadily
reduced over the last several years from 15% in 2003 to 14.2% during the 1st semester of 2007.
However, said current level still cannot be considered an acceptable level, as it falls short of the
14% maximum recoverable loss that has been mandated by RA 7832. Said level is not even near
the national system-loss program target of 9% by year 2010 set by the Government. In fact, the
14% system loss mark is definitely not within the reduction potential that can be achieved if
holistic and aggressive measures are to be implemented. A simple estimation indicates that a 5%
system loss reduction1 will yield a total savings to the electric cooperatives of about P3.1 billion in
the next 3 years (P775 million annually) which is equivalent to the total investment requirements
for putting up 100MW of new generation capacities .
NEA has reported that the overall reduction of 0.14% for the second quarter of 2007 was mainly
due to the various technical and non-technical system loss reduction measures implemented by ECs
in the last 2 years. Said measures are outlined in Table 3-3 below.
Table 3-3: System Loss Reduction Measures Proven Effective by the ECs
Measure

Specific Activity

Technical system
loss Reduction

1.
2.
3.

Rehabilitation/upgrading of 12,169 circuit kilometers of distribution systems;
Commissioning of 1,717 MVA of new substations; and
Competency enhancement of technical personnel

Non-technical
system loss
Reduction

1.
2.
3.

Massive education campaign for energy-use and efficiency
Anti-pilferage Program
Community Participation

3.2 Project Framework
A Project Framework, consistent with ADB and NEDA standards, has been prepared and appended
in Volumes 2 and 3. Key features of the Project Framework are as follows:

3.2.1 Project Development Objectives
The government’s energy sector development objectives embodied in the recently updated
Philippine Energy Plan 2007 include (i) attaining a sustainable energy self-sufficiency; and, (ii)
global competitiveness of the energy sector. Consistent with these objectives, the Project aims to
improve the operational efficiencies of the less performing Electric Cooperatives (ECs) and
transform them into efficient, competitive and self-sufficient participants of the electric power
industry. Specifically, the Project is designed to reduce systems losses and reduce cost of supply
of electricity by the rural electric cooperatives in the Philippines.
It involves a loan facility that will provide financial assistance to the selected ECs to undertake
upgrading and rehabilitation of distribution systems, and acquisition of sub-transmission assets of
the National Transmission Corporation (TRANSCO). The Project also supports the conduct of
capacity building activities for NEA and ECs’ implementation of specific investment projects.

3.2.2 Global Objectives
Although not specifically designed for this purpose, the project would also contribute towards the
global objective of mitigating climate change caused by greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions through
grid system rehabilitation and loss reduction in distribution systems operated by the ECs which
would lead to increase efficiency of grid based supply, thus reducing harmful emissions associated
with diesel-fired power generations.

1

Based on MFSR submission as of 30 August 2007
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3.2.3 Key Performance Indicators
The monitoring indicators of the project would include indicators addressing access and
performance related issues such as the number of connections, system losses, collection
performance, debt service coverage and other technical and financial performance ratios.

3.2.4 Impact and Outcome
The cost of energy production and cost of electricity to consumer will be reduced as the final
impact of the Project. The ECs will implement specific investment projects to improve their
efficiency, reliability and the quality of electricity service to their consumers. The major outcomes
expected from the Project are: (1) reduced losses of electricity in the distribution system; (2)
increased distribution capacity for load growth; (3) improved reliability; (4) servicing to new
electricity consumers; and, (5) reduction of CO2 emissions.
The ECs will implement systems improvement projects which will reduce the overall need for
additional supply (generation) capacity to cover load growth from increase demands from existing
consumers as well as new demands from new connections. Furthermore, this will translate to and
avoidance of a substantial amount of greenhouse gas emissions – and the associated cost of
importing fuel, creating carbon credits under the CDM. With reduced electricity demand, the
overall need for supply (generation) will be reduced and a large amount of greenhouse gas
emissions – and the associated cost of importing fuel – will be avoided, creating carbon credits for
the project under the CDM.
The acquisition of the TRANSCO’s sub-transmission assets will provide benefits to the EC in
terms of the avoided transmission charges, additional wheeling revenues and as a strategy to avoid
by-pass by retailers.

3.2.5 Outputs
The Project will provide investment support to 9 ECs to implement 354.2 ckt-kms of primary lines,
142.7 ckt-kms of secondary lines, and rehabilitation/replacements of 201 MVA substations. It will
also support 10 ECs to acquire 749 ckt-kms of subtransmission assets from TRANSCO. Further,
the Project will also implement capacity building activities aimed at improving the technical,
administrative and management skills of both NEA and ECs in the implementation of the specific
investment projects and in the day-to-day operation of the distribution systems as a whole. The
specific project components are listed and discussed below.

3.3 Project Scope and Overview
3.3.1 Project Components
Subprojects have been categorized to provide consistency between EC projects and alignment with
investment plans. The detailed financial and economic analyses are included in the software
models appended in the form of a CD disk. The detail of each sub project for each EC is also
provided in Volumes 2, 3 and 5.
Subprojects are categorized as follows:
Component 1: Distribution Systems Improvement. This component will involve construction
of distribution lines or substations, or other engineering upgrades for the purpose of reducing
system losses, improving voltage levels caused by an increase or anticipated increase in load
demands of existing customers, replacement of distribution assets (usually distribution lines) that
have reached the end of their economic life, direct materials, tools and equipment generally used
for maintenance, line servicing, distribution/engineering planning, etc. This is further classified as
follows:
a. Rehab / Revamp - a project which completely replaces an existing 13.2kV or LowVoltage line section of the distribution system with new higher capacity. This involves the
complete replacement of existing poles, conductors, distribution transformers and
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connections, among others, which objective is to reduce losses and improve system
reliability. Specifically:

b.

c.



Revamp 13.2kV lines involve individual poles, cross-arm, insulator and hardware
replacements that were not specifically included as part of a conductor upgrade,
primarily on the backbone sections constructed in the early 1970’s or in older urban
areas where lines existed prior to the cooperatives establishment. Benefits include
maintaining public safety, line reliability, serviceability and regulatory compliance.
These projects generally have very low or negative IRR but are essential to maintain
future revenue, avoid extended outages of supply following storms.



Development of 13.2kV 3-phase backbones involves new lines or replacement of an
existing feeder section with new higher capacity or double-circuit lines and may also
include new tie lines between substations. The major benefits of these activities are
loss reduction and improvement in reliability.

Rehab / Upgrade - a project which provides partial improvement to an existing 13.2kV or
Low-Voltage line section or substation in the distribution system. Cost included for
reconductoring, meter substitution, distribution transformer replacement, voltage
regulation, other reinforcement investments, and replacement of failed or dilapidated
equipment and materials. Specifically:


13.2kV lines upgrade involves reconductoring of existing lines, capacitor bank
insertion and/or pole replacements. Capacitor bank upgrade involves installation of
new shunt/fixed capacitors necessary for augmenting the reactive power needs of the
distribution system and to meet power service obligations at adequate capacity, correct
line voltage and improve reliability. The major benefits include loss reduction and
improvements in reliability.



Low-Voltage upgrade involves reconductoring of existing lines for loss reduction on
the 240V LV; may also include short 1-phase extensions for transformer injection,
rehabilitation and use of duplex conductors on the existing LV line to reduce pilferage.
The major benefits include loss reduction through lower losses on LV lines and
reduced pilferage through use of insulted single or duplex conductor.



Distribution transformer injection involves procurement of additional transformers
generally 25kVA and larger to replace existing overloaded transformers – the replaced
transformer being used for downstream upgrading or injection. Generally, equipment
procured where current EC distribution transformer utilization exceeds 50% or where
an excessive level of failure due to burnout is currently being experienced. Assumed
injections are implemented in parallel with a transformer load management program to
optimize utilization and minimize burnouts. Major cost benefits in reductions of
transformer burnouts (4-7% of systems total reduced to 1-2%), reduction on
transformer losses and a small recovery of otherwise lost sales.



Replacement of defective meters, meter clustering projects, and introduction of MV
feeder metering to support the targeting of loss reduction programs will result in nontechnical loss reduction through faulty meter replacements and avoidance of meter
tampering and pilferage.



Distribution system protection equipment involves new installation or replacement of
circuit breakers, fuses, cut-outs, arresters, and reclosers which improve operation of the
electrical system when problem such as electrical faults, short circuits or lighting
strikes occur.

New Substation – this involves the installation of new substations and associated 69kV
lines and 13.2 kV feeder lines for load increase and voltage correction. The major benefits
include reduced system loss, improved reliability and increased energy sales through
voltage improvement, primarily as a result of feeder length reduction.
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d. Substation Upgrade – this involves the rehabilitation of existing substations and feeder
reinforcement associated with the upgrade. The major benefits include system loss
reduction and additional capacity that allows for new connections.
e. Add-On – a project which provides for the connection of new customers to existing line
sections of the distribution system. Projects are due to new connections as a result of an
upgrading of line section of the distribution system or installation of new substation.
Incremental cost of connection is the service drop wires and metering.
f.

Information Computerization Technology (ICT) – logistical support consisting of
essential tools for modernization or computerization of the operations in any of the
following areas such as:


Communication to field offices via VOIP, FTP and E-Mail



Billing and Collection



Accounting and Financial Management



Inventory Management and Warehousing



Complaints Monitoring



Engineering



Geographic Information System



Asset Monitoring & Facilities Management



Pilferage / System Loss Segregation

This component will support specific investment projects of at least 9 ECs, namely: BATELEC II,
ESAMELCO, ISELCO I, NEECO I, NORSAMELCO, OMECO, QUEZELCO II, ZAMCELCO,
and ZAMECO I.
Following evaluation of proposed EC development plans, on-site assessment and investment
modeling, project investment totals in each EC as listed below are recommended for inclusion in
the proposed ADB Loan Project:
Table 3-4: System Improvement Projects
Electric
Cooperatives

Category/ Classification

BATELEC II
ESAMELCO
ISELCO I
NEECO I
NORSAMELCO
OMECO
QUEZELCO II
ZAMECO I
ZAMCELCO
TOTAL

A+
C
C
B
E
C
C
B
B

ML
L
ML
EL
L
L
L
L
ML

Project Cost
567,564.00
84,558.00
468,910.00
348,769.00
118,233.00
222,310.00
88,224.00
459,433.00
144,074.00
2,502,075.00

The above investment plans for the networks in each of the EC’s have the objectives of:
•

Increasing capacity for load growth

•

Reducing losses

•

Improving reliability

Component 2: Sub-Transmission Asset Acquisitions. This component will support EC
acquisition of sub-transmission assets currently being held by TRANSCO. Through the ERC
Decision on Case No. 2006-159 MC, the selling price of Transco’s sub-transmission assets with
contract of sale or lease purchase agreements signed after June 13, 2006 shall be based on the
assets’ appraised values as determined by the independent appraiser. EPIRA provides that the
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TRANSCO shall grant concessional financing over a period of twenty (20) years for the EC’s
acquisition of the sub-transmission assets. TRANSCO’s standard Lease Purchase Agreement to
ECs requires a 20% down payment payable within 10 days after the ERC approval of the sale
contract, with the balance or 80% payable based on 75% of the remaining life of the assets sold.
The Project was designed to finance the 20% down payment requirement of the ECs. With the
acquisition of sub-transmission assets, the EC is able to avoid the expenses for paying the subtransmission charges imposed by TRANSCO for the use of the assets, benefit from additional
wheeling revenues, and may use the assets as a long term strategy to avoid bypass by retailers.
The acquisition of sub-transmission assets will also enable acquiring ECs to avoid corporate
income tax-loaded sub-transmission charges that will come about once a private entity non-tax
exempt concessionaire takes over the operations of unsold sub-transmission assets. It will enable
acquiring ECs to take control of the operations and maintenance of assets which basically exist for
the purpose of serving the needs of the acquiring ECs’ distributions systems, and their member
consumers. Control of operations and maintenance would mean control of the attendant costs. For
sub-transmission assets which directly connect end-users to the transmission grid, their acquisition
by the corresponding ECs will make directly connected end-users become customers of the ECs.
The directly connected end-users are normally large energy users thus their requirements for higher
voltage connections to sub-transmission assets. These new large customers of ECs will provide
stability in the ECs’ revenues and earnings. Acquisition of sub-transmission assets would set aside
for the exclusive benefit of the acquiring ECs any excess capacity of the assets for the distribution
system’s expansion and load additions.
The Project will finance the 20% down payment requirement for the acquisition of the following
ECs amounting to PhP 812 million.
Table 3-5: Sub Transmission Acquisition Project
Name of EC
BATELEC I
CAGELCO I/CAGELCO II
CAGELCO II
DANECO
DANECO/DORECO
DORECO
LEYECO IV
LEYECO V
LUELCO
MORESCO II/CAMELCO
TOTAL

Category/
Classification
A+/ML
A+/ML
A/EL
A+/ML
A+/ML
A+/EL
A+/L
A+/EL
A+/ML
A+/EL

Acquisition Cost
(PhP 000)
40,762
19,511
63,373
165,080
28,431
53,411
197,753
115,369
47,598
80,483
811,769

Projected Year of
Acquisition
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2009
2010
2010
2009
2010

The investment in TRANSCO’s sub-transmission assets will provide the EC the following benefits:
•

Avoidance of the TRANSCO’s sub-transmission charges being imposed on all users of assets;

•

Acquisition will give ECs access to the right of way that comes with the sub-transmission lines.

•

Acquisition of sub-transmission assets would set aside for the exclusive benefit of the acquiring
ECs any excess capacity of the assets for the distribution system’s expansion and load
additions

•

Acquisition of sub-transmission assets will enable acquiring ECs to take control of the
operations and maintenance of assets which basically exist for the purpose of serving the needs
of the acquiring ECs’ distributions systems, and their member consumers. Control of
operations and maintenance would mean control of the attendant costs.

•

Acquisition of sub-transmission assets will enable acquiring ECs to avoid corporate income
tax-loaded sub-transmission charges that will come about once a private entity non-tax exempt
TRANSCO Concessionaire takes over the operations of unsold sub-transmission assets.
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3.3.2 Financing Options Evaluation
Several options for financing were considered for the loan to ADB. The different scenarios that
were evaluated based on published rates were (1) where the GOP directly borrows, and (2) the
NEA borrows but is guaranteed by the government, as required by the ADB. Two (2) types of loan
were likewise considered, one in which the interest rate will be LIBOR-based and the other where
it will be fixed for the project lifetime.
NEA’s apprehension falls on the foreign exchange risks, having experienced significant impact of
such risks in its finances in the past. Hence, to ascertain in which currency NEA would have an
advantage in terms of cost of money, the USD, JPY and Philippine peso rates were looked into.
The matrix below was presented to the NEA for deliberations on August 2008. Taking into account
NEA’s own loan spread and the market rates per currency denominations, relatively competitive
rates were derived from the JPY-denominated loan type.
Initially, the USD-denominated Libor-Based Loan was considered. However, with the volatility
experienced by the forex market in the second half of the year, NEA had decided that it will be to
their advantage to borrow in JPY terms at fixed interest rate. The ADB charges the lowest costbase rate on the JPY-denominated loan among the three (3) currencies considered. Fixing the
interest rate would also allow NEA to program its expenses as to the loan obligations easily.
According to NEA, it would also be to their best interest if the national government provides cover
for the forex risk. This however will be subject to the DOF’s assessment of the proposed project
and NEA’s financial performance. The forex risk was nonetheless assumed to be 3% and
considered in the final cost of borrowing whether it is the NG or NEA that will bear it.
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Figure 3-2: Financing Options
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3.3.3 Project Investment Plan
The total project cost is estimated at Php 3,677 million, including taxes and duties.
All
investments are priced using estimates of 2008 price levels. A physical contingency amounting to
5% of both material and labor costs were included in the cost estimates to take into account
possible escalation on the quantities of materials and labor that may be utilized for the projects.
Value added tax (VAT) of 15% for the foreign portion of the costs and 12% for the local portion
had also been added.
Table 3-6 provides a summary of the project investment plan.
Table 3-6: Project Investment Plan
Item

Total Cost
(PhP Million)

A. Base Cost a , b
1.
Distribution System Improvement
2.
Acquisition of Transmission Lines from TRANSCO
3.
Capacity Building and Project Implementation Support
Subtotal (A)
B.
Contingencies c
C.
Financial Charges during Implementation d
Total (A+B+C)

2,502
812
29
3,343
266
68
3,677

a

includes taxes and duties of Php340.2 million (JPY765.4 million)

b

in November 2008 prices

c

Physical contingencies are computed at 5%. Price contingencies are computed by year and
expenditure type based on cumulative domestic and foreign price inflation. Exchange rate
fluctuations are estimated using a purchasing power parity adjustment model.

d

Includes interest and commitment charges. Interest during construction has been computed
at the ADB’s published LIBOR-based loan for JPY-denominated loans as of March 2009
plus a spread of 0.20%.

3.3.4 Financing Plan
As direct borrower, NEA has requested a loan of Php2,353.3 million to finance about 64% of the
total project cost of Php3,677 million. The proceeds of the ADB loan will be used to finance
materials, equipment, capacity building and project implementation support. NEA will provide an
equivalent to Php674.1 million or 18.2% of the total project cost. NEA will provide a commitment
letter confirming the availability of the counterpart funding. TRANSCO will provide the remaining
17.7% or Php649.6 million in the form of lease purchase agreement on the ECs’ acquisition of subtransmission lines.
The ADB loan will come from its ordinary capital resources. The loan will carry an interest rate to
be determined in accordance with ADB’s London interbank offered rate (LIBOR) for US dollars,
an annual commitment charge of 0.15%, and such other terms and conditions set forth in the draft
Loan Agreement. The loan will have a term of 25 years, including a grace period of 5 years. The
financing plan for the Project is summarized in Table 3-7.
Table 3-7: Financing Plan
Source
ADB
National Electrification Administration
National Transmission Corporation
(TRANSCO)
Total

Total Costs
(PhP million)
Php (million)
2,353.3
674.1
649.6
3,677.0

Percent
64.0%
18. 3%
17.7%
100.00%
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NEA has provided ADB with (i) the reasons for its decision to borrow under ADB’s LIBOR-based
lending facility on the basis of these terms and conditions, and (ii) an undertaking that these
choices were its own independent decision and not made in reliance on any communication or
advice from ADB. NEA will on-lend proceeds to ECs subject to NEAs relending terms and
conditions acceptable to ADB. The relending terms will be in line with NEA’s prevailing lending
rates and procedure to ECs.
The funds flow arrangement and on-lending arrangement are schematically summarized in Figure
3-3 below.
Figure 3-3: Flow Funds and Onlending Arrangements

3.3.5 Institutional and Implementation Arrangement
Project Management
NEA will be the Executing Agency for the Project and will work in close collaboration with the
electric cooperatives and other relevant agencies. The beneficiary ECs will be the implementing
agencies (IAs). NEA will establish a Project Management Unit (PMU) headed by a director. The
PMU will have at least 5 core staff, including accounting staff, to adequately implement the
Project. The PMU will have the overall responsibility for providing guidance, administrative and
technical support to ECs, monitor project progress, prepare project accounts and activity reports.
National individual consultants will be recruited under this component to support implementation
of the Project particularly in the aspects of technical design, procurement, and project
implementation coordination.

Implementation Period
The Project will be implemented over a period of 5 years, from January 2010 to December 2014.
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Procurement
All procurement to be financed under the ADB loan will be carried out in accordance with ADB’s
Procurement Guidelines (2007, as amended from time to time) and the procurement plan prepared
and agreed between the Government and ADB. The following are the threshold limits in US
Dollar equivalent to be followed under the procurement plan: (i) international competitive bidding
for supply/civil work contracts estimated to cost above $1 million; (ii) national competitive bidding
for (a) works contracts between $100,000 to $1,000,000; (iii) shopping procedures for both supply
of goods and works contracts from above $10,000 to less than $100,000; and (iv) shopping for all
contracts below $10,000. All procurement contracts will contain anticorruption provisions as
specified by ADB.

3.4 Project Analysis
3.4.1 Technical Assessment
The study covered 47 priority projects of 9 ECs selected for the ensuing ADB Loan Project.
Details of the priority projects, profile of the ECs and results of the technical analysis were
explicitly discussed in Volume 3 – Feasibility Study Report.
Some of the key findings in the
technical assessment are presented as follows:
General: In terms of investment support by the project, the choice of technology will be based on
least cost solution. All potential technology solutions will be those that are commercially proven.
Experienced and capable ECs staff would be responsible for the design, installation, operation and
maintenance of the distribution network. TA and training for project implementation will bridge
the gaps of specialized skills, if any.
Forecast and Capacity Addition Validation: Load projections and recommendations were
reviewed and generally found to be adequate for the short to medium-term planning period.
Accordingly, the proposed capacity expansion of current system to meet the growth of prospective
demand is analyzed to determine whether an optimal minimum transformer size has been
considered for the purpose.
Table 3-8: Sales (MWh) and Demand (MW) Forecast
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Demand and Growth Rates: In 2007, the 9 ECs delivered 1,319 GWh of electricity to its
613,3222 customers with total aggregate demand of 277 MW. In 5-year investment period (20092013), the estimated electricity delivery through their combined 16,746 circuit-km network is about
8,352,964 MWH with total peak demand at 359 MW. Electricity demand growth rates for the 9
ECs were projected to further increase by an average 6% in which residential and commercial
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consumers are the main users of electrical energy.
forecast of the target ECs for the period 2009-2013.

Table 3-8 below provides sales and demand

System Loss: The status of distribution system loss of the 9 ECs and their loss reduction target are
shown in Table 3-9 below.
Table 3-9: System Loss of Electric Cooperative
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Reliability: Basically, the prime investment motive of ECs in the rehabilitation work is improved
reliability performance rather than distribution system loss reduction. It is by tradition a practice
that EC undertakes distribution system improvement so as to replace the lines and equipment
before any failures due to deterioration create power interruptions, safety hazards and increased
operating costs associated with emergency repairs.
Collectively, the 9 ECs performed below par in reliability performance considering their 2007
average reliability indices. It should be noted that these customer-related statistics could vary
significantly from year to year due to the random occurrence of a single major outage, seriously
skewing the overall statistic for EC. The recent field inspections conducted in some of these
facilities validated the present concern that the service reliability in these ECs is beyond the NEA
standard indices for reliability, to wit:




System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI): 0.8-1.3 interruptions/customer
System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI): 70-90 minutes/customer
Momentary Average Interruption Frequency Index (MAIFI): Less than 3 minutes
Table 3-10: Reliability Performance of 9 Electric Cooperatives in 2007
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I

*based on the NEA System Reliability Report for 2007

System Capacity: Overall, the existing distribution system infrastructure of the targeted ECs have
reached their limits of capacity, to the point where connection of any additional customers to the
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system is resulting an adverse effects on power quality and is seriously compromising supply
system reliability for all existing customers.
To cover the inadequacy of the existing system to meet the projected demand, additional 12 new
substations with total capacity at 75 MVA are required for erection in the 9 ECs. Likewise,
installation of new distribution transformers with total capacity equivalent to 99.8 MVA of assorted
transformer rating is necessary for upgrading capacity of existing overloaded feeders at load side.

3.4.2 Financial Analysis
The financial viability of the Project has been assessed by conducting a financial internal rate of
return (FIRR) analysis. This analysis has been undertaken for the two (2) investment components.
For the whole project (i.e., two investment components), the financial analysis shows an overall
financial internal rate of return (FIRR), in nominal terms but assuming constant nominal (and
therefore declining real) tariff for incremental sales, of 17.54% which exceeds the WACC of
9.00%, and positive financial net present value (FNPV) of Php 2.2 billion indicating that the
investment projects are financially viable.
Summary of the financial analysis results for the two investment components is shown in Table 311 below.
Table 3-11: Summary of Financial Analysis Results
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Meanwhile, the loan’s effective interest rate was determined to establish NEA’s cost of borrowing
for the project. The derivation was based on the projected loan amortization of NEA to ADB, the
other financial charges that will be incurred by the loan such as commitment charges, interest
during construction (IDC), guarantee fee to be charged by the national government, forex risk
cover as well as rebates to NEA which the ADB applies to LIBOR-based loans. Considering the
projections of the net flows of the loan, the computed effective interest rate was 5.033%.

Component 1 - Distribution System Improvement
The existing distribution system infrastructure of the targeted ECs have reached their limits of
capacity, to the point where connection of any additional customers to the system is resulting an
adverse effects on power quality and is seriously compromising supply system reliability for all
existing customers. The proposed project would include a series of financially and technical
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viable investments that would remove major supply system constraints and allow anticipated
customer growth through rural electrification.
For this component, the financial analysis examined the aggregate costs and incremental benefits
from the implementation of each investment projects of the ECs. The financial benefits have been
measured from the volume of energy savings due to systems loss reduction and additional income
due to additional electricity sales to customers.
Costs
The investments project costs for each EC include all the capital investments from 2009-2013 for
the rehabilitation and the revamp of the distribution system, rehabilitation and upgrading of
distribution lines, rehabilitation and upgrading of substations, additional transformer capacity, and
investments in add-ons or facilities/lines for connecting to new customers. All capital costs are
expressed in real terms using mid-2008 prices. A physical contingency amounting to 5% of both
material and labor costs were included in the cost estimates to take into account possible escalation
on the quantities of materials and labor that may be utilized for the projects. Value added tax
(VAT) of 15% for the foreign portion of the costs and 12% for the local portion had also been
added. The FIRR was calculated on the basis of the base costs, excluding price contingency and
financial charges during implementation.
Table 3-12: Investment Project Costs.
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Benefits
The key benefits of the proposed 5-year investment plan of each include:
•

Increase in sales due to the Project: The project involves supply system capacity upgrades
that would permit connection of additional customers to the system representing increase in
rural electrification levels that would be otherwise achievable without the benefit of this
project. The increase in electricity sales is the increase in revenues due to the increased sales
less the corresponding increase in purchased power costs. Purchased power costs increases
since additional power will have to be purchased by the EC in order to serve the additional
customer loads. The increase in revenues consists of increases in the following: revenues
from generation charges, revenues from transmission charges, and revenues from distribution
charges billed against the customers. The increase in purchased power is determined from the
difference in sales between forecast sales with the Project and forecast sales without the Project
using the improved system losses. The increase in purchased power is converted to its
equivalent monetary value by applying the 2008 generation and transmission rates payable to
power suppliers as indicated in the ICPM schedule of ECs.

•

Decrease in operating and maintenance expenses: The investments are in the nature of
rehabilitation and upgrading of the distribution system the EC. Rehabilitation and upgrading
are meant to increase efficiency in the delivery of electricity service from the distribution
system’s receiving points to the delivery points serving the customers. An added benefit of
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rehabilitation and upgrading of the distribution system is the decrease in the system’s repair
and maintenance costs due to the replacement of worn out and dilapidated portion of the
system with new system parts. It is assumed that the operating and maintenance of the
distribution system with the Project would be less than the operating and maintenance without
the Project in the amount equal to 2% of cost of the Project.
The financial benefits have been measured from the volume of energy savings due to systems loss
reduction and additional income due to additional electricity sales to customers. Sales forecast
with and without the investment project, were considered in the analysis, to which:
•

Forecast of Sales Without the Project: The potential future sales for customers existing in
2008 and the MW capacity of the distribution system of the EC if the Project is not
implemented were taken into account. The potential future sales to existing customers were
taken from the ICPM submissions of the EC which were verified during the visits to individual
ECs. The ICPM sales forecast were adjusted to consider the limit on the existing capacity of
the distribution system. Hence, the forecasts of sales were suppressed below the potential
forecasts if the system capacity cannot meet the demands of the potential forecasts.

•

Forecast of Sales With the Project: From the ICPM, forecast of sales to existing customers
plus forecast of sales from new customers are taken into account. It can be noted that the
investment projects of ECs include investment in facilities (add-on projects) that connect new
customers to the EC’s existing system. Further, the adjusted sales forecast also takes into
account the limit on the new capacity of distribution system. It may be also noted that existing
system capacity will increase due to reduction in system losses and installation of additional
substation transformers.

Each discrete project comprising the yearly investments is expected to be completed in one year
time. The benefits attributable to the yearly investments are assumed to be realized starting one
year after the investments are made.
The time horizon for recognizing the benefits of the
investment is from 2010 to 2034, reflecting a 20 to 25 years range of economic life for the
investments in substations and distribution lines.
Weighted Average of Cost of Capital
A weighted average cost of capital (WACC) of 9.0% was calculated as shown in Table 3-13 using
the following assumptions:
(i)
NEA Loan: 100% of Investments, interest rate of 9% per annum;
(ii)
Inflation rate: 5.00% per annum for local costs;
(iii)
WACC (real): 3.81%
(iv)
WACC (nominal): 9.0%
Table 3-13: Weighted Average Cost of Capital Calculation for Component 1
Item

Financing
Component
NEA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Weighting (%)
Nominal Cost of Funds
Tax rate (%)
Tax-adjusted nominal costs
Inflation Rate (%)
Real Cost (%)
Weighted component of WACC (%)
WACC (Real) (%)

100.00%
9.00%
0.00%
9.00%
5.00%
3.81%
3.81%
3.81%

9

WACC (Nominal) (%)

9.00%
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Summary of Calculations and Results
A summary of results of the financial internal rate of return (FIRR) and financial net present value
(FNPV) analysis for each selected ECs are shown in the Table 3-14 below. The analysis shows an
overall FIRR, in nominal terms but assuming constant nominal (and therefore declining real) tariff
for incremental sales, of 17.83%, which exceeds the WACC of 9.00%, and positive FNPVs,
indicating that the Project is financially viable.
Table 3-14: Summary of FIRR and NPV analysis for Component 1
No.

Name of EC

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1

ISELCO I
ZAMECO I
NEECO I
BATELEC II
QUEZELCO II
OMECO
ESAMELCO
NORSAMELCO
ZAMCELCO

0

T

o

t

a

Financial

Investment

IRR

485,835,402
149,274,367
361,358,316
588,050,971
91,408,581
230,334,919
91,137,754
99,989,952
476,016,642

l

2

,

5

7

3

,

4

0

6

,

9

0

NPV

11.18%
11.71%
31.75%
9.65%
16.55%
21.59%
27.06%
13.50%
22.45%

4

1

7

.

8

3

74,481,733
33,978,815
765,775,435
36,240,359
73,372,689
168,576,592
160,589,745
22,312,587
525,841,004

%

1

,

8

6

1

,

1

6

8

,

9

5

9

Note: Based on a discounting rate of 9.00% and current system loss cap of 14%.
The FIRRs and FNPVs were based on the discount rate of 9.00% and on the current systems loss
cap of 14%. It can be noted that not all benefits arising from the system efficiency improvement
investments can be retained financially by the ECs. Part of the benefits due to the decrease in
systems losses are automatically passed on to the customers of the ECs. Current regulation places
a cap of 14% on the distribution system’s losses that ECs may recover from their customers. There
is also a 1% cap on the amount of electricity that ECs may use for its own operations and recover
from its customers. The implication of the caps is that ECs with systems losses and electricity
own-use greater than the caps bears the cost of losses in excess of the caps. An EC, however, may
reduce the costs it bears by implementing systems losses reduction programs that reduces losses up
to the caps. On the other hand, the cost reduction benefits due to systems loss improvement from
the level of the caps to a level below the cap are not retained by the ECs. These are passed on to
the customers.
It can be gleaned from the table below that the investments of the ECs will bring down the systems
losses to less than the cap of 14%. This means that some of the benefits of the investments will not
be retained by the ECs, but will be realized by the ECs’ member-customers. This also means that if
only the retained benefits are taken into consideration in the financial analysis, the FIRRs and
FNPVs will be reduced.
Table 3-15: Average System Loss for Component 1
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BATELEC II
ESAMELCO
ISELCO I
NEECO I
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OMECO
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11.2%
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8.3%
11.7%
9.8%
11.3%
13.3%
12.7%
10.0%
8.9%
10.8%
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Component 2 – Acquisition of Sub-transmission Assets
The financial viability of acquiring the sub-transmission assets of TRANSCO is assessed by
considering the costs of acquiring the assets versus the benefits of acquisition.
In assessing financial viability, it is important to note that the assets are already in existence and are
already serving the needs of ECs connected to these assets. TRANSCO bills sub-transmission
charges against the ECs for the use of the sub-transmission assets.
Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC)
NEA will finance the 20% down payment requirement for the acquisition of the subtransmission
asset at an interest rate of 9%. The WACC for the acquisition may be determined as follows:
Table 3-16: Weighted Average Cost of Capital Calculation for Component 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Item
Weighting (%)
Nominal Cost of Funds
Tax rate (%)
Tax-adjusted nominal costs
Inflation Rate (%)
Real Cost (%)
Weighted component of WACC (%)
WACC (Real) (%)
WACC (Nominal) (%)

Financing Component
TRANSCO
NEA
80.00%
20.00%
10.00%
9.00%
0.00%
0.00%
9.00%
9.00%
5.00%
5.00%
3.81%
3.81%
3.05%
0.76%
3.81%
9.00%

Costs Arising From Acquisition
The incremental costs of acquiring the sub-transmission assets are the acquisition or selling price of
the assets, and the expenses for operating and maintaining the assets.
Acquisition or Selling Price
As directed by the ERC, the selling price of the assets to distribution utilities with contract of sale
or lease purchase agreements signed after June 13, 2006 shall be based on the assets’ appraised
values as previously determined by the independent appraiser Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM). The
SKM valuation is based on the assets’ optimized depreciated replacement cost. The appraisal was
done in 2005 for the purpose of determining the regulatory rate base of TRANSCO.2
The regulatory value of the assets, which is mandated to be the selling price, is also the basis for
computing the sub-transmission charge. Sub-transmission charges are what TRANSCO bills its
customers for the use of its sub-transmission facilities. The charges include components to a)
recover investments, b) earn a return on the investments, and c) to recover the cost of operating and
maintaining the assets.
Costs of Operating and Maintaining the Assets
As soon as the EC pays the 20% down payment to TRANSCO, the EC takes over the operation
and maintenance of the sub-transmission assets, and bears all costs.

For the determination of selling price, the SKM valuation is adjusted and rolled forward (adjusted for additional
investments and depreciated ) to the time of negotiated sale.
2
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Benefits Arising From Acquisition
The financial benefit of acquiring sub-transmission assets is equal to the sub-transmission charges
imposed by TRANSCO against all users of the assets being acquired. This benefit can be broken
down into the sub-transmission charges that an EC will avoid paying after it acquires the assets,
and the sub-transmission charges that the acquiring EC will be able to charge against all other users
of the assets.
ERC’s formula for sub-transmission charges are computed3 to allow the following: a) recovery of
the regulated value of assets, b) return on the asset equal to the WACC as determined and approved
by ERC, c) recovery of O&M costs attributable to the assets, and b) recovery of corporate taxes
arising from profits in sub-transmission operations.
The ERC prescribed formula for determining TRANSCO’s sub-transmission charges is designed so
that the sub-transmission assets shall earn for TRANSCO a rate of return equal to the ERCapproved weighted average cost of capital (WACC) for TRANSCO. Currently, the WACC is set at
15.8739%. The regulatory WACC is to be reviewed by ERC every 5 years. The next review will
be in 2010. Sub-transmission charges are determined and are approved by ERC on a yearly basis.
IRR and NPV
Evaluation of the costs and benefits of acquiring sub-transmission assets show that acquisition
would results in a Financial Internal Rate of Return (FIRR) of 16.36% which is greater than the
WACC of 9.00%, and positive FNPV of Php 288 million indicating that the Project is financially
viable.
A summary of results of the financial internal rate of return (FIRR) and financial net present value
(FNPV) analysis for each selected ECs are shown in the Table 3-17 below. The analysis shows an
overall FIRR of 16.36%, which exceeds the WACC of 9.00%, and positive FNPVs, indicating that
the Project is financially viable.

3 Transco’s monthly sub-transmission charges are determined based on the formula prescribed under the 2006 Revised
Open Access Transmission Service (OATS) Rule, as follows:
Residual Sub-Transmission Charges (RSTC)
= (ODRC x WACC) + D + O + T + R
12
where:
ODRC
WACC
D
O

-

T
R

-

refers to the Optimized Depreciated Replacement Cost of the sub-transmission assets
refers to the Weighted Average Cost of Capital
refers to the depreciation cost of the sub-transmission assets for the current year
refers to the operation and maintenance cost attributable to the sub-transmission assets
for the current year
refers to the corporate tax expense attributable to the sub-transmission assets for the current year
refers to the shortfall or surplus, in the sub-transmission charge in the previous year, increased by an
amount to reflect the time value of money calculated using the WACC. If R is a surplus, it is
expressed as a negative.
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Table 3-17: FIRR for the Acquisition of Sub-Trans Assets
N
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9
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t
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47,597,533
19,510,518
63,372,776
40,761,500
197,752,930
115,369,138
80,482,855
165,080,039
53,410,672
28,430,944
8

1

1

,

7

6

8

,

9

0

5

R

R

F

20.74%
27.35%
16.87%
9.29%
10.20%
11.69%
18.10%
15.34%
47.86%
28.50%
1

7

.

3

3

%

N

P

V

24,778,104
17,416,916
24,998,087
410,259
10,707,219
14,413,825
37,306,011
51,406,874
121,231,873
23,360,827
3

2

6

,

0

2

9

,

9

9

3

It is also worth noting in making the analysis, that the WACC for TRANSCO is subject to review
every regulatory rates reset. The WACC could therefore increase or decrease depending on the
result of the ERC review. If the current approved TRANSCO regulatory WACC goes down upon
review, then the IRR, and consequently the attractiveness of acquiring the sub-transmission assets
will diminish. The analysis, however, is still conservative considering that the potential financial
revenue from potential new (large) customers that may be using the sub-transmission asset is not
included in the analysis.
Source of Value of Acquisition
The value or net financial benefit of acquisition comes mainly from the availability to the ECs of
concessional financing. TRANSCO provides concessional financing, as required under the EPIRA,
through a lease purchase scheme of offering the sub-transmission assets to the ECs at an interest
rate reflective of government borrowing costs for 80% of the selling price of the assets. Clearly,
there is a huge gap between the lease purchase-financing costs which currently is about 9%-10%,
as against the 15.87% return that would be charged by TRANSCO if the assets remain unsold.
The National Electrification Administration (NEA) may provide financing for the 20% down
payment required under the lease purchase acquisition scheme. This makes the acquisition 100%
financed by debt, making the acquisition highly attractive for the ECs. NEA’s loan rate is also
currently set at 9% for loans payable in 3-15 years.
Acquisition of sub-transmission assets through 100% external financing would have immediate
favorable impact on the cash position of the ECs. Aside from the differences between the 15.87%
TRANSCO return and the 9% concessional financing, the difference between the loan terms (10-15
years for lease purchase) as against the remaining accounting life of the assets (most assets have
remaining accounting life of less than 5 years) provides cash flow benefits.
Risks of Acquisition and Institutional measures for Mitigating Risks
Acquisitions by DUs, and specifically by the ECs, of the sub-transmission assets have its risks:
•
•
•

acquiring ECs may not be technically capable to operate and maintain the assets
acquiring ECs may not be financially capable to operate, maintain, and expand the assets
acquiring ECs may be less cost efficient than TRANSCO in operating and maintaining the assets.

The EPIRA recognizes these risks and therefore provides that only qualified distribution utilities –
those who are technically and financially capable of maintaining the assets can acquire the assets
from TRANSCO. Article IV of The ERC Guidelines to the Sale and Transfer of the TRANSCO’s
Sub-Transmission Assets and the Franchising of Qualified Consortium (Annex A) presents the
criteria for determining whether an EC is qualified technically and financially.
TRANSCO does the initial task of determining whether an EC is qualified based on the ERC
Guidelines to acquire sub-transmission assets. TRANSCO then submits its evaluation together
with the proposed sales contract to ERC for the latter’s consideration. Aside from reviewing the
TRANSCO evaluation of the EC qualification, and the terms of the lease purchase contract, the
ERC holds public hearing as part of its process before deciding whether to approve the sale. The
public hearings provide a venue for those who may have doubts on the technical and financial
capabilities of the EC to operate, maintain, and expand the assets.
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To further appreciate the severity of the risk that the acquiring ECs may be less cost efficient than
TRANSCO in operating and maintaining the assets, sensitivity runs were conducted according to
the scenarios described in Section 5.4.
Benefits of Avoided Sub-Transmission Charges Immediately Passed On To Consumers
TRANSCO’s sub-transmission charges are passed-through charges; these are merely passed on by
ECs to consumers. Once acquisition is done, TRANSCO ceases to bill sub-transmission charges
and therefore customers benefit with the absence of sub-transmission charges that can be passed
through to them. The impact to the EC is that financial benefits are not retained in the distribution
utilities.
Under the ERC Guidelines recovery of the acquisition will have to be done by filing the
appropriate rate application. It is noteworthy that in its decision approving the sub-transmission
charges, (ERC Case No. 2007-007RC Decision /December 7, 2007) ERC states:
“Due to the impending imposition of the approved connection charges and
residual sub-transmission charges, the most prudent way to mitigate the
impact thereof is to encourage all distribution utilities to purchase the subtransmission assets of TRANSCO applicable to them. Once ownership is
transferred to them, TRANSCO shall cease to impose said charges.
Subsequently, the procuring distribution utility may pass on the costs
attendant to the purchase, operation and maintenance of these subtransmission lines to its customers by filing a rate case application before
the Commission.”
The preceding statement demonstrates the commitment of ERC to allow ECs to recover the cost of
acquiring sub-transmission assets.
Other Benefits of Acquiring Sub-Transmission Assets
•

Acquisition will give ECs access to the right of way that comes with the sub-transmission lines.

•

Acquisition of sub-transmission assets would set aside for the exclusive benefit of the acquiring
ECs any excess capacity of the assets for the distribution system’s expansion and load
additions

•

Acquisition of sub-transmission assets will enable acquiring ECs to take control of the
operations and maintenance of assets which basically exist for the purpose of serving the needs
of the acquiring ECs’ distributions systems, and their member consumers. Control of
operations and maintenance would mean control of the attendant costs.

•

Acquisition of sub-transmission assets will enable acquiring ECs to avoid corporate income
tax-loaded sub-transmission charges that will come about once a private entity non-tax exempt
TRANSCO Concessionaire takes over the operations of unsold sub-transmission assets.

The 2006 Revised OATS formula used by TRANSCO for computing sub-transmission charges
include corporate income tax attributable to the sub-transmission assets as a component of the subtransmission charges. The TRANSCO 2007 sub-transmission charges as approved by ERC in
December 2007 exclude any amounts for income tax since TRANSCO as a government entity
remains exempted from corporate income taxes. However, once the operation of TRANSCO is
privatized, the private entity Concessionaire who will take over the operations of TRANSCO’s
facilities shall be subject to corporate income tax. Therefore, sub-transmission charges
corresponding to unsold sub-transmission assets that shall be operated by the Concessionaire shall
include a corporate tax component. To the extent that the ECs will remain exempted from paying
income taxes, then the avoided tax-loading would benefit the ECs’ consumers.
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Financial Statement Analysis
Analysis of the financial statement of the following ECs were also undertaken: NEECO I,
ZAMECO I, ESAMELCO, ZAMCELCO, and NORSAMELCO.
Relevant financial ratios for these ECs were calculated based on the ECs’ available historical
financial statements; i.e., the Income Statement, the Balance Sheet, and the Cash Flow Statement.
Actual data from the financial statements were reclassified and at times adjusted to ensure
consistency in the treatment of the various financial accounts, and thereby make it possible to
compare financial information between ECs.
Based on the data used and the data generated in the study of the financial viability (FIRR and
FNPV calculations) of the 2009-2013 system efficiency improvement projects, each EC’s financial
statements (Income Statement, Balance Sheet, and Cash Flow Statement) were projected up to
2017. Data from the available actual financial statements, as well as data from the ICPM Financial
Spreadsheets, were also used.
The following are the main assumptions used in the projections:
•

The projections pick up data and information from the financial viability study that
calculated the FIRRs and FNPVs. Therefore assumptions used in those calculations are
carried over to the projections of the financial statements.

•

The system loss cap for the recovery of distribution system losses is allowed to operate.
That means the financial benefits due to the improvement of the system loss rate to lower
than the 14% system loss cap are passed on to member consumers.

•

Funding for the 2009-2013 investments shall be through 100% debt using the ADB
funding facilities through NEA, with the NEA terms set at: interest rates – 9%, grace
period - 3 years, repayment period for the principal - 7 years.

•

The capital expenditures scheduled for 2008 assumed to have been implemented. Funding
for the 2008 capex through 100% debt at the same terms as that for the 2009-2013
investments.

•

The projections take into account the financial requirements of the 2009-2013 system
efficiency improvement projects, and the operational and financial impact of those
projects. The projections, however, do not take into account the financial requirements and
impact of projects beyond 2013.

However, some limitations on the Consultant’s analysis should be noted as follows:
•

Notes to the Financial Statements are not available for NORSAMELCO, and for some
years in the other ECs. Some of the notes are also vague, and therefore needs clarification
from the concerned ECs.

•

Reinvestment funds were not considered restricted funds. Therefore, historical current
ratio is overstated. The overstatement however may be considered insignificant.

Key observations and findings:
•

In general, the 5 ECs have low or negative returns on assets (ROA). The 5 ECs also
generally operates with losses. Net Income, and therefore returns on equity (ROE) were
oftentimes negative.

•

Cash Generated from Operations for the years 2004 to 2007 are mostly negative. NEECO
I, ZAMECO I, and ZAMCELCO used up cash rather than generate cash for 2 out of 4
years. ESAMELCO had 3 of 4, while NORSAMELCO had all the 4 years with negative
cash generation.

•

The ECs do not produce enough earnings to pay for interest on their debt obligations. This
can be gleaned from the Times Interest Earned which are less than one or even negative.

•

Earnings before interests and depreciation, inclusive of non operating income, mostly can
barely pay for the interests on debts. Despite the absence of data on principal payments that
are needed to calculate the debt service coverage ratios, it may be concluded that debt
service coverage ratios for the ECs were generally insufficient.
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•

Financial leverages for the ECs are quite low. Debt to asset ratio, where debt consists of
long-term and short-term debts, ranges from .02 to .47. Debt to equity ratios, on the other
hand, ranges from .03 to 2.86. The low financial leverage is due to the absorption in 2003
and 2004 by PSALM of eligible loans of the ECs.

•

Consistent with the findings that the 2009-2013 system efficiency improvement projects
are financially viable, the projected financial statements show significant improvements in
all financial aspects: profitability is projected at the very least to turn positive and debt
service requirements are forecasted to be met by internally generated cash.

Details of the financial statement analysis are included in the software models appended in the
form of a CD disk.

3.4.3 Economic Analysis
The Project’s economic analysis is based on incremental cost-and-benefit streams associated with
each component, whose economic performance is evaluated by comparing with- and withoutproject scenarios. The overall economic internal rate of return (EIRR) is 30.76% which exceeds
the economic hurdle of 15%. The EIRR is based on conservative assumptions in the valuation of
project benefits, excluding consumer surplus and benefits related to the improvements in the
reliability of power supply as well as social, environmental and public safety benefits. Thus, there
is a very low risk that the subprojects are un-economic as a result of the economic benefits being
over-estimated. In particular the potential benefits from

Component 1 - Distribution System Improvement
For Component 1, benefits are derived mainly from the avoided costs through system loss
reduction and additional revenue from incremental electricity sales to the additional customers to
be connected to the system as result of systems improvement projects. The value of the increased
sales is a measure of project benefits. The value of electricity is derived from the cost of alternate
energy sources that consumers use. Incremental benefit is calculated using customers’ willingness
to pay.
A minimum valuation of WTP and related economic benefits may be taken as the current tariff (in
constant Pesos), which is likely to be a significant underestimate as it does not include any
consumer surplus. Survey results of energy expenditures of unelectrified households in the
Philippines show that the average WTP for the first 300 kWh of consumption of a newly electrified
households to be about P15/kWh.
If this value is applied to the first 300kWh for annual
consumption of newly electrified consumers served by the ECs as a result of the project, the EIRR
increases to about 46%. In addition, there are benefits to reliability of supply that have not been
monetized.
Economic Cost
The project costs include materials and labor all valued before tax. No price contingencies are
included in the base capital cost but the economic capital costs include physical contingencies of
about 5%. Costs were separated into foreign exchange and local costs using a ratio of 60:40
(foreign: domestic goods). A shadow exchange rate factor of 1.2 was used. The labor cost on the
other hand was disaggregated as skilled and unskilled labor using a 70:30 ratio (skilled: unskilled).
A shadow wage rate factor of 0.60 (as issued by NEDA) was used. Annual operation, maintenance
and administration costs were calculated in economic prices.
Economic Benefits
The primary economic benefits of the project are as follows:
• Benefits due to avoided costs due to reduced consumption-or savings-owing to the investment
projects;
• Additional kWh sales from incremental increase in demand of existing customers due to the
project;
• Additional kWh sales from new customers (add-ons) connected to the distribution system
which was made possible as a result of the upgrading and rehabilitation of the distribution
system of the electric cooperatives.
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•

Reduced operational and maintenance costs.

Summary of Calculations and Results
As provided below, the overall economic internal rate of return (EIRR) is about 30.76% which
exceeds the economic hurdle of 15%. The computed EIRR is based on conservative assumptions
in the valuation of project benefits, excluding consumer surplus and benefits related to the
improvements in the reliability of power supply as well as social, environmental and public safety
benefits. Thus, there is a very low risk that the subprojects are un-economic as a result of the
economic benefits being over-estimated.
Table 3-18: Results of Economic Analysis
No.

Name of EC

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1
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Other Economic Benefits
Other benefits of electrification that have not been quantified in the ERR calculations include the
following:
•

Income effects: For example, stores operators in a newly electrified rural barangays in the
Philippines have experienced increased in their sales particularly at night time because of
the quality of lighting and absence of kerosene fumes attracted more customers;

•

Educational benefits: the Philippines survey data shows that members of electrified
households attain about 2 years more formal education than their non-electrified
counterparts, resulting in earnings increases of $35-47/households per month (Rural
Electrification and Development in the Philippines: Measuring the Social and Economic
Benefits, ESMAP Report 255/02, May 2002);

•

Health and environmental benefits associated with electrification (reduction in burn
injuries, and indoor pollution levels from kerosene lighting). In the Philippines, there have
been many reports of deaths in fires caused by kerosene lamps, particularly among the
poorest families. Retirement from service of wood poles, that are at the end of their useful
life and represent a serious threat to public safety;

•

Benefits due to reliability of supply that have not been monetized.

3.4.4 Environmental Assessment
Overall, the Project is classified as environment category C in accordance to ADB Environmental
Safeguard Policies. The most sensitive environmentally component is Component 1 which will
involve rehabilitation/replacement of distribution lines and substations, or other engineering
upgrades for the purpose of reducing losses. The project is exempted from environmental
examination by the Environment Management Bureau of the Department of Environment and
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Natural Resources (DENR) as the activities are within the existing premises and using existing
rights-of-way of distribution lines, and are unlikely to have adverse environmental impacts.
However, based on the Revised Procedural Manual (DAO 03-30), construction of new
substation/switchyard with power output of less than or equal to 220kV will require the preparation
of a Project Description Report to warrant issuance of Certificate of Non-Coverage prior to actual
project implementation. This document has been prepared and provided in Volume 5.
Environmental impacts, if any, will be closely reviewed during project implementation by NEA.
At field level, technical/engineering staff at the EC will be responsible for the site-specific
environmental monitoring, construction supervision and reporting. A Pollution Control Officer
from the EC will be the focal person to ensure compliance with environmental assessment
procedures. The replaced transmission lines and materials will be properly treated for reuse. The
old equipment will be examined for polychlorinated biphenyl (poisonous organic chemicals) which
is a common chemical used for electrical and heat insulation in older substations. If polychlorinated
biphenyls are found, the equipment will be wrapped and sealed for special storage within the
substations until facilities are available in the Philippines to treat such wastes.

3.4.5 Social Assessment
None of the proposed project components involve displacement of households or have any
detrimental effect on the livelihood of resident populations in the areas. There are no indigenous
people in the areas that will be affected by the project.
The Project Social Safeguard Framework is provided in Appendix 6 while the Summary Poverty
Reduction and Social Strategy in accordance with ADB template and standards have been prepared
and included in Volume 2 – RRP Documents.

3.4.6 Institutional Assessment
Assessments of NEA and EC’s institutional, technical and financial capacity were undertaken.
The assessment focused on decision making process, organization structure, financial management
systems, monitoring and control systems, procurement and contracting policies, existing human
capabilities and most importantly on its lending policies and procedures to ECs. The assessment
of the past and future financial performance of NEA and EC were carried out following ADB’s
Handbook for Borrowers on the Financial Analysis and Management of Projects (2006).

NEA’s Capacity
NEA, an experienced borrower, will be the executing agency for the Loan Project. One of the
core mandates of NEA is to act as a financial intermediary to ECs, providing financial and
technical assistance where improvement for rural electrification is the primary concerned. Since
1973, the agency has provided various funding windows for ECs ranging from ECs acquisition of
assets to providing support for the retirement package of employees. Recognizing that rural
electrification is crucial in countryside development, NEA likewise provides funding assistance
even to the low-performing ECs, or those with C, D and E classifications, those in the Autonomous
Region for Muslim Mindanao (ARMM), ECs in off-grid islands and other critically situated ECs
through concessional and calamity loans.
NEA’s role can be summed into four (4) major responsibilities: as a technical assistance provider,
an institutional intervenor, a financial intermediary, and as an overall supervisor of the rural
electrification program. Under its role as provider of technical assistance to ECs, it conducts
distribution system analysis, system planning and design and project supervision. As an
institutional intervenor, it assists ECs in organizational development concerns, training and
development, as well as consumers’ education and protection. Its role as a financial intermediary is
focused on loan and subsidy management, fund sourcing, and management of internally generated
funds or IGF. Meanwhile, it supervisory role is limited to management assistance, audit,
regulations and remedies, and ensuring that standards in the provision of rural electrification are
met.
With a corporate objective of being a highly competent government corporation committed to the
ideals of the rural electrification program in support of countryside development, NEA’s programs
and projects centered on countryside development and progress through construction of electric
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distribution lines and energization of barangays benefiting additional consumers, provision of
reliable electric service through rehabilitation and upgrading of existing electric distribution lines
and reduction in systems loss, and increased opportunities for employment, access to better health
and education, higher yield in agriculture through electrification. For 2008, its specific budgetary
priorities in providing technical, financial and institutional support to the ECs were energization of
160 barangays benefiting 8,000 additional consumers, rehabilitation of 1,069 circuit-kilometers
(ckt.-km) of lines; and acquisition through equity financing of 137 kilometers of 69 KV
transmission lines and installation of 31 substations.
Using ADB’s Financial Management Assessment format, the evaluation of the agency in terms of
financial management shows that NEA is generally highly capable of managing funds from the
ADB as it has had various experiences in managing projects that were likewise externally funded.
Among the international funding agency’s that have funded NEA’s various projects were USAID,
the World Bank and ADB. Its last foreign loan had been with the Japanese Government (OECF PH
P138) in 1994 where NEA also acted as a fund conduit for the loan assistance granted to VECO.
In terms of manpower, NEAs Finance Services Department is ably manned by people with clearly
defined roles and responsibilities. Its accounting system is compliant to the Electronic New
Government Accounting System or E-NGAS, thus it has an automated reporting system. NEA
follows the Philippine Financial Reporting Standards (PFRS) hence it has an adequate policies and
procedures manual to guide activities and ensure staff accountability which is updated whenever
necessary. The FSD has a built-in reporting and monitoring systems that can produce periodic
reports for its project implementing units. NEA also has its internal and external auditing units to
ensure the efficient and transparent operations of NEA as an organization.
Meanwhile, following Handbook for Borrowers on the Financial Analysis and Management of
Projects (2006), NEA’s baseline income and expenses were projected by determining the pattern
for the 2004 to 2008 period only, when the agency had instituted reforms with the implementation
of EPIRA. While it is interesting to include the pre-EPIRA period figures in the projections, the
resulting trend is unfairly influenced by the unimpressive financial performance of NEA. Hence
only the actual figures for the 2004 to 2007 period as well as actual figures until the 3rd quarter of
2008 were used to derive the baseline and the with-the-project forecasts; after all, the reforms that
were instituted under the EPIRA law are most likely the factors to shape the anticipated financial
performance of NEA in the years ahead.
Details of the financial management assessment of NEA are discussed in Volumes 3 and 5.

EC’s Capacity
An assessment of some of the ECs was conducted using individual interviews and questionnaires
with management to determine their capability to meet the future operational demands. The ECs
will be directly responsible in ensuring that the subprojects that will be funded out of the project
funds will be carried out efficiently and effectively.
The ECs have adequate procedures in managing and safeguarding their assets. All EC’s subsidiary
ledger of fixed assets, inventories and records of customers are well maintained. Office buildings
and other fixed assets are provided with insurance coverage. Physical inventory of fixed assets are
conducted periodically. EC’s have effective asset management system in place and are found to be
generally satisfactory.
While the ECs have adequate capacity in subproject implementation, they will nonetheless be
provided thorough training in ADB loan processing, policies and procedures as well as methods for
the effective management of project-related risks. The respective ECs will establish a well-staffed
project management office. Separate subsidiary accounts will be established for the Project to
ensure that project management activities can be separately accounted for.
All ECs should review and evaluate their budgeting policies and procedures to ensure that these
provide effective cost control such as budget setting based on both physical and financial targets
and clear accountability for cost control. ECs should strengthen their policies and procedures in
these areas to prevent wasteful use of resources.
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GOP’s accounting and auditing standards must be consistently followed by all the ECs to ensure
the timely and accurate interpretation of the financial position and performance of the ECs and the
proper use of project expenditures according to the loan agreement while taking efficiency and
economy into account. Each EC will keep accounts in accordance with relevant accounting
standards and subject to independent external audit by suitably qualified commercial or
government auditors. All ECs will meet ADB requirements for auditing arrangements and submit
audited financial statements and project accounts to ADB annually.
The overall financial management arrangements of the ECs are generally satisfactory and reliable.
ADB’s financial due-diligence requirements, especially the audit and reporting requirements,
should be particularly emphasized to the ECs. The ECs’ staff concerned should be trained in ADB
policies and related procedures for procurement and disbursement, among others.
In principle, EC procurement practices are governed by NEA’s Procurement Guidelines for
Electric Cooperatives. The Consultant found the said guidelines to be acceptable and consistent
with ADB and Government procurement standards with even higher threshold limits. However,
during the field visits, the Consultant learned of some reports of controversies on the procurement
by the ECs which often lead to conflicts between and among the EC staff, management, and even
member consumers.
The Consultant recommends that a procurement specialist be engaged to support and supervise the
procurement activities of the ECs during the implementation of the Loan Project. Relatedly, in
order to ensure that the outcomes from the identified projects produce the benefits identified in the
investment plan analysis, it is essential that specifications for materials, plant and equipment are in
accordance with the standards specified in the NEA Engineering Bulletins. In addition, type tests
and the like should be verified and random inspections undertaken at delivery stages to ensure
conformance with specification requirements.

3.5 EC Aggregation for WESM Participation
This task involves the establishment or formation of EC aggregation for EC purchases in the
WESM. Its objectives include the identification and design of aggregation options for the ECs and
the definition of possible ADB support in the establishment of the EC aggregation including loan
assistance.

3.5.1 Overview of WESM and Wholesale Aggregation
WESM may be viewed as a mechanism for determining the price of electricity not covered by
bilateral contracts between sellers and purchasers of electricity.
The establishment of WESM
aims to establish a market-driven environment for the trading of the electricity services. WESM
commercial operation for Luzon Grid started in June 2006. The detailed operation of the WESM
is fully explained by the “WESM Price Determination Methodology” dated 23 January 2006 that
was submitted by the DOE and the Philippine Electricity Market Corporation (PEMC) to ERC as
part of WESM compliance. Same document provides the major characteristics of the WESM
model in the country which are as follows:
•

WESM adopts locational pricing to provide correct economic signals to market participants
when they properly account for the economic impact of losses and constraints that result
from the operation of the electricity network.

•

It is a gross pool market, which means that each generator submits offers for both price and
quantity of energy for energy for central scheduling and dispatch.

•

WESM upholds self-commitment whereby participants assume the full responsibility of
how and when their plants are operated.

•

WESM adopts full nodal pricing regime for both generation and customers, which is a
mechanism to reveal at different points of the system, the cost incurred in ensuring
sufficient power flows to meet all loads in all locations; and,
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•

WESM uses ex-ante and ex-post pricing to account for the discrepancies between planned
and actual outcome of trading and dispatch.

These principles of the market are translated into an actual structure of coordination, data flow and
pricing mechanism being used by the WESM as shown in the Figure below.
Figure 3-4: Layout of WESM Transaction and Pricing Mechanisms
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From the figure, trading participants submit respective market offers and bids (quantity and price)
through the market interface provided by the Market Operator (MO).
The System Operator,
lodged at TRANSCO, also prepares system requirements and constraints reflecting the foreseen
grid conditions based on SO’s EMS and SCADA systems. The MO considers the said offers and
bids as well as other SO’s information in preparing the dispatch schedules using the Market
Dispatch Optimisation Model (MDOM). The MDOM ranks the generators’ offers from lowest to
highest price while customers’ bids are ranked from highest to lowest price offer. Generating
facilities that are scheduled to run are staked based on their price offers until the total generation
matches the total load requirements for a particular trading interval. The result is a set of dispatch
instructions to all generators and the market clearing prices for the said trading interval. This
process of central dispatching of MDOM, together with the corresponding settlement and
accounting are integrated in a single facility called the Market Management System (MMS).
Meanwhile, Section 30, para. 5 of the EPIRA grants ERC the power to authorize other similar
entities to become eligible as members, either directly or indirectly, of the wholesale electricity
spot market (WESM). Based on this provision, the ERC issued the Resolution 23, series of 2006
adopting the Rules for the Registration of Wholesale Aggregators.
Wholesale Aggregators,
therefore, are entities specially authorized by the Commission to provide supply options for
Distribution Utilities, including the ECs, in order to facilitate their participation in the WESM.
They are engaged in the consolidation of electric power demand of Distribution Utilities (DUs) for
the purpose of purchasing and reselling electricity on a group basis.
Wholesale aggregators, upon certification by ERC, become direct members of the WESM and can
trade in behalf of its affiliate DUs. An electric cooperative must sign a Wholesale Aggregation
Contract with a particular wholesale aggregator to employ its trading services. To date, there are
9 wholesale aggregators certified and registered by the ERC.
Finally, EPIRA requires DUs and ECs to purchase at least 10% of their generation requirement
from the WESM. At present, only two (2) ECs are participating in the WESM as direct members.
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INEC and CASURECO II have reported significant reduction in their generation purchase cost in
their last year’s participation.

3.5.2 Scope of Assessment
In assessing the EC aggregation strategy, several options for the aggregations have been identified
based on discussions with stakeholders, particularly NEA and the ECs themselves. The options
covered the following: (i) the grouping of ECs; (ii) the role of NEA in the aggregation; and, (iii)
the scope of the resulting EC aggregation. A simple financial analysis sheet was also prepared to
identify key financial parameters that will dictate the financial suitability of EC aggregation
strategy.
In the context of pursuing EC aggregation as one component of the ADB Project, however, the
business framework for the EC Aggregation have been carefully reviewed (i.e., the ERC’s
wholesale aggregation rules), and more importantly, the current status of the Philippine WESM
itself.
In forming the recommendation, the Consultant have fully considered whether it is
currently in the interest of the ECs to prime up their participation in the WESM relative to the
possible impacts of aggregation to their current financial positions and electricity rates of their
consumers. Following are the major results of our study.

3.5.3 Key Findings
The main findings in the conduct of assessment for the EC aggregation are as follows:
1. Regulatory Requirements for EC Aggregation.
Based on the ERC guidelines, the
requirements for wholesale generators include the following documents:
•

Article of Incorporation/Partnership with Certificate of Registration (for juridical person)
or Business Name Registration Certificate (for single proprietorship);

•

All applicable contracts already signed and executed in relation to the wholesale
aggregation business, if any;

•

List of affiliates in the generation, distribution and retail supply of electricity, and their
corresponding business addresses, if any;

•

List of shareholders and their shareholdings, directors and officers, including curriculum
vitae, if any; and,

•

Duly accomplished Application Form for registration.

Entities wishing to become Wholesale Aggregator must comply also with the prudential and other
requirements set forth in the WESM Rules and by the Commission. Thus, the requirements to
establish EC aggregation business are generally simple and procedure for registration can easily be
fulfilled by the ECs. There are two main issues identified by the study in pursuing EC aggregation
in terms of meeting the complete requirements for Wholesale aggregation, namely:
(a) Prudential Requirements. Raising the money as a wholesale aggregator would be an issue
for the ECs. ERC does not have full regulatory guidelines on the recovery of such costs if
the ECs decide to form wholesale aggregation by themselves.
(b) Additional Metering Requirements. Such requirements, if they exist, will be additional
cost in forming EC aggregation and further increase the overall investments for EC
aggregation strategy.
2. Institutional Options for Aggregation.
We have identified at least four (4) options for
wholesale aggregation, which include the following:
(a)

ECs to form their own wholesale aggregation. ECs, by themselves, shall provide
equity financing in forming the aggregation entity. The resulting entity may either tap
available commercial guarantee window or access NEA guarantee support in WESM
trading.

(b)

A private entity to provide an equity financing and manage the ECs’ wholesale
aggregation.
The entity, a Private Wholesale Aggregator, shall handle its won
prudential requirements and guarantees to ECs’ WESM trading. Such Aggregator
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shall be required to provide minimum equity to establish its aggregation business. The
entity shall be responsible to establish all the necessary resources to run its aggregation
business. The drawback of this scheme is that ADB Project fund may be difficult to
access directly by the Private Aggregator considering that NEA’s mandate is only
limited to ECs.
(c)

NEA to orchestrate the wholesale aggregation of the ECs. NEA will form its own
Aggregation Team composed of NEA and EC technical staff.
NEA and/or the ECs
will jointly own the corresponding Aggregation Company, depending on the agreement
reached by the participating entities. In such case, the Project funds allocated for this
aggregator will be directly utilized and controlled by NEA. The resulting aggregator
shall be housed and supervised by NEA.

Each aggregation entity may comprise of at least 3 – 10 ECs, where the actual number and size
of the aggregation shall be a tradeoff between economy of scale and “practical manageability”.
Those ECs who have already shown strong capability in managing their own bilateral contracts
may opt not to participate in wholesale aggregation.
The formation of aggregation teams should be made consistent with the procedures and
requirements of the ERC Guidelines and those of the WESM. In addition, the design of the
EC aggregation business shall be made consistent with all pertinent ERC rules on the
unbundling of the services and businesses of the regulated entities, particularly those that are
relevant to the ECs.
Ideally, the above options should lead to the result if the overall cost of administration is
minimized. The actual choice of the institutional structure will entirely depend on the
“importance of NEA contribution” in the overall strategic design of the EC aggregation.
Should Option (c) is selected, a special Power Trading Office (PTO) within NEA shall be
established to handle, among others, the following: (i) the actual EC groupings and formation
of the Aggregators; (ii) technical trainings and other capacity building of the Aggregators; and,
(iii) the utilization of the corresponding ADB funds for the EC aggregation.
Further,
NEA’s PTO shall be responsible whether to allow the services of the Aggregation Team to
cover other areas of EC portfolio management, including bilateral contracting and asset
management.
3. Initial Run for EC Grouping. The initial runs have identified four (4) aggregation groups (see
table below) covering 25 ECs and the NEA Management Team. Said groups indicate an initial
potential WESM purchase of 290.24 GWh, based on their 2008 total demand.
Table 3-19: Initial Groupings of ECs for WESM Purchase Aggregation
GROUPING

Station Name

Resource No

Potential Minimum
Purchases from the WESM
(MWh) 1/

GROUP A
1

INEC

1CURIMAO/1LAOAG

2

ISECO

1SNESTBN/1BNTAY

3

LUELCO

1BAUANG/1SNESTBN

4
5

ABRECO
BENECO

1SNESTBN
1LATRINI

1CURIM_T1L1/1LOAG_T1L1/1LOAG_T2L2

88,306.1

GROUP B
1

CAGELCO1

1TGEGARAO

1TG-CGELCO1

2

CAGELCO2

1TGEGARAO

1TG-CGELCO2

3

KAELCO

1TGEGARAO

1TGEGA_T1LI

4

ISELCO1

1SNTGO

1SNTGO_T1L1
1SNTGO_T1L2/1TG-ISELCO2

5

ISELCO2

1SNTGO/1TGEGARAO

6

QUIRELCO

1SNTGO

1SNTGO_T1L2

7
8

IFELCO
NUVELCO

1BYOMBNG
1BYOMBNG

1BYOMB_T1L1
1BYOMB_T1L1

65,553.3
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GROUPING

Station Name

Resource No

Potential Minimum
Purchases from the WESM
(MWh) 1/

GROUP C
1

NEECO2

1CABNTUAN

1CBNTU_T1L1

2

SJELCO

1CABNTUAN

1CBNTU_T1l2

3

AURELCO
NEA Mgt
Team

1CABNTUAN

1CBNTU_T1l2

4

1CABNTUAN

1CBNTU_T1l2

5
NEECO 1
GROUP D

1CABNTUAN

1CBNTU_T1l2

1

CASURECO1

3NAGA

3NAG_CSRC1

2

CASURECO2

3NAGA

3NAG_CSRC2/2B

3

CASURECO3

3NAGA

3NAG_CSRC3

4

CASURECO4

3NAGA

3NAG_CSRC4

5

CANORECO

3LABO

3LABO_T1L1

6

ALECO

3DARAGA

3DAR_ALECO/3DARAG_T1L1

7

SORECO 1

3DARAGA

3DAR_SRECO2

8
SORECO 2
3DARAGA
GRAND TOTAL (25 ECs and NMT)

3DAR_SRECO2

41,046.1

84,404.3

290,240.4

1/ The amount is based on the EPIRA requirement that at least 10% of the DU purchases be sourced
out from the WESM.

The above grouping of the ECs for aggregation business are guided by the following technical
aspects: (i) physical closeness of the ECs in their connection to the grid system based on the
WESM Market Network Model; and, (ii) a maximum of at least 3 connected WESM market
nodes for each grouping.
These criteria are expected to allow each aggregation team in
designing the necessary market trading strategies based on the actual hourly price differences
on the selected market nodes. Also, the piloting of the EC aggregation strategy shall initially
be confined to Luzon Grid where WESM commercial operations are already in place.
4. Benefit and Costs Assessment of EC Aggregation.
We have qualitatitively assessed the
benefits and costs of EC aggregation on the viewpoint of the participating ECs.
They are
summarized below.
Costs of EC Aggregation
The establishment and operation of an entity acting as a wholesale aggregator in behalf of the
ECS are expected to entail the following costs:
•

Cost of incorporation and business registration.

•

Cost of prudential Requirements.

•

Cost of registration.

•

Cost of Personnel.

•

Cost of metering requirements

•

Cost of IT facilities.

•

Operating expenses.

Benefits of EC Aggregation
The potential benefits of EC aggregation are summarized below. Please note that the
•

Lower transaction costs. Through wholesale aggregation, the ECs shall be shielded
from the costs of transaction and other requirements imposed by the WESM to its
participants. The EC aggregator offers economy of scale by handling the WESM
trading transactions of several ECs.

•

Better contract negotiation capability. Participating ECs will have strong leverage or
buying power against generators including NPC.

•

Savings in Purchase of Energy and Demand.
The main objective of the EC
aggregation is to ensure and effective and better trading results at WESM as compared
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to individual EC trading. If the EC aggregator shall also be given a hand in managing
and negotiating the bilateral contracts of the ECs with generating companies, the
resulting “buying power” of the EC aggregator will redound to lower purchase prices
for the ECs.
Said savings from the cost of purchase are expected to be the main
source of revenues for the aggregation business.
•

Provision of external expertise at reduced cost to each EC. On its own, EC may have
a difficulty to source out external consultants and expertise in managing its trading
activities at the WESM. The EC aggregator immediately addresses this issue by
employing technically-equipped market analysts and power traders to handle the
WESM trading in behalf of the ECs.

•

Trading risk management. The EC aggregator, being focused only on the power
purchase and trading, is in better position to minimize potential trading risks, including
price volatility of the market.

•

Infusion of private funds. The scheme of wholesale aggregation scheme, by itself, will
enable the infusion of private funds from interested private entities. If the option is the
employment of private entity to handle the aggregation business, said entity may be
required to provide equity financing in the establishment of the EC aggregation
business.

In addition to the above costs and benefits, the “price difference between WESM and the
bilateral contract market” will also play a major criterion in pursuing EC aggregation.
This price difference can either be a cost or benefit to the EC aggregation especially if
one goal of the EC aggregation is to increase the share of WESM purchase in the long
run. We note that such goal will support WESM, which is one of the existing ADB
investments in the Philippine Power Sector.
5. Initial Financial Analysis. We have prepared simplified financial sheet to make an initial
assessment of the EC aggregation business. In our model, we assume that the aggregation
business shall be in a form of “project finance” with no recourse to the ECs. In conducting the
projections, we have identified the following insights in the business of EC aggregation:
(a) Forecasting the WESM price is a major hurdle. Even DOE and PEMC have not yet
established long-run price forecasting for future operation of the WESM. Given the price
volatility of the WESM and its limited years of operation, a sound price forecasting model
would be difficult to establish at the moment.
(b) Price Differential between WESM and Bilateral Contracts is currently a “net cost” to the
ECs. Currently, ECs enjoy lower generation purchase costs from their bilateral contracts.
Increasing the WESM shares in the individual portfolios of the ECs may not be a sound
idea at the moment.
(c) NPC Rates as Benchmark for Bilateral Market Prices. NPC’s Average Generation Rate
and Time-Of-Use Rates are still a good benchmark for the prices of bilateral contracts by
the ECs.
Most Transitional Supply Contracts entered into by the ECs are based on the
NPC’s rates.
The current ERC’s Decision requires that any future bilateral contracts by
the ECs should not exceed the “off-take price” of the existing TSCs.
6. Implementation Design Issues of EC Aggregation.
Based on the initial assessment, the
Consultant has identified key issues in the formation of the Wholesale Aggregators for the ECs.
These are as follows:
•

Scope of Wholesale Aggregator’s Services to the ECs. The amount of electricity that
needs to be purchased from the WESM highly depends on the hedging strategies to be
undertaken by the ECs through bilateral contracts either from NPC or other generators.
Tradeoff between WESM and bilateral contracts must always be maintained to ensure
optimal results for the ECs.
Given this situation, the original objective of the ECs
aggregation that focuses only on WESM trading may not be an optimal strategy for the
ECs. To be most effective in serving the interests of the ECs, the resulting aggregation
entity must also be responsible in at least advising the ECs of the appropriate level of
contracted energy and demand to be obtained from bilateral contracts. The Consultant
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will discussion with NEA, ERC and DOE on the extension of services of the aggregator to
the ECs beyond WESM trading.
•

Physical Contiguity as Requirement for EC Aggregation. Although not specified in the
TOR, the Consultant will coordinate with ERC on the possibility of making several
amendment to its Rules for the qualification and requirements for “Whole Aggregators” to
ensure accreditation of the “aggregator” that will be established under this component.
Among others, the Consultant shall consult with ERC whether or not ERC rules require
customers to be “physically contiguous”, something that limits the current options of NEA.

•

Role of NEA in Wholesale Aggregation. As indicated in the options for aggregation
above, the roles of NEA may vary according to the design of each aggregation. One issue
is whether NEA shall be willing to provide guarantees to WESM trading by ECs who
choose to establish their own aggregator. Per EPIRA, however, the NEA is mandated to
provide such services to the ECs subject to NEA’s policy. Discussion with NEA on this
matter is therefore essential.

•

Wholesale Aggregator as Permanent Entity Under EPIRA. Although Wholesale
Aggregator is a legally bonafide entity as per ERC mandate, the same is not “explicitly
stated” in the EPIRA. Wholesale Aggregator is an entity created by ERC under its EPIRA
powers.
It’s permanency as WESM participant is dictated by the ERC regulatory
framework.

7. WESM Performance.
Given its relatively infantile stage, there are still many weaknesses of
the market design that have not yet been identified and can only be corrected as the WESM
administrator and the participants gain sufficient experience over time. To date, about 10-20%
of total trading hours have been subjected to the so-called “market re-runs” due to factors not
within the sole control of the generators, such as constraints violation, under-generation and
even over-generation.
These factors allow the WESM to directly override the pricing
methodology and apply the pseudo-regulated “administered prices” on hours with pricing
errors due to the said factors.
Recently, WESM prices have recently rose at unprecendent
level. Although the same price increases enabled the generation sector to recover its costs and
investments, the same create a negative impact to the operation of the distribution utilities
including ECs.
We conclude that inexperienced participants particularly the ECs will be the most potential
loser in WESM trading.

3.5.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
Below are the summary of our conclusions and recommendations based on our assessment of the
EC aggregation strategy as being proposed by the ADB TA:
1. With respect to WESM trading alone, there is a potential gain in pursuing EC aggregation in
terms of lowering the purchase cost of generation from the WESM. The economy of scale and
increase purchase power provided by the aggregation will produce positive impacts to the ECs
currently and wishing to participate as “direct members” of the WESM trading. However, the
positive impacts of the EC aggregation in the long run will be enhanced or outweighed by the
difference between:
(i) The average cost of electricity from existing bilateral contracts of the ECs from
GENCOs including NPC, NPC-IPPs and IPPs.
(ii) The average settlement price in the WESM.
The initial positive experiences of INEC and CASURECO II in their WESM trading as
reported in the 2007 were mainly due to the fact that the WESM prices were lower at that time
as compared to their bilateral contract prices.
We conclude that the overall impacts of the EC aggregation in the EC portfolio cannot be fully
ascertained at the moment considering the above factors, especially the price volatility in the
WESM.
The current price levels of at the WESM dictate that the EC aggregation in the
context of increasing the share of WESM purchase at the ECs’ portfolio is highly risky at the
moment.
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2. Participating in the WESM offers greater price risks on the part of the ECs. The unhedged
generation purchases by the ECs sourced at the WESM is considered the highly risky to the
portfolios of the ECs due to market price volatility.
Like in any spot market, the market
clearing prices of the WESM in the last 2 years have been very volatile. Inexperienced
participants with limited capability in electricity trading such as the ECs are highly
disadvantaged in such market environment.
WESM prices in the last 2 years have
substantially increased. Transmission constraints especially in the Luzon Grid, generation
unforced outages, and the current coal price volatility in the international market are the major
factors in said high WESM prices. There is also a pronounced dissatisfaction on the part of
many electric consumer groups on the performance of the WESM.
3. On the other hand, the bilaterally contracted energy and demand are the components of the
ECs’ portfolio that are considered of lesser in price risk exposure despite other disadvantages
as it guarantees ECs a more stable generation rates in their cost structure. NPC’s Average
Generation Rate and Time-Of-Use Rates are still a good benchmark for the prices of bilateral
contracts by the ECs.
NPC rates are currently lower compared to WESM prices. We
conclude that at the moment, the ECs are better off on keeping their WESM purchases within
the level of 10%, the minimum mandated WESM purchases as dictated by the EPIRA.
4. Given the current situation of the ECs, increasing the share of WESM purchase in the current
portfolio is too risky. ECs priorities at the moment should be the upgrading of their systems to
improve their electricity services to their captive consumers and make their operation
“competitive”. Each EC must take advantage of the current lower generation rates as offered
by the existing regulations, particularly the protection being provided by the ERC in the
bilateral contracts of the ECs.
5. Pursuing EC Aggregation should be done by the ECs themselves at their own pace. Providing
investments that forces ECs to undertake aggregation may not be appropriate at this time.
Given the current issues on WESM implementation, ECs have to strategically wait for the
appropriate signal when to enter into WESM as competitive entities. It is still in the strategic
interests of the ECs and their customers to enjoy any regulatory reprieves that keep the
electricity prices at lower costs.
WESM prices have bloated in the first 2 years of its
implementation and any additional purchase beyond the mandatory 10% requirements by
EPIRA may not be financially advantageous to ECs.
6. Our conclusion indicates that EC aggregation may still be considered by NEA and the ECs as
long as the scope of EC aggregation only for the purpose of complying the mandated 10%
WESM purchases by the ECs as per EPIRA We, however, caution NEA and ECs that limiting
the aggregation to 10% WESM purchase may not attain financial self-sufficiency of the
resulting Aggregator in the long-run. Any of the three (3) options may be considered provided
that the institutional design are designed in such a ways that the overall administrative costs are
minimized. If Option (c) – NEA orchestrated Aggregation is selected, we recommend that the
a special Power Trading Office (PTO) within NEA shall be established to handle, among
others, the following: (i) the actual EC groupings and formation of the Aggregators; (ii)
technical trainings and other capacity building of the Aggregators; and, (iii) the utilization of
the corresponding ADB funds for the EC aggregation.
7. Finally, including the EC aggregation as one of the investment lines of the ADB Project is
concluded to be not in the best interests of the Full Project. NEA currently has sufficient funds
to provide funding to assist the ECs in their financial requirements should they choose to
participate in the WESM as direct members.
The priority therefore is the conduct of the
trainings and programs to enhance the technical capability of the ECs in the changing dynamics
of the electricity market brought by the implementation of EPIRA. Instead of singling out the
EC aggregation strategy, we recommend that the ADB Project should focus its efforts in the
financing of EC upgrading projects and in the continuing capacity building of the ECs. Wellprepared and financially viable ECs with efficient operation shall voluntarily participate in the
WESM in the future without much cost to the Government.
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3.6 ECs Information Communication Technology (ICT)
Requirements
The nine (9) ECs identified various ICT requirements for the next five years amounting to some
Php 22.9 Million. The funding requirements per EC range from a low of Php 105,000 (for the
acquisition of a single notebook computer) to a high of a little over Php 7.9 Million (for full blown
computerization). The requirements consist mostly of hardware acquisition and upgrades, but also
include sizeable amounts for application software acquisition / replacement / upgrade. This
suggests that aside from the upgrading of their physical infrastructure to be able to distribute power
more effectively and efficiently, several ECs also recognized the need to upgrade their Information
and Communications Technology (ICT) capabilities. ICT has proven to be an essential tool in
supporting efficient operations of a DU in such areas as: communication to field offices via VOIP,
FTP and E-Mail; billing and collection; accounting and financial management; inventory
management and warehousing; complaints monitoring; engineering; geographic information
system; asset monitoring and facilities management; and, pilferage/system loss segregation.
While most ECs have some form of Internet connectivity, this is limited mostly to email and
occasionally, web browsing. ECs tend to rely more on cellphones, and specifically SMS
messaging, to communicate with its staff in field offices. While the cost effectiveness and resulting
widespread prevalence of SMS messaging in the Philippines cannot be questioned, there are
opportunities for improved communication through the use of VOIP, for example, which can and
should be explored, particularly in situations where Internet connectivity is already a sunk cost.
This is particularly important if EC would like to be successful in the newly restructured power
sector.
The Consultants recommendations for better ICT use among the ECs focused on the following:
•

In-house ICT expertise among the ECs: In order for the ECs to be able to use ICT
effectively, it is necessary for some kind of ICT expertise, or at the very least “informed
appreciation”, to exist within the organization, not necessarily to develop and implement
computerization, but at least to plan and supervise external ICT suppliers and contractors.
The size and nature of this ICT unit will depend on a number of factors including the size of
the EC, the number of field offices, and the functions and scope of services to be provided by
the ICT unit.

•

More modern and integrated application systems: This can be undertaken through: (a)
modernizing existing applications to replace obsolete (or non-existent) systems, which some of
the ECs themselves are already planning. This involves using web-based systems that can be
accessed remotely, even by customers, etc.; and, (b) getting integrated application systems so
that there is no need to re-enter data and so that data is more effectively shared across units.

•

Improved modes of communication. As earlier indicated, there are opportunities for
improved communication such as through the use of VOIP, for example, which can and should
be explored, particularly in situations where Internet connectivity is already a sunk cost.

Along with this, the Consultant recommends following courses of action in the area of ICT:
•

•
•

•
•

The NEA should require/encourage ECs to set up their in-house ICT organization, outsource
their ICT operations to reputable service providers, or enter into consortia with nearby ECs for
the purpose of setting up a shared ICT service bureau;
ICT training programs should be provided to EC staff to allow for the inevitable continuing
replacement of ICT staff;
Specialized training in project/contract management and service level monitoring should be
provided to ECs deciding to employ outsourcing to allow them to properly manage and not be
taken advantage of by their service provider;
ICT staff of ECs should be given training on modern applications design and related topics
such as web-based systems, internet security, systems integration, Open Systems and freeware;
A survey of installed applications among ECs should be conducted to identify best of breed
solutions that can then be adopted by other ECs;
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•
•
•

ECs should be encouraged to form consortia for the purpose of procuring and negotiating for
software licenses in order to achieve economies of scale;
ECs should be made aware of the cost-saving opportunities offered by VOIP and computerinterfaced SMS messaging through seminar workshops focusing on these technologies; and
NEA should look into piloting an implementation of VOIP and computer-interfaced SMS
messaging in one of the more progressive ECs

3.7 Potential Carbon Credit Benefits
The proposed Loan Project has direct impact on the efficiency program being espoused by the
Government of the Philippines (GOP) particularly on its distribution systems and transmission loss
reduction program. Republic Act 7832 or the Anti-Pilferage of Electricity and Theft of Electric
Transmission Lines/Materials Act, promulgated in 1994, mandated electric utilities to cut down on
systems loss to ensure that power rates reflect only actual consumption.
The GOP is in one with the international community for the implementation of the various
measures in fighting global climate change. In May 1991, the Philippine government created the
Inter-Agency Committee on Climate Change composed of 15 government agencies and nongovernment organizations representatives to formulate specific actions and programs to reduced the
country’s greenhouse gas emissions. Also, the Philippines was among the first countries who
ratified the Kyoto Protocol. The Philippines, being a non-Annex 1 country under the Protocol,
does not have any immediate restrictions and is not expected to implement commitments unless
developed countries provide funding and technology. In fact, the country’s CO2 emission level of
about 1.0 metric tonne per capita is still among the lowest in the Southeast Asia. Thus, the climate
change reduction projects in the Philippines including energy efficiency projects by the ECs can
avail of potential funding assistance from the developed countries due to the avoided CO2
emissions coming from the system loss reduction as well as the foregone additional generation
capacity that can be realized from potential electricity savings of the said projects.
Many of the potential system upgrading and rehabilitation projects by the ECs are deemed as
energy efficiency projects that can qualify as CDM projects that can be financed under the ADB
loan assistance. Said investments have the greatest potential for approval as CDM projects and
may enjoy the additional benefits from monetary values of the Carbon Emission Reduction (CER)
certificates. The same shall give greater incentives to the ECs in pursuing system upgrade and
rehabilitation projects.
The potential carbon credit generated by the project is about 35,000 tons each year. The ADB’s
Carbon Market Initiative (CMI) may assist the Government to implement the project as a CDM
project. The CMI may assist the Government to ensure that the carbon finance components of the
project will meet the international regulatory requirements and eligibility as per Kyoto Protocol.
This will include preparation of necessary documentation such as project design document,
assistance with validation, registration and first verification.
With average CO2 emission of the Philippines power system estimated at 0.54 kilogram CO2 per
kWh, the annual electricity savings of 306 GWh is equivalent to a reduction of about 35,000 tons
of CO2 per year. The price of a ton of CO2 valued on the European Emission Trading Scheme
market varies between €10 and €30. This would translate the of reduction CO2 emission of this
project into the equivalent of about $380,000 annually.
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Table 3-20: Potential CO2 Credits
Electric Cooperative
ISELCO I
ZAMECO I
NEECO I
BATELEC II
QUEZELCO II
OMECO
ESAMELCO
NORSAMELCO
ZAMCELCO
Energy Savings (kWh)
Emiission Factor (kgCO2/kWh)
CO2 Avoided (Tons)
Total

1
2,048,563
851,585
2,793,154
6,307,487
347,492
665,258
438,998
157,170
4,143,149
17,752,856
0.54
9,587
356,231

2
4,063,453
1,719,032
4,240,829
12,228,713
698,979
1,227,015
771,693
324,185
11,592,768
36,866,669
0.54
19,908
tons/year

3
6,069,341
2,603,055
5,590,187
17,522,099
761,560
1,884,062
1,008,867
446,714
18,844,439
54,730,327
0.54
29,554

4
8,013,674
3,504,371
6,253,432
23,547,256
827,485
2,020,157
1,240,883
520,524
19,350,153
65,277,937
0.54
35,250

Energy Savings (kWh)
5
6
9,866,216
10,190,729
4,423,707
4,522,018
6,909,224
6,909,224
29,483,960
30,377,231
873,447
897,372
2,201,059
2,281,884
1,376,906
1,381,582
599,770
623,556
19,874,829
20,419,328
75,609,123
77,602,930
0.54
0.54
40,829
41,906

7
10,527,721
4,622,655
6,909,224
31,305,016
923,454
2,367,495
1,378,137
649,322
20,984,465
79,667,496
0.54
43,020

8
10,877,716
4,725,676
6,909,224
32,268,882
950,520
2,458,202
1,381,582
677,389
21,571,219
81,820,418
0.54
44,183

9
11,241,265
4,831,139
6,909,224
33,270,367
978,616
2,554,340
1,405,207
708,143
22,180,487
84,078,797
0.54
45,403
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10
11,566,740
4,939,103
6,909,224
34,311,182
1,007,797
2,576,200
1,415,051
742,052
22,813,258
86,280,618
0.54
46,592

4

ISSUES AND CONCERNS

There were issues and concerns that confronted the Consultant in the course of the delivery of its
contractual commitment and these resulted to adjustments and redefinition of the PPTA coverage
and implementation. These, however, are always based on agreements reached by the Consultant
with the ADB and NEA, which are perceived to be of the best interest to the project participants.
The issues and concerns are discussed in this section.
The PPTA served as an undertaking that assessed the feasibility/viability of an ADB loan project to
assist the country’s electric cooperatives and more specifically, the viability of the EC projects.
The analyses however, have taken into consideration certain assumptions and noted potential risks
that may affect the success of the project. Particularly, the project risks include the following:

4.1 Policy
The delayed implementation of the EPIRA reforms poses a potential risk to the successful
implementation of the Project. Currently, the level of competition in the generation sector remains
inadequate as PSALM holds the dominant market power until at least 70% of NPC generation
plants are privatized and at least 70% NPC of contracted IPPs are transferred to independent
administrators. The Government plans to complete the privatization program by the end of 2009.
Moreover, WESM is currently limited to the Luzon grid, but it will be extended to the Visayas grid
by June 2008.

4.2 Regulatory
Since most of the proposed investment sub-projects require full recovery through rates, there is a
regulatory risk that the necessary tariff adjustments to support the viability of these EC sub-projects
will not be fully approved by the Energy Regulatory Commission. This is a key condition to the
financial viability of ECs and as such the viability of the Project outputs.
The regulated tariff being charged by the ECs to their member consumers is the “heart” of their
operation. The current “cash needs approach” used by ERC to set ECs’ retail tariffs has the
following main features; (i) 14% distribution system loss ceiling and (ii) 5% reinvestment
allowance. This rate-setting methodology has been observed to fail in encouraging ECs to
undertake aggressive stance to improve their operation and make sound management decisions
including financial planning. Particularly, the directive on the SL cap resulted to the following
scenarios:
a. For ECs with SL already below 14%, any further improvements in SL would mean
accruing benefits being passed – on to member consumers. Currently, there is no ERC
guideline/s yet on “benefit sharing”;
b. For ECs with SL above SL cap, any associated costs that are beyond the allowable SL
level constitute unrecoverable costs. Thus, any improvements in SL would mean
minimization of unrecoverable costs but not necessarily improving the ECs revenue
generation.
The ERC recognizes the dilemma of the ECs and is now moving towards a new rate-setting
methodology that seeks to provide incentives to good performing ECs. The over-all design of this
new rate-setting methodology is still being conceptualized. Initial implementation has been
targeted to be in October 2009.
The PPTA analyses, particularly the financial and the economic analyses used existing tariffs of the
concerned ECs. Rationalization of these tariff levels may further improve the financial and
economic viability of the overall loan project as well as the specific EC projects.
Regulatory permitting for environmental, safety and health contribute to the uncertainty for
construction implementation because of the inability of EC to know how long it will take to obtain
approval from the concerned government agencies. The effect of these requirements to the project
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is minimized with the project design confined to simple “repair & improvement maintenance” type
of project. This eliminates lengthy delays caused by the uncertainty situation wherein EC and
Constructors constantly shift guidelines as projects move through the stages of planning to
construction.

4.3 Technical
Technological risk is less in many instances as projects involve the use of traditional technology
which ECs and Contractors are knowledgeable of. Customarily, ECs tend to invest in less capital
intensive assets rather than in innovative but more efficient equipment with higher purchase cost.
Potential risk pose by un-realized full benefits from such efficient investments is created by current
regulatory framework that limits ECs in the use of strategic parameters like price, quality, quantity,
investments and procurement, but focuses traditionally on price regulation.
The technical/design risk associated with these projects is reasonably low as all equipment are
commercially available with less probability of minor design modifications required to the system,
and there are no prototype or first-of-a-kind devices. The capital and operating costs developed in
the Feasibility Study should be fairly conservative. In some application the use of more energyefficient design may suit well to the project objective, but, this has not been considered in the
Study; instead, the basis of the study is current technology that are accepted and commonly offered
in the market.
All design work related to the projects is done by EC and equipment estimates for such facilities
are made on the basis of engineering studies and vendor claims. Engineering studies and
implementation case studies on system-loss reduction measures are available in many reference
materials, and provide testimony and evidence that address their application and cost practicality.
On balance the technical risks are reasonable for these projects. The factors affecting risk are fairly
well known, and the EC operating experience provides overwhelming evidence that the existing
technology works effectively.

4.4 Institutional
The skills and the motivations of the primary program managers and project implementers are
critical to ensuring the success of the project. Both NEA and EC managers and technical/financial
officers have exhibited competency to manage and implement similar and related projects.
However, further strengthening of the skills and maintaining focus on the overall objectives of the
project should be done.
NEA is technically competent to administer the loan facility considering its track record of
financing similar projects, capability to leverage additional financing and interest in the type of
lending involved. Its vast experience extended from effective internal management of lending
operations, monitoring and enforcement of loan contracts to ECs all the way through responsibility
for providing specific support services to ECs for the cost-effective facilitation of project activities.
NEA has been directly implementing similar projects thus specialized in the "procurement rules
and procedures" that foreign funding organizations require in the implementation of projects.
Potential risks arise from mistakes to be made in these rules and implementation standards, which
are rather complicated and one of the most critical points in externally funded projects with which
other local financing institutions have only recently become familiar with.
Typically, the EC management sets the overall policy for project implementation. Selection of
turnkey contractor and/or equipment supplier is done through competitive bidding using the
detailed plans and specifications of projects prepared by EC. Since the EC eventually will operate
the facilities upon its completion, its technical staff is usually assigned to monitor the works of the
sub-contractor in the design and construction of the project. Such close coordination allows the EC
not only to assure the quality of construction but also to be familiar with the design to facilitate
future operation and maintenance.
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The uncertainty in undertaking these projects often comes from the contractual relation of EC with
Contractor/Equipment Vendor. The potential risks caused by strained relationship are quite real and
often have a net result in increase in the cost of constructed facilities. Sticky situation in the
relationship often occur when discussion centers on responsibilities rather than on cooperation at a
time when setbacks have developed during design/construction process. Although both parties may
have different perceptions on project management, they have a common interest in creating an
environment leading to successful projects in which performance quality, completion time and final
costs are within prescribed limits and tolerances.
Further, the PPTA analysis was based on the premise that the identified/shortlisted ECs will avail
of the ADB loan to be relent by NEA to finance their distribution system improvement projects.
The Consultant consulted with several ECs and gathered from their key officials that they are
interested to avail of the loan subject to the loan tenors/conditions that NEA will provide.
NEA, therefore, should be provided with flexibility during project implementation to consider other
ECs to access the Loan Fund should the original set of ECs recommended did not push their project
or considers other financing sources.

4.5 Mitigation
These risks are covered in the project design and being addressed by the on-going ADB-supported
Power Sector Development Program and technical assistance4. This program loan provides for
continuous policy dialogue between the Government, ADB and other multilateral agencies, which
mitigates these possible risks. TA and training for project implementation will also bridge the
gaps of specialized skills, if any.

4 ADB. 2004. Technical Assistance to the Republic of the Philippines for Institutional Strengthening of Energy Regulatory
Commission and Privatization of National Power Corporation. Manila.
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5

OTHER MATTERS

5.1 Procurement of Equipment
During the course of the TA, the Consultant has identified and purchased IT equipments needed for
the implementation of the TA and immediate requirements of NEA. Table 5-1 below provides the
list of equipment purchased under the project. These equipment were turned-over to NEA in
accordance with ADB’s procedure.
Table 5-1. List of Equipments Purchased
No.

Items

First Batch of Equipment
1
ACER X1160 Projector
2
HP Pavilion a6355d Desktop PC
3
Compaq Presario B1244TU Notebook
4
Fujitsu Lifebook S711
5
ASUS EEE-PC 12GB
6
Canon Laser Shot 2900
7
HP Offijet Pro K7100
8
D-Link DIR-300 Wireless Router
9
Brother Fax 1360 Plain Paper
10
Canon IR-2116J Digital Copier
11
Olympus FE-320
12
MS Office 2007 Professional OEM
Second Batch of Equipment
13
ACER x1160 Projector
14
Lenovo SL 400 Computer
15
Lenovo Thinkpad x61 Computer
16
MS Office 2007 (Home Edition) (Full Product)
17
Sony LCD TV (KLV-52W350)

Qty

Description

Vendor

2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7

LCD projector
Desktop computer
Laptop computer
Laptop computer
Laptop computer
Computer printer
Computer printer
Wireless router
Fax machine
Photocopier
Digital camera
Software

SYSTEMTECH Computer Specialist Co.
SYSTEMTECH Computer Specialist Co.
SYSTEMTECH Computer Specialist Co.
SYSTEMTECH Computer Specialist Co.
SYSTEMTECH Computer Specialist Co.
SYSTEMTECH Computer Specialist Co.
SYSTEMTECH Computer Specialist Co.
SYSTEMTECH Computer Specialist Co.
SYSTEMTECH Computer Specialist Co.
SYSTEMTECH Computer Specialist Co.
SYSTEMTECH Computer Specialist Co.
SYSTEMTECH Computer Specialist Co.

2
5
2
4
1

LCD projector
Laptop computer
Laptop computer
Software
LCD TV

Villman Computer System Inc.
Villman Computer System Inc.
Villman Computer System Inc.
Villman Computer System Inc.
Abenson Inc.

5.2 Training and Workshops
The following workshops and training activities were also undertaken during the initial and final
stages of the TA.
Project Design Workshop
A workshop with relevant Departments of NEA was conducted during the initial stage of the TA to
solicit inputs of the stakeholders on the design of the project components and selection of project
beneficiaries. The selection process as described in Section ___ were discussed and agreed during
this workshop.
Dissemination Workshops
The following dissemination workshops were also conducted to present the results of the study to
the targeted ECs as well as validate their proposed investment projects and assumptions used in the
study.
Mindanao EC Workshop
This workshop was designed for targeted Mindanao ECs, namely: DANECO, DORECO,
MORESCO II, ZAMCELCO, and CAMELCO. The activity was undertaken on 31 March to 2
April 2009 at Grand Menseng Hotel, Davao City.
Luzon Workshop
This workshop was designed for the target Luzon ECs, namely: LUELCO, ISELCO I, NEECO I,
ZAMECO I, BATELEC I, BATELEC II, OMECO, QUEZELCO II, CAGELCO I and CAGELCO
II. The workshop was held on 14 to 16 April 2009 at Days Hotel, Tagaytay City
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Visayas Workshop
This workshop was designed for the target Visayas ECs, namely:
ESAMELCO,
NORSALMELCO, LEYECO IV, and, LEYECO V. The workshop was held on 28 to 30 April
2009 at Sabin Resort, Ormoc City.
The above workshops were able to achieve the following objectives:
•
•
•
•

Confirm ECs interest to participate in the Loan Project. ECs will send to NEA their respective
Board Resolutions for their participation in the Loan Project.
Validate investment projects including the assumptions used in the PPTA activities.
Develop a soft pipeline of sub-projects should some ECs decide to withdraw from the project
or if some of the projects are no longer valid.
Prepare the ECs in the implementation of the proposed Loan Project including orientation on
the procurement process that will be adopted for the Project.

Training Activities
Further, as part of the TA, Training Seminars for NEA personnel were undertaken to enhance their
capacity on the aspects of rural electrification and power systems, project development, project
evaluation and monitoring, and financial management and analysis. Training modules were
designed for participants/staff who might be involved in the implementation of the proposed Loan
Project.
The Training Activities were undertaken into two (2) sessions, namely:
Session 1: Introduction to RE Power Systems and Project Development
•

Electric Power Industry, Market Regulation and Renewable Energy Bill

•

Project Development Cycle

•

Electric Power Systems

•

Load Forecasting

•

Financial Management: Theories and Concepts

•

Introduction to Technical, Financial, Economic, Environmental and Social Analysis of EC
Systems/Sub-Projects

Session 2: Case Work
•

Technical Assessment – Electric Power Systems

•

Financial Analysis of EC Power Systems

•

Economic Analysis of EC Power Systems

•

Environmental and Social Impact Analysis of EC Power Systems

The list of training attendees is provided in Appendix 4 while some photos of the activities are
provided in Appendix 5.
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Appendix 1 Terms of Reference
The technical assistance (TA) will study the feasibility and determine the investment and
institutional strengthening requirements of the electric cooperatives that are suitable for Asian
Development Bank (ADB) financing in the following areas:
(i)

upgrading of distribution system and improvement of energy efficiency
(rehabilitation and upgrading substations/lines);

(ii)

acquisition of National Transmission Corporation’s (TransCo) subtransmission
assets;

(iii)

readiness of electric cooperatives to participate in the wholesale electricity
market (computerization, metering); and

(iv)

A.
1.

options for aggregating power purchases of electric cooperatives, and provision of
training to National Electrification Administration (NEA) and electric cooperatives
for wholesale electricity spot market (WESM) trading.

International Consultants
Power Engineer and Rural Electrification Specialist (Team Leader, 8 person-months)

As the team leader, the specialist will undertake the following tasks:
(i)

Coordinate TA implementation, including training activities, and ensure timely
delivery of all tasks by team members.

(ii)

Lead consultation and discussions with the electric cooperatives, NEA, and other
concerned agencies, including other financing institutions active in the financing of
rural electric cooperatives, to ensure the harmonization of the ADB TA with other
existing and proposed assistance.

(iii)

On the basis of the Government’s reform agenda for NEA’s corporate recovery,
review and assess NEA’s institutional, financial and technical capacity to deliver
services to electric cooperatives.

(iv)

Assess financial and technical capacity and investment requirements of the electric
cooperatives in the next 5 years (including system upgrading and acquisition of
subtransmission lines) and required credit enhancement to participate in WESM,
and selection of components suitable for ADB financing.

(v)

Assess the potential demand reduction and cost savings with the use of compact
fluorescent light.

(vi)

Define the scope of the ensuing loan project (including if the project will take a
sector approach); components, cost estimates, financing plan, and implementation
arrangements and prepare a participation, consultation, and disclosure strategy for
the project loan.

(vii)

In coordination with the national consultants, determine the environmental
categorization of the project and the likely social impact including resettlement,
and ensure adequate analysis and plans are prepared.

(viii)

Prepare a project framework according to ADB standards.

(ix)

Review and improve the organization of procurement within NEA and electric
cooperatives including the competitive bidding process, procedures, methodology
for bid evaluation, and contract negotiations.

(x)

Review project implementation arrangements of NEA and electric cooperatives,
and confirm that the supervision and monitoring provisions are in accordance with
good utility practices.
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2.

(xi)

Define and conduct relevant training courses for NEA and electric cooperatives.

(xii)

Assess electric cooperatives’ load forecasting capacity and make relevant
recommendations if this function should be outsourced.

(xiii)

Study possible use of an independent metering agency (including franchising meter
reading and billing, as allowed under the Electric Power Industry Reform Act.

Project Financing Specialist (4 person-months)

In accordance with the ADB paper, Financing Instruments and Modalities—Flexibility in
Development Finance (2007), the project financing specialist will have the following tasks:

B.

(i)

Assess the financial and technical capacity and investment requirements of the
electric cooperatives in the next 5 years and the required credit enhancement to
participate in WESM, and select components suitable for ADB financing.

(ii)

On the basis of the Government’s reform agenda for NEA’s corporate recovery,
assess NEA’s financial and technical capacity to channel ADB’s assistance to
finance investment requirements of electric cooperatives.

(iii)

Assess NEA’s financial performance and projections (balance sheet, income
statement, and cash flow, and calculate critical financial ratios.

(iv)

In consultation with NEA and oversight agencies such as the Department of
Finance, National Economic Development Authority, and Department of Energy,
propose a financing plan, taking into account ADB’s innovation and efficiency
initiatives (multi-tranche financing, non-sovereign public sector financing, partial
credit guarantee, and local currency facilities).

(v)

Determine the project’s financial internal rate of return and carry out sensitivity
analyses; determine the weighted average cost of capital and recommend
appropriate financial covenants for the project.

(vi)

Review and improve the financial management and control system within NEA
and electric cooperatives (including the internal and external audit procedures).

(vii)

Recommend appropriate financial covenants including financial performance
indicators for the project.

National Consultants

1. Energy Economist (8 person-months)
The energy economist will assist the team leader and undertake the following tasks:
(i)

In coordination with social development specialist, analyze access to electricity,
affordability, consumption, and lifeline tariffs.

(ii)

Review power and energy demand forecasts in the franchise areas of electric
cooperatives.

(iii)

Collect and review electric cooperatives’ investment plans and propose
components for ADB financing.

(iv)

Assessment of the economic benefits with the use of compact fluorescent light in
households.

(v)

In coordination with the social development specialist, conduct sample surveys
regarding electricity uses in selected beneficiary villages using the methodology
described in ADB. 2002. Measuring Willingness to Pay for Electricity. Economics
and Research Department Technical Note Series No. 3. Manila.
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2.

(vi)

Conduct an economic evaluation of the proposed project, including benefit-cost
analysis and using a net present value approach based on a discounted cashflow
analysis; and compute the economic rate of return for the project.

(vii)

Develop specific measurement indicators of energy efficiency improvement as a
result of project implementation, and consider if the follow-up loan project can be
eligible for ADB’s energy efficiency initiative of the clean energy program.

Financial Analyst (8 person-months)

The financial analyst will undertake the following tasks:

3.

(i)

Collect data and assist the international consultant in assessing NEA’s financial
performance and projections, calculating critical financial ratios, and defining the
assumptions used for the financial projections.

(ii)

Conduct financial analyses by comparing with- and without-project scenarios.

(iii)

Determine the project’s financial internal rate of return.

(iv)

Prepare preliminary cash-flow projections for the project, including all relevant
financial benefits and costs; subject them to a financial benefit-cost analysis, and
compute the financial internal rate of return for the project.

(v)

Assist the international financial specialist in recommending appropriate financial
covenants including financial performance indicators for the project.

(vi)

Collect data and assist the international financial specialist in reviewing the
financial management and control system within NEA.

Social Development Specialist (8 person-months)

The social development specialist will undertake the following tasks:
(i)

Collect and review existing studies and data on poverty reduction in relation to the
power sector, and prepare a socioeconomic and poverty profile of the primary
project beneficiaries.

(ii)

In coordination with energy economist, collect and review data on electricity
affordability, consumption, and lifeline tariffs.

(iii)

In coordination with the energy economist, conduct sample surveys regarding
electricity uses in selected beneficiary villages using the methodology described in
ADB. 2002. Measuring Willingness to Pay for Electricity. Economics and
Research Department Technical Note Series No. 3. Manila.

(iv)

Prepare poverty and social analysis in accordance with ADB’s Handbook on
Poverty and Social Analysis (2001).

(v)

Conduct stakeholder consultation meetings and stakeholder analysis.

(vi)

Assist in preparing initial involuntary resettlement impact screening checklists and
a detailed resettlement framework if required.

(vii)

Collect and review existing regulations pertaining to land acquisition and
resettlement, and indigenous people issues; and assist in collecting other
information as needed.

(viii)

Based on the requirements of ADB’s involuntary resettlement policy as detailed in
ADB’s Handbook on Resettlement (1998) and project team instructions, prepare
resettlement plans for each subproject/component with involuntary resettlement
impacts involving electric cooperatives to be assisted for the core project. For other
electric cooperatives that may apply for ADB funding during project
implementation, a resettlement framework may also be prepared.
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(ix)

4.

Validate the presence of indigenous people among the potential beneficiaries and
those who will be affected by the project due to land acquisition, changes in land
use, or restricted access to land. If the project will potentially involve and affect
areas that are part of ancestral domains or have ancestral domain claims,
recommend measures to enhance benefits and minimize adverse impacts on
indigenous cultural communities. Provide adequate coverage for investigations and
consultations with indigenous people in relation to potential impacts/possible
enhancement of project benefits. Prepare an indigenous peoples development plan
in accordance with ADB's Policy on Indigenous Peoples (1998) and based on the
requirements of the Philippines Indigenous Peoples Rights Act.

Environment Specialist (2 person-months)

The environment specialist will undertake the following tasks:

5.

(i)

Collect and review existing studies and data on environmental status in relation to
the proposed project components.

(ii)

Identify environmentally sensitive issues of the project and recommend
environment categorization.

(iii)

Review the environment policy of NEA and the electric cooperatives, and assess
their institutional capacity for managing environmental impacts of the project.

(iv)

Based on the findings of items (ii) and (iii), prepare an appropriate environment
document, i.e., an initial environmental examination or environmental impact
assessment and its summary, or capacity building to improve environment
management capacity of NEA and the electric cooperatives in accordance with
ADB’s Environment Policy (2002) and Environment Assessment Guidelines
(2003). Undertake public consultations and document the results in the
environmental document as appropriate.

Information Technology Specialist (6 person-months)

The information technology specialist will undertake the following tasks:
(i)

Review and assess the information technology requirement of electric cooperatives
in consideration of application of time-of-use rates, participation in the WESM,
and retail competition.

(ii)

Assist the team leader in defining the project component concerning information
technology requirements.

(iii)

Design procurement specifications for information technology equipment.

(iv)

Design and conduct information technology-related training for staff of NEA and
the electric cooperatives.
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Mr. Alicia De Guzman, Rural Electrification Administrative and Management Division
Mr. Fortunato Sibayan, Renewable Energy Management Division
Department of Finance (DOF)
Dir. Charissa P. Hipolito
Ms. Grace Roxas, Management and Audit Analyst IV
Ms. Natalie Victorino, Financial Analyst V
Mr. Ralph Owen V. de Castro, Administrative Officer I
Mr. John Narag, DOF-IFG
National Economic and Development Administration (NEDA)
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Ms. Joy Antas-Castro, Senior Economic Development Specialist, Power and Electrification
Division
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Ms. Pia Reyes
Ms. Guada Elvira B. Salamat
Ms. Kathleen P. Mangune
Ms. Marlene R. Vinluan
National Electrification Administration (NEA)
Edita S. Bueno, Administrator
Mariano Cuenco, Deputy Administrator
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Lida dela Merced, Division Manager-Accounts Servicing Division
Lucilyn S. Cardano, Chief Accounts Management Specialist
Leila B. Bonifacio, Dept. Manager-Accounts Mngt. & Guarantee Dept.
Alvin S. Rosales, Principal Engineer B-RE Proj. Plng. & Dev’t. Division
Rodolfo D. Evangelista, Sr. Proj. Plng. & Dev’t. Officer-RE Proj. Plng & Dev’t. Division
Energy Regulatory Commission
Engr. Legario L. Galang, Jr., Head - Standards and Compliance Monitoring Division
Engr. Domingo G. Ramos, Jr., Supervising Energy Regulatory Officer-Licensing & Market
Operations Services
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TRANSCO
Ernie Daluz, Head-Divestment Group
Moises Rubio, OIC-Corporate Staff Officer
Noel Emasa, Corporate Staff Officer
Rene Apilado, Corporate Staff Officer
Philippine Electricity Market Corporation
Zachary C. Gutierrez, Trainer/Coordinator, Training and Promotions
Eric Niño U. Louis, Training Officer, Training and Promotions
Philippine Export Import Credit Agency (PhilEXIM)
Celso R. Gutierrez, Senior Vice President, Business Development Group (BDG) 1
Ian A. Briones, Vice President, BDG1 AMD1
Philip Edward B. Sagun, Vice President, BDG1- AMD2
Ms. Clarisse Tuazon, Account Officer
Mr. Jon Goyena, Account Officer
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES
La Union Electric Cooperative (LUELCO)
Engr. Jovencio B. Pataueg, ESD Chief
Isabela Electric Cooperative I (ISELCO I)
Engr. Ulyses A. Aguinaldo, TSD Manager
Cagayan Electric Cooperative I (CAGELCO I)
Engr. Gregorio P. Mappatao, Jr., OIC, TSD
Cagayan Electric Cooperative II (CAGELCO II)
Engr. Rudolph Q. Adviento, AM/Eng'g. Chief
Nueva Ecija Electric Cooperative I (NEECO I)
Engr. Bonifacio A. Patiag, General Manager
Engr. Ramon Santiago, OIC, ESD Chief
Engr. Eduardo S. Castillo, TSD Chief
Rufino P. Dungca
Zambales Electric Cooperative I (ZAMECO I)
Engr. Rolando F. Bumanlag, ISD Manager
Engr. Robert S. Alba, TSD Chief
Mrs. Sharon Q. Domacena, Acting FSD Manager
Engr. Rolando E. Empeño, Chief- Construction Operation & Maintenance Division
Batangas Electric Cooperative I (BATELEC I)
Demetrio V. Ellao, General Manager
Ruel S. Illao, Chief ESD
Batangas Electric Cooperative II (BATELEC II)
Mrs. Paulina L. Asi, FSD Manager
Engr. Octavious M. Mendoza, TSD Manager
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Engr. Arvin G. Barbosa, ESD Manager
Mrs. Rachael A. Marasigan, CORPLAN
Mrs. Zaida L. Masangkay, MCSPRD
Ms. Cleotilde R. Rago, Internal Audit Manager
Quezon Electric Cooperative II (QUEZELCO II)
Engr. Victor R. Cada, General Manager
Engr. Jerome S. Evasco, EOS Supervisor
Occidental Mindoro Electric Cooperative (OMECO)
Engr. Ricky A. Gonzales, OIC, TSD
Eastern Samar Electric Cooperative (ESAMELCO)
Ms. Marilen Q. Reyes, General Manager
Northern Samar Electric Cooperative (NORSAMELCO)
Engr. Nilo A. Estopa, CORPLAN Manager
Leyte Electric Cooperative IV (LEYECO IV)
Ms. Helen B. Ybañez, General Manager
Leyte Electric Cooperative V (LEYECO V)
Engr. Jovenal R. Alesna, General Manager
Engr. Juanito E. Jorda, Jr., CETD Manager
Zamboanga City Electric Cooperative (ZAMCELCO)
Engr. Francie S. Dela Peña, Eng'g. Manager
Camiguin Electric Cooperative (CAMELCO)
Engr. Arthur M. Bernardo, TSD Manager
Misamis Oriental Electric Cooperative II (MORESCO II)
Engr. Amado Ke-e, General Manager
Engr. Robert J. Gayoso, Technical Assistant
Davao del Norte Electric Cooperative (DANECO)
Mr. Felix Enriquez, Audit Manager
Mr. Allan Laniba
Davao Oriental Electric Cooperative (DORECO)
Engr. Gregory A. Dakil, General Manager
Engr. Moises C. Juaban, TSD Manager
Ms. Rosario Valles, Financial Manager
Mrs. Irma F. Teoxon, Internal Auditor

NEDA Regional Offices
Dir. Leonardo N. Quitos, Jr., NEDA Regional Office Region I
Engr. Ruel Supsup. NEDA Regional Office Region I
Dir. Milagros A. Rimando, NEDA Regional Office Region II
Mr. Gerry Catolos, NEDA Regional Office Region II
Dir. Remigio Mercado, NEDA Regional Office Region III
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Mr. Mar Franco, NEDA Regional Office Region III
Dir. Severino Santos , OIC-RD, NEDA Regional Office Region IV-A
Dir. Oskar D. Balbastro, NEDA Regional Office Region IV-B
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Mr. Ernie Octaviano, NEDA Regional Office Region VIII
Ms. Diza Imutan, NEDA Regional Office Region VIII
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Appendix 3

Consultant’s Response on NEDA’s Comments

NEDA’s Comments

Response

PPTA
1. While parallel efforts in both the PPTA and the
ADB loan are appreciated, NEA should prioritize
the submission of the final completion report of
the PPTA with the concurrence of the
Department of Energy (DOE) to serve as the
basis for the project design

Recommendation noted.

ADB Project Loan
2. It is noted that the overall objective of the project
is to assist “less or poor performing ECs” by
reducing its systems losses through
upgrading/rehabilitation of distribution lines and
reducing its cost of supply of electricity through
acquisition of sub-transmission assets and EC
participation to wholesale electricity spot market
(WESM). However, it is observed that only four
(4) out of 19 ECs to be included in the project
coverage fall under said description, with
Categories C (fair) to E (no improvement).
Although the need to balance the less viable with
viable ECs (high impact sub-projects involving
ECs under Categories A+ to B) is recognized,
NEA should still ensure that the scope/coverage
is consistent with the general objective. Also, it
might be prudent for NEA to seek grant funding
for unviable ECs to minimize additional loan
exposure.

For Component 1, the 9 ECs have been selected
and grouped accordingly: Group I (C/D/E ECs):
ESAMELCO, ISELCO-I, NORSAMELCO,
QUEZELCO-II and OMECO. The ECs were chosen
using screening criteria, in addition to adhering to
main objectives of the TA. Group II (A+/A/B ECs):
BATELEC-II, NEECO-I, ZAMCELCO and ZAMECOI. These ECs were preferred primarily because of
their high impact projects which estimated to
significantly contribute to national system loss
reduction. Except BATELEC-II all ECs have system
loss level above 14%.
Moreover, 10 ECs with Category A+ were given a
priority for Component 2: BATELEC-I; CAGELCO-I;
CAGELCO-II; CAMELCO; DANECO; DORECO;
LEYECO-IV; LEYECO-V; LUELCO; and
MORESCO-I. The final list of ECs was developed
from the inventory of most recent ERC approved
TRANSCO’s Purchase Lease Agreement to ECs for
2009-2010. The competence of EC to takeover the
responsibility for operating, maintaining, upgrading
and expanding the said assets has also been taken
into consideration in the selection of subprojects in
this Component consistent with the ERC Guidelines
on the same. It may be noted that ERC has issued
a strict technical and financial criteria for the ECs’
acquisition of the said assets.
This balanced portfolio of loan assistance to ECs
was in recognition of the commercial nature of the
project loan. With this in mind, several remaining
C/D/E ECs which were figured out to be a
commercial risk and/or technical risk to NEA were
eliminated from the priority list. However, overall
B/C/D/E ECs still comprise about 60% of the total of
investment projects.

3. Under the capacity building of Component 1,
Distribution System Improvement criteria in the
selection of the 200 NEA and EC staff to be
trained as well as the amount allotted for this
activity is requested to ensure that priorities

Development of institutional capabilities in project
management is the key to successful
implementation for these projects. NEA proposes to
leverage off the regular efforts of its in-house and
external regular training activity programmed for its
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NEDA’s Comments
should be given according to their needs
assessment. In addition, NEA should note that
generally, capacity building should be sourced
through grant assistance.
4. Institutional arrangements regarding
administrative functions and financing flow (i.e.,
details of the relending rate of NEA to ECs)
among NEA, ECs, and the National
Transmission Corporation (Transco) should also
be included in the proposal.

Response
technical staff and ECs annually.

The arrangements on the funds flow for the
proposed project is an outstanding issue that is yet
to be decided on firmly by NEA. Currently, the
assumed arrangement is that the funds flow will
follow a generic arrangement where the NEA
directly borrows from the ADB and is guaranteed by
the National Government at a fix rate of 1%. Then
NEA on-lends the funds to the prioritized ECs.
NEA prefers to borrow from ADB in terms of
Japanese Yen (JPY) at fixed interest rate on a 25year repayment period inclusive of a 5-year grace
period on principal payments. Furthermore, the
National Government covers the foreign exchange
risk at its prevailing rate of 3%. Similarly, the same
3% rate was assumed in the financial projections as
allowance for potential forex differentials in the
project lifetime, should DOF recommendation is for
NEA to ensure the forex risk.
The on-lending terms to ECs is assumed at fixed
current interest rate of 9% per annum on a 10 years
repayment period, inclusive of a 3-year grace period
on the principal amount.

5. To avoid problems associated with delayed
implementation, we recommend that any
conditions for withdrawal to be included in the
loan agreement be specified as early as now, for
transparency purposes.
6. Please revalidate the claim that the project will
earn carbon credits from the energy recovered
due to the systems loss reduction with an
estimated value ranging from US$1.6 billion
(2010-2017) to US$6 billion (2010-2034). If this
is so, then NEA should explore potential buyers
willing to buy these carbon credits from the
Government of the Philippines (GOP) to fund the
project’s total proposed loan amounting to about
US$58 million and other proposed projects in
coordination with the Department of Environment
and Natural Resources (DENR) as the
designated national authority of GOP.
7. One of NEA’s current woes in terms of achieving
its national systems loss average of 9% by 2010
is the Energy Regulatory Commission’s (ERC)
policy which sets a 14% maximum recoverable
loss based on the Republic Act (RA) 7832 Anti-

Recommendation noted. The feasibility Study
Report has provided some indications on the
financing portion. This, however will be finalized in
the loan negotiations, if any.
The ADB’s Carbon Market Initiative (CMI) may
assist the Government to implement the project as a
CDM project. The CMI may assist the Government
to ensure that the carbon finance components of the
project will meet the international regulatory
requirements and eligibility as per Kyoto Protocol.
This will include preparation of necessary
documentation such as project design document,
assistance with validation, registration and first
verification.

Amendment of RA 7832 that lowers the system loss
cap from 9% to 5-4.5% will provide further
encouragement for ECs to further improve its
system loss. It is assumed that the proposed
benchmark intended solely for technical loss and
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NEDA’s Comments
electricity and Electric Transmission
Lines/Materials Pilferage Act of 1994. NEA
should therefore ensure that said target is
consistent with its proposed amendments to the
House Bill No. 4202 that intends to supersede
RA 7832

8. In PE form 5, benefits due to decrease in
systems loss, decrease in operations and
maintenance, and avoided sub-transmission
assets’ cost are economic rather than financial
benefits. Furthermore, in Component 2, it is
noted that while the load forecast was provided,
it is not clear if this depicts incremental load due
to the project. The Project Development
Evaluation Manual published by NEDA maybe a
good reference material for NEA in quantifying
the financial and economic benefits of the
project.

9. In PE Form 6, the baseline data and the annual
targets per EC should be incorporated in the
said form for ease of monitoring the progress of
the project. Moreover, since one of the expected
outcomes is reduced cost of electricity to the
customer, NEA should also include a sample
estimated benefit of a customer for better
appreciation of the project.
10. Submission of the following for better
understanding of the project is requested:
a. Foreign and local costs per EC under
Component 1;
b. Equity requirements of all ECs and
TransCo’s written confirmation in providing
part of government equity under Component
2;

c. Revised total base cost (item 5) under PE
Form 3 and description of “other investment
cost”

Response
does not include pilferage or non-technical loss.
Nonetheless, meeting the said loss cap target
depends on EC’s capacity to put up the essential
investment which could bring down the losses to
such level. Considering the current financial status
of most ECs, the NEA target for 2010 would be
impossible to meet.
There is financial benefit in reducing systems losses
since gain from improving the systems loss will
enable EC to purchase less power from electric
generators. The reduction in purchased power
reduces the EC’s cash outflows, and therefore is a
cash flow benefit. Similarly, any decrease in O&M
expense arising from investments in newer facilities
is a financial benefit to the EC as the expense
would generate additional cash flows for the EC.
Avoided sub-transmission charges which are fees
that the EC will no longer have to pay to TRANSCO
once the EC buys the asset had been considered
financial benefits. Such avoided charges are the
direct cash flow consequence of an asset
acquisition and thus considered as a financial
benefit of the project. From the EC perspective
these avoided charges is definitely an economic
consequence of the decision to purchase the asset.
Please note that the financial analysis did not make
use of any load forecast specific to the subtransmission asset acquisition.
The requirement is noted.
Projected reduction in electricity rates due to the
automatic pass through of systems loss benefits, as
well as potential rates reduction coming from
positive NPVs may be derived from the per EC
financial analysis (spreadsheets).

a. Please refer to Attachment 1
b. The stipulations under Rule 22 Section 13b of
the IRR of the EPIRA require TRANSCO to
provide concessional financing to the ECs in
the acquisition of the sub-transmission assets.
In compliance with this, TRANSCO adopted a
Lease Purchase Scheme in the sale of assets
to ECs with the general terms as indicated in
TRANSCO Board Resolution No. TC 2004-31.
c. Other investment costs include estimates
necessary to fund capacity building and
logistical support and sub-transmission
acquisition. It also includes financial charges
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Response
that are pertinent to the ADB loan such as
Interest during Construction (IDC) and
Commitment Charges. Please refer to
Attachment 2 for the revised total base cost.

d. Assumptions used to derive the benefits in
d. Please refer to Attachment 2.
PE Form 5 with corresponding soft copy in
excel traceable format of components 1 and
2 as well as the consolidated runs;
e. Assumption in updating the 2006 appraised
value of sub-transmission assets;

e. The TRANSCO’s selling prices of the assets
are either based on the appraisal done by
Sinclair Knight Merz (SKM) in 2005 updated to
their current value to reflect the assets’
depreciation and updated price levels as
TRANSCO deems appropriate. For lease
purchase contracts signed after June 13, 2006,
updated values based on the SKM appraisal
are used as basis for the selling price. For
contracts signed before June 13, 2006, the
negotiated contract amount applies.

f.

f.

Computation and assumptions used to
derive interest during construction and price
contingency;

The IDC was capitalized in the ADB loan. With
the recent decision of NEA to borrow in JPY
currency at fixed interest rate, the ADB loan
terms used in the computations of the financial
charges were updated as of November 2008
(1% fixed rate + 0.2% spread). The ADB
likewise imposes a 0.15% commitment charge
on the undisbursed loan amount. Meanwhile,
the price contingency assumed in the study
was 2% and 12% for foreign and local cost
components, respectively.

g. ADB loan rates and terms to aid us in
deriving the weighted average cost of
capital (WACC);

g. The ADB loan terms used in the computations
of the financial charges were updated as of
November 2008 (1% fixed rate + 0.2% spread).
The assumed repayment period was 25 years,
inclusive of a 5 year grace period on the
principal.

h. Qualitative benefits of the project;

h. The economic financial analysis and sections of
the F/S Report already enumerates benefits
that had not been quantified.

i.

Implementation schedule supported by a
Gantt Chart to illustrate the start and finish
dates of the terminal elements and
summary elements of the project;

j.

Basis of the 15% compared to 17% (i.e.,
12% reformed value added tax and 5%

i.

Please refer to attached F/S Report.

j.

National policies pertinent to rural electric
cooperatives exempt ECs from most of local
and foreign taxes, hence the use of lower tax
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Response

import duties) foreign tax which was used
for recently ICC approved projects;
11. Consistent with the ICC guidelines, the following
should also be submitted:
a. Full-blown feasibility study
b. Department of Finance-Corporate Affairs
Group review;
c. Endorsements from concerned Regional
Development Councils;
d. National Credit Council review;

rates.

a. F/S Report enclosed.
b. To be coordinated later with DOF.
c. Secured later but exemption may be necessary
considering national scope.
d. To be coordinated later with National Credit
Council.
e. See F/S Report.

e. Right of way acquisition and resettlement
action plan, if any;
f.
f. Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS)/Environmental Compliance Certificate;
g. Employment-generation/job creation impact g.
of the subject project as specified below:
(i) Estimated direct and indirect
employment during project
implementation; and
(ii) Estimated direct and indirect
employment during the project’s
operational life.

See F/S Report.
To be discussed with NEDA Staff. May no
longer be necessary considering that EIRR
results are high.
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NEDA’s Latest Comments
Reference on NEA’s letter dated 4 March 2009:

Response
Submitted the revised Feasibility Study Report for
the proposed loan project entitled “Rural Electric
Cooperative (EC) Development Project”. The
revised report has now incorporated comments and
recommendation of NEDA staff on the following:

Please note that NEA has yet to submit the
revised proposal considering all the
comments/recommendations discussed during
our meeting with your representatives on 9, 20,
24 February and 11 March 2009, specifically,
(1) Logical framework, adjusted to reflect NEDA’s
with respect to the logical framework,
comments.
financial/economic runs (including EC, NEA, and
total investment perspectives), and employment- (2) Financial runs, adjusted to nominal terms as well
generation/job-creation impact of the subject
as to reflect results in terms of total project
project.
investment, NEA and EC perspectives.
Valuation of financial benefits was also adjusted
based on the comments from NEDA staff.
(3) Economic runs, revised to show EIRR results in
total project investment, NEA and EC
perspectives. The potential employmentgeneration/job-creation impact of the project has
also been provided in the revised proposal.
(4) Sensitivity runs, revised as a result of
adjustment in items 2 and 3 above.
(5) Soft Pipelines of Sub-Project, a list of alternate

ECs and corresponding sub-projects have also
be been prepared to address issues for cases of
withdrawal of targeted ECs.
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DOF’s Comments (28 April 2009)
1.

On the fungibility of funds for the
proposed project, NEA should present a
transparent mechanism that would
supervise/monitor the release of funds and
on lending arrangements from NEA and to
the involved Electric Cooperatives (ECs).
The proposed amount of $57 Million (ADB
loan) is considered to cover the 64% of the
project cost.

2. NEA must assure that the pipeline projects
are to be implemented with certainty, if
ECs are not qualified to avail the loan or
have not availed of the loan, include other
sets of ECs which have definitive pipeline
projects that require NEA financing.

Response
1. Transparent Mechanism on the
Fungibility of Funds.
Since the
proposed ADB Loan Project will fall
under the existing NEA-RE Loan
facility, NEA will adopt its already
established and operating procedure
for the processing, releasing and
monitoring of loan to ECs. Summary
of the said procedure is provided in
Attachment A.
2. Soft Pipeline of Sub-Projects of
The revised proposal
Other ECs.
mention that to reduce the overall
portfolio risk of the investment
components, there will be no
earmarking of ADB Loan for
individual sub-projects and NEA will
have the flexibility to maximize
funding for quick wins and lower risks
projects as well as consider investment
projects of other ECs as potential
replacements. In cases where targeted
ECs decide not to pursue the loan with
NEA for their investment projects,
other ECs listed in Attachment B may
be considered for the project. The
possible projects of these alternate ECs
are also provided in details in the
revised proposal.

3. Although considered to have lower interest
rate than other financing sources, the risk
associated with Japanese Yen is very high
because of its vulnerability for further
appreciation versus the US Dollar. Kindly
provide a comparison of available
alternative source of financing.

3. Risk with Japanese Financing.
Based on our assessment, Japanese
Yen denominated loan by far the
lowest which will help us in our
objective of keeping relending rate low
to ECs. For this proposed ADB Loan
Project, we have also evaluated the
cost of other denominations including
US Dollar and Philippine Peso.
Result of the same is provided in
Attachment C.

4. NEA’s assumed relending rate to the ECs is
at 9%. During the meeting with NEA and
SMEC, NEA said that the relending rate
could go up to 12% if the cost of borrowing
is high. The increase in rate would effect
ECs decision to avail the loans.

4. Relending Rates Issue.
NEA is
aware that if the relending rate is more
than the commercial rate, this may
affect ECs decision to avail from the
proposed ADB Loan Project.
It is
important, therefore, to structure a
relending rate that will just allow NEA
the recovery of its cost plus some
reasonable margin.
Based on the
revised proposal, we have computed
that the effective interest rate to NEA
for this Project is 5.53%.
NEA,
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Response
therefore, intends to relend the ADB
loan to ECs at 9% interest rate per
annum for 15 years.

5. On Transco’s standard lease purchase
agreement with the ECs, please provide
details of the contract. We have been
informed that NGCP (the concessionaire)
had not acquired the sub-transmission
assets of Transco and transactions on subtransmission divestment are still with
Transco.

5. TRANCO’s
Standard
Lease
Purchase Agreement.
The
implementation
arrangement
for
Component 2: Acquisition of SubTransmission Assets remains the same.
Copy of the standard Lease Purchase
Agreement is provided in Attachment
D.
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List of Training Participants

Appendix 4
N
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
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18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

N

a

m

e

Accad, Celia G.
Alamillo, Rosie M.
Andres, Orlando M.
Ayos, Alma P.
Bonifacio, Leila B.
Bucsit, Wilfredo O.
Cacdac, Marcelino D.
Cardano, Lucilyn S.
Castillo, Pamela E.
Cristobal, Marissa T.
Cuenco, Benita T.
Dela Merced, Lida E.
Dupa, Arnold C.
Evale, Exequiel T.
Evangelista, Rodolfo D.
Hernandez, Ma. Luisa I.
Gabon, Adelina A.
Gungon, Efren G.
Hernandez, Noel G.
Lisondra, Cynthia E.
Llavata, Alona S.
Maramot, Henrietta A.
Morales, Fernando V.
Padua, Roderick N.
Payuran, Rouchelle Jane M.
Quintos, Rosemarie S.
Robles, Milagros A.
Rosales, Alvin S.
San Diego, Sonia B.
Santiago, Domingo S. Jr.
Sibala, Gines O.
Silvano, Ernesto O.
Tena, Aida B.
Vermudo, Lino SJ Jr.
Viray, Irene H.
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D

i

v

i

s

i

o
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Accts. Mngt. Division
Accts. Mngt. Division
Management Assistance Group
Accounts Mngt. & Guarantee Dept.
Accounts Mngt. & Guarantee Dept.
Power Devt. & Utilization Division
Systems Planning & Evaluation Division
Accounts Servicing Division
Accts. Mngt. Division
Accts. Mngt. Division
Treasury Division
Accounts Servicing Division
Accts. Mngt. Division
Technical Operations Division
RE Proj. Plng. & Devt. Division
RE Proj. Plng. & Devt. Division
Financial Srvs. & Acctg. Division
Management Assistance Group
Management Assistance Group
RE Proj. Plng. & Devt. Division
RE Proj. Plng. & Devt. Division
Power Devt. & Utilization Division
Systems Planning & Evaluation Division
CORPLAN
Accts. Mngt. Division
RE Proj. Plng. & Devt. Division
Financial Planning & Control Division
RE Proj. Plng. & Devt. Division
Financial Services Department
Management Assistance Group
Accts. Mngt. Division
Technical Operations Division
Accts. Mngt. Division
Strategic Planning Division
Accts. Mngt. Division

D

e

s

i

g

n

a

t

i

o

n

/

P

o

s

i

t

i

o

n

Accts. Mngt. Analyst I
Division Manager
Corporate Finance Services Chief
Secretary A
Department Manager
Division Manager
Sr. Engineer A
Chief Accounts Mngt. Specialist
Supvg. Accounts Mngt Specialist
Supvg. Accounts Mngt Specialist
Division Manager
Division Manager
Data Encoder Controller
Sr. Engineer A
Sr. Proj. Plang. & Devt. Officer
Sr. Economist A
Division Manager
Corporate Finance Services Chief
Principal Engineer A
Sr. Research Analyst A
Sr. Proj. Plang. & Devt. Officer
Principal Engineer A
Principal Engineer C
Department Manager
Sr. Accounts Mngt. Specialist
Proj. Plng. & Devt. Officer A
Officer-In-Charge
Principal Engineer B
Department Manager
Principal Engineer A
Data Encoder Controller
Principal Engineer C
Sr. Accounts Mngt. Specialist
Sr. Corporate Planning Analyst
Chief Accounts Mngt. Specialist
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Appendix 5

Activity Photos

Workshop with Luzon ECs

Workshop with Mindanao ECs
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Workshop with Mindanao ECs

Field Visit at BATELEC I
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Field Visit at BATELEC II
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Field Visit at ZAMECO I
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Field Visit at QUEZELCO II
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Project Design Workshop with NEA Departments
Staff
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Training Session
Training
Session1 1

Training Session 2
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Appendix 6

Social Safeguard Framework
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Rural Electric Cooperatives Development Project
Resettlement and Social Safeguard Framework and Procedural Guidelines

Background
Rural Electrification is a pro-poor flagship program of the Government of the Philippines, which
aims to improve the quality of life in the rural areas through the provision of adequate, affordable
and reliable energy services in a sustainable manner. Rural electrification generally provides
greater opportunities for economic development of the marginalized sectors such as the farmers,
fisherfolks and other poorest communities living in remote and unelectrified areas of the country.
The Republic Act No. 9136, known as the “Electric Power Industry Reform Act (EPIRA) of 2001”,
reinforces the Government’s commitment to accelerate total electrification of the country through
the strengthening of the rural electrification institutions and use of indigenous energy resources.
Rural electrification in the country is under the purview of the ECs. However, ECs are faced with
many problems including high systems losses, which are technical in nature. ECs distribution
facilities are stretched beyond their technical and economic lives, and also suffer from inadequate
maintenance programs and investment.

The Project
The proposed Loan Project will support the GOP in the implementation of priority investments in
order to meet the needs of rural communities for adequate, reliable and affordable energy services
in an efficient and sustainable manner.
The Project will complement current efforts of ADB and other donors in implementing other social
and infrastructure projects designed to facilitate rural development in the country. At the global
level, the Project will contribute to the mitigation of climate change caused by greenhouse gas
emissions through grid system rehabilitation and loss reduction in distribution systems operated by
electric cooperatives which will lead to increased operations efficiency, resulting to
decreased/avoidance of polluting diesel-fueled power generation schemes.
The ADB Loan support for priority investments will be in two main components, namely:
•

System Improvement Subproject - includes rehabilitation and upgrading of existing systems, to
improve efficiency and reliability of services; and intensification of the power distribution
system to increase service coverage of barangays and households.

•

Acquisition of Subtransmission Assets – includes support to EC acquisition of subtransmission assets currently being held by TRANSCO.

Project-Triggered Safeguard Policies
The possible social and environmental impacts of the sub-projects were identified and assessed to
be not that significant. For systems improvement subprojects, land acquisitions are projected to be
minimal. There may also be procurements for Rights-of-Way for the sub-projects of ECs which
may opt to expand service coverage or rehabilitate substations but again, these are projected to be
minimal.
As coverage of the targeted ECs is wide, the Project may cover remote barangays and contact with
Indigenous Peoples, especially in the rolling and upland barangays, may occur. In such cases, all
sub-project proponents will have to meet the requirements of the Project's Policy Framework for
Indigenous Peoples, aside from the Land Acquisition and Resettlement Policy Framework. These
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two Project policies will respond to the Bank's Social Safeguard policies on Indigenous Peoples
and Involuntary Resettlement which may be triggered by the sub-projects.

1. Policy Framework
Land Acquisition, Resettlement and Rehabilitatlon of Project-Affected-Persons
Introduction
This Policy Framework and Implementation Guidelines are adopted, to govern the conduct of land
acquisition, resettlement or rehabilitation of project affected persons (PAPs) of the Rural Electric
Cooperatives Development Project (RECDP). While the number of people and the magnitude of
adverse impacts are projected to be minimal if not nil due to the nature of the
rehabilitation/upgrading sub-projects, the Project shall endeavor to minimize the number of
Project-Affected-Persons (PAPs) and/or adverse impacts of the sub-projects to households and
communities.
This document was essentially based on the following issuances:
• Executive Order 1035, Procedures and Guidelines for the Expeditious Acquisition by the
Government of Private Real Properties or Rights thereon for Infrastructure and Other
Government Development Projects. June 1985
• Executive Order 132, Procedures to be followed in the Acquisition of Private Property for
Public Use and Creating Appraisal Committee
• ADB Policy on Involuntary Resettlement
Definition of Terms
In order to ensure that implementation of the policies and guidelines is unified throughout the
Project areas, certain terms commonly used in relation to these guidelines are defined as follows:
•

Project Affected Persons (PAPs) refer to any person or persons who would be identified,
through a baseline census information collected for each of the Inventories implemented in
relation to a particular sub-project, to be affected by any of the following circumstances:
√ Acquisition or possession by the Project, in full or in part, permanent or temporary, of any
title, right or interest over house/s, land/s (including but not limited to residential,
agricultural and grazing lands) and/or any other fixed/movable assets;
√ Acquisition or possession by the Project of crops (annual and perennial) and trees whether
partially or in whole;
√ Whose business/livelihood is in part or as a whole affected by the Project.

•

Land Acquisition

refers to the process whereby a person or entity is compelled by a public
agency to alienate all or part of the land a person/entity owns or
possesses, to the ownership and possession of that agency for public
purpose in return for a consideration.

•

Replacement Cost refers to the value determined to be fair compensation for real property
based on its productive potential, replacement cost of houses and
structures (as reckoned on current fair market price of building materials
and labor without depreciation or deductions for salvaged building
materials), and the market value of residential land, crops, trees and other
commodities.

•

Resettlement

refers to all measures taken to mitigate any and all adverse impacts of the
project on PAP's property and/or livelihood including compensation,
relocation and rehabilitation (where applicable).
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•

Relocation

•

Rehabilitation

refers to compensatory measures provided under these guidelines other
than payment of the replacement costs of acquired or affected assets.

•

Compensation

refers to payment in cash or in kind of the replacement costs of the
acquired or affected assets.

refers to the physical relocation of a PAP from his/her pre-project place of
residence.

Objective and Features of the Policy
The principal objective of this document is to ensure that all PAPs are compensated for their losses
and provided with assistance to improve, or at least maintain, their pre-Project living standards and
income earning capacity.
The document lays down the principles and objectives, eligibility criteria of entitlements, legal and
institutional framework, modes of compensation, people participation features and grievance
procedures that will guide the implementation of compensation for PAPs.

Principles and Objectives
The principles outlined in the ADB’s Policy on Involuntary Resettlementhave been adopted in
preparing this document. In this regard, the following principles will govern Project
implementation:
o Acquisition of land and other assets should be avoided, where feasible, and minimized as
much as possible.
o All PAPs residing or cultivating land, working, doing business, or having rights of
ownership or established possession along segments of lands to be
utilized/traversed/improved/rehabilitated by the Project, as of the time of conduct of the
baseline surveys, are entitled to be provided with compensation sufficient to assist them to
improve or at least maintain their pre-Project living standards, income earning capacity and
production levels.
o Lack of legal rights to land will not bar the PAP from entitlement to such compensation or
rehabilitation measures for assets lost.
o Replacement premise and agricultural land will be as close as possible to the land that was
lost and is acceptable to the PAPs.
o All replacement land for agriculture, residential and business use will be provided with
secured tenure status and without any additional cost, taxes, and surcharges to the PAPs at
the time of transfer.
o Planning and implementation for acquisition of land and provision of compensation will be
carried out in consultation with the PAPs, to ensure minimal disturbance and transparency
in transactions between the Project implementers and PAPs.
o Entitlements will be provided to PAPs no later than one month prior to expected start-up of
works at the respective subproject site. Construction work will not be initiated until PAPs
are compensated or adequately relocated.
o Financial and physical resources for compensation will be made available as and when
required.
o Community infrastructure, which are affected must be restored or replaced.
o Institutional arrangements should be in place to ensure the effective and timely design,
planning, consultation and implementation of the Inventories.
o Effective and timely implementation supervision, monitoring and evaluation of
compensation action plans must be carried out.
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Entitlement Framework
The Project Management Unit of the Executing Agencies will work closely with Local
Government Units and other Project Partners in the implementation of this Policy Framework and
Implementing Guidelines. The PMUs, with their Project partners, shall determine the appropriate
compensation for PAPs in accordance with the following compensation scheme:
 PAPs losing more than 20% or all of their productive assets (agricultural land, house or
business), or in cases when the remaining assets are not economically viable, are entitled to:
√ full compensation at replacement cost of the entire asset or at direct land/asset
replacement and
√ rehabilitation assistance that allows them to enhance or at least maintain their standard of
living.
 PAPs losing less than 20% of their productive assets, and where the remaining assets remain
viable for continued use, are entitled to cash compensation at replacement cost for the affected
asset.
 Agricultural land will be replaced by:
√ land of equal productive capacity, which is acceptable to the PAP; or
√ full compensation at replacement cost, where land is not available.
 Commercial/residential land (or other real property) will be replaced by:
√ land of equal market value or business potential (as the case may be), which is
acceptable to the PAP; or
√ full compensation at current market value, where suitable replacement land is not
available or at the informed request of the PAP.
 Replacement of damaged or lost crops will be based on full market value for one year's harvest
and will be paid in cash.
 PAPs whose land is temporarily taken will be compensated at full replacement cost for their net
loss of income and/or damaged assets, including a reasonable amount for opportunity cost/s.
 Appropriate transfer and subsistence allowances will be given during the transition phase as
part of the rehabilitation assistance package to allow PAPs to enhance or at least maintain their
standards of living.
 Verification of titles and tax payments shall be undertaken before land replacement or cash
compensation.
For PAPs Losing Residential Land and Structures
o

o

o

o

The provision of replacement residential land (house site and garden) of equivalent size,
satisfactory to the PAP; and cash compensation reflecting full replacement cost of the
structures, without depreciation;
If the PAP so wishes and the portion of the land to be lost represents 20% or less of the total
area of the residential land area, and the remaining land is still a viable residential lot, cash
compensation, at full replacement cost (market value), will be provided to the PAP;
If after acquisition, the residential land and/or structure is insufficient to rebuild the residential
structure lost, then at the request of the PAP the entire residential land and structure will be
acquired at full replacement cost, without depreciation; and
Tenants, who have leased a house for residential purposes will be provided with a cash grant of
three months rental fee at the prevailing market rate in the area, and will be assisted in
identifying alternative accommodation.

For PAPs Losing Agricultural Lands and/or Crops
o

o

The general mechanism for compensation of lost agricultural land will be through provision of
"land for land" arrangements of equal productive capacity, satisfactory to the PAP. However, if
the PAP so wishes and the portion of the land to be lost represents 20% or less of the total area
of the landholding, and the remaining land is still a viable economic holding, cash
compensation, at full replacement cost (market value), will be provided to the PAP;
If more than 20% of a person's agricultural land is acquired and the remaining holding is not
viable, then the Project will acquire the entire landholding and provide compensation of the
acquired land at direct land replacement;
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o
o

o

PAPs will be compensated for the loss of standing crops and fruit or industrial trees at full
(current) market price; and
PAPs whose land is temporarily taken by the works under the Project will be compensated for
their loss of income, standing crops and for the cost of soil restoration and damaged
infrastructure, including a reasonable amount for opportunity cost/s.
PAPs who will lose their income will be provided opportunities for alternative livelihood,
through skills and entrepreneurship training, job matching or business development assistance.

For PAPS Losing Business
o
o
o
o

The provision of alternative business site of equal size and accessibility to customers,
satisfactory to the PAP;
Cash compensation for lost business structure reflecting full replacement cost of the structures,
without depreciation;
Cash compensation for the loss of income and opportunity during the transition period; and
Cost of money in case of delays of one year or more in releasing payment.

Other Cases
In cases where community infrastructure such as schools, churches, health centers, water sources,
roads, or electrical and water supply connections are damaged, the Project will ensure that these are
restored or repaired as the case may be, at no cost to the community.
Where PAPs lack the required minimum documentation of Tax Declaration Certificates to establish
facts of possession for lands to be purchased for Project infrastructure, 30 day public notices posted
at barangay and municipal halls shall be allowed prior to the acceptance of the person as PAP. If no
competing claims/protests are received by the LGUs, notarized certifications attesting claims to
such properties must be acknowledged by al least 5 adjoining lot owners, three officials of the
Barangay Council, and noted by the Municipal Assessor, to entitle the PAP to compensation.
Voluntary Land Donations
In the rural areas where donations of lands for community use are generally practiced,
arrangements have to be made to ensure that the donation is indeed voluntarily given, that the
donor is the legitimate owner of such lands, and that the donor is fully informed of the nature of the
sub-project and the implications of donating the property. Should the donor decide to donate the
property on a conditional basis, the terms and conditions for the temporary use (usufruct rights) of
the property must be clearly stated in the Conditional Deed of Donation document.
Under these situations, the following safeguards need to be applied, based on their relevance to the
cases being encountered by sub-project proponents:
o An assessment that the affected person does not suffer a substantial loss affecting his/her
economic viability as a result of the donation;
o Certification from the LGUs and the proponents, that the land is free of claims or
encroachments from any third party;
o Deed of Donation to the Community Association or the LGU(barangay, municipality,
province) concerned, as witnessed by the LGU barangay and municipal government officials,
notarized by a registered Lawyer, with copies of donation papers furnished the Office of the
Municipal Assessor and the Provincial Register of Deeds;
o Declaration of Ownership with Waiver of Claims for Affected Assets;
o Joint Affidavits of Two Adjoining Landowners or Barangay Officials (for unregistered lands);
o Waiver of Rights/Quit Claim (for Plants, Trees,Houses, Structures claimed by Tenants,
Informal Settlers)
o Waiver of Rights/Quit Claim (With Sharing of Claim)
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Additional details are provided in the following Compensation Matrix (Table 1).
ASSET

IMPACT
CATEGORY
Less than 20% of land
holding and the
remaining land remains
economically viable

PAP
Farmer/title
holder
Tenant/Lease
holder
Farmer/title
holder

Arable land

More than 20% of land
holding lost OR where
less than 20% of land
holding lost but remaining
land
becomes economically
not
viable

Tenant/Lease
holder
Agricultural
worker

Commercial land
Land used for
business
partially
affected, limited loss

Land used for business
severely affected,
remaining area
insufficient for continued
use

Title holder/ bus.
man
Rental/lease
holder

Title holder/ bus.
man

COMPENSATION
ENTITLEMENT
• Cash compensation for affected
land at full replacement cost
• Cash compensation equivalent to
market value of gross harvest of the
affected land for one year or for the
remaining period of tenancy/lease
agreement, whichever is greater.
• Land for land replacement or
compensation in cash according to
PAP's choice. Land for land
replacement will be in terms of a
new parcel of land of equivalent
size and crop productivity with a
secured- tenure status at a location
acceptable to the PAP. The
replacement land shall be free of
taxes, registration & other costs.
• Rehabilitation assistance
• Transfer/resettlement assistance
• Cash compensation equivalent to
market value of gross harvest for
one year or for the remaining
period of tenancy/lease agreement,
whichever is greater.
• Cash compensation equivalent to 6
months salary
• Assistance in getting alternative
employment
• Cash compensation for affected
land at full market value
• Cash compensation equivalent to
5% of gross annual income
• Cash compensation equivalent to
10% of gross annual income.
• Land for land replacement or
compensation in cash according to
PAP's choice. Land for land
replacement will be provided in
terms of a new parcel of land of
equivalent size and market potential
with a secured tenure status at a
location acceptable to the PAP. The
land shall be free of taxes & other
transfer costs.
• Rehabilitation assistance
• Transfer/resettlement assistance
• Opportunity cost compensation
equivalent to 10% of gross annual
income.
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ASSET

IMPACT
CATEGORY

PAP

Rental/lease
holder

Less than 20% of land
holding affected and
the remaining land
remains viable for
present use

Title holder
Rental/lease
holder

Title holder

Residential and
other noncommercial land

More than 20% of
land holding affected
OR where less than
20% of land holding
affected but
remaining land
becomes smaller than
minimally accepted
under zoning law/s
and/or not viable for
continued use

Structures

Rental/lease
holder

Owner
Structure partially
affected but the
remaining structure
remains viable for
continued use

Rental/lease
holder

COMPENSATION
ENTITLEMENT

• Opportunity cost compensation
equivalent to 20% of gross
annual income.
• Assistance in rental/ease of
alternative land/property
• Cash compensation for affected
land at full replacement cost
• Minimum cash compensation
equivalent to 10% of
lease/rental fee for the
remaining period of rental/lease
agreement
• Land for land replacement or
compensation in cash according
to PAP's choice. Land for land
replacement shall be of
minimum plot of acceptable size
under the zoning law/s or a plot
of equivalent size, whichever is
larger, in a nearby resettlement
area with adequate physical and
social infrastructure systems as
well as secured tenure status.
When the affected holding is
larger than the relocation plot,
cash compensation to cover the
difference in area/size should be
provided. Replacement land
shall be free of taxes,
registration and transfer costs.
• Rehabilitation assistance
• Transfer/resettlement assistance
• Cash compensation equivalent
to 20% of lease/rental fee for the
remaining period of rental/lease
agreement
• Assistance in rental/lease of
alternative land/property
• Cash compensation for affected
structure and other fixed assets
• Full (cash) assistance in
restoration of the remaining
structure
• Cash compensation for affected
assets
• Disturbance compensation
equivalent to two months salary
or rental whichever is greater
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ASSET

IMPACT
CATEGORY

PAP

Entire structure affected Owner
OR structure partially
affected but the
remaining
structure is not viable
for continued use
Rental/lease
holder

Informal
dwellers

Standing Crops

Trees

Crops affected by
land acquisition or
temporary acquisition
or easement
Trees lost

Easement
Loss of business,
income or
employment

Temporary
acquisition or
easement
Temporary or
permanent loss of
business, income or
employment (not
covered in previous
categories)

PAP

Title holder

Title holder

PAP

COMPENSATION
ENTITLEMENT

• Cash compensation for entire
structure and other fixed assets
• Rehabilitation assistance
• Transfer/resettlement assistance
• Cash compensation for affected
assets
• Disturbance compensation
equivalent to six months salary
or rental whichever is greater
• Assistance in alterative rental
arrangements
• Cash compensation for affected
assets
• Disturbance compensation
equivalent to three months
salary or rental whichever is
greater
• Cash compensation at full
market value PLUS 5%
premium
• Cash compensation based on
type, age and productive value
of affected trees PLUS 10%
premium
• Minimum cash compensation
equivalent to 10% of the value
of affected asset
• Cash compensation equivalent
to one year income if the loss is
permanent
• Cash compensation equivalent
to one to six months income if
the loss is temporary

Organization for Implementation:
The responsibility for implementing the policy and guidelines set forth in this document are as
follows:
o

The overall responsibility for the implementation and enforcement of the policy and guidelines
under this document rests with the sub-project proponent and the LGUs under which the target
barangays are located.

o

Guided by the proponents' institutional development staff, the municipal staff to be assigned to
the rural electrification project, designated members of the Barangay Council, Community
beneficiary representatives and an IP representative(if applicable) shall be responsible for
preparing the asset inventories, the compensation plans, and the supervision of action plans for
land acquisition until all requirements have been completed. They shall comprise the Municipal
or Rural Electric Cooperative's Land Acquisition Committee. The Committee shall ensure that
the required consultation and participation of PAPs in the preparation and implementation of
the land acquisition activities comply with the provisions of this policy framework and the
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framework for Indigenous Peoples. The Committee is terminated once the required
documentation and compensation of PAPs have been fully complied with.
o

Funds for implementing the inventories and land acquisition action plans will be provided by
the sub-project Proponents based on budgetary requirements established by Municipal and
Barangay Committees in consultation with the PAPs.

o

All arrangements and agreements under this document shall be subject to the review and
concurrence of NEA.

Public Consultation and Participation:
The PAPs will participate throughout the various stages of the LARR activities.
When the community has identified the exact location of the infrastructure and the technical
requirements for site selection have been fulfilled, the PAPs will be fully informed about the subprojects and about the provisions of this Land Acquisition, Resettlement and Rehabilitation Policy,
in a meeting to be held by the respective community association with their Project facilitators at the
Barangay level. Negotiations can be made during this meeting(s), to ensure that negative impacts to
households are minimal, and that conditions for acquisition are fully understood by all parties
involved. The meetings will cover:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

An orientation on the Decentralized Rural Electrification Project and its Components
Subproject proposal, its benefits and possible negative impacts
Location of proposed infrastructure and transmission lines (if applicable)
Schedules of implementation
LARR policy and its implementation arrangements
Discussions on Compensation for Acquisition of Properties
Conditions and documentation requirements for Sale or Donation of specific properties/assets
to be affected
Grievance mechanisms and processes

Copies of the key information on the Project background, LARR policies and entitlements will be
written in the dialect understood by PAPs and distributed among them, preferably before the public
meeting.
A walk-thru of the alignments to determine the specific location of sub-projects on the ground may
be arranged by the sub-project Proponents, upon the request of PAPs. Field verification activities
will be conducted with the technical design engineers present.
All consultation meetings and other activities shall be properly documented.
In the event that a subproject involves acquisition of land and other assets and results to other
adverse impacts, NEA shall with hold approval of the subproject unless a compensation package or
certifications of Waivers in accordance with this document, satisfactory to all concerned, is agreed
upon between the LGU, the community association and the owners/tenants of land/asset affected as
well as those who stand to lose their crops, jobs or sources of income.
The determination of the compensation for each of the affected households can be obtained from
the Provincial Appraisal Committee. If an owner is not satisfied with the Provincial Appraisal
Committee's assessment, an independent land appraiser should be consulted to provide the basis for
land valuation, at the expense of the owner.
NEA shall not allow any subproject construction work until the compensation has been paid to
PAPs, or the required documentation for Donations and Waivers/Quit Claims have been submitted
by the sub-project proponent.
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Implementation Procedures
Inventory and Entitlement
An inventory for each infrastructure to be constructed/rehabilitated will be prepared by the
Municipal/Rural Electric Cooperatives' Land Acquisition Committee.
The information to be obtained in the Inventory will include the following information for each
Project-Affected-Household.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

number of persons and names;
amount and area of all the residential plots lost;
amount, category/type and area of agricultural land lost;
quantity and types of crops and trees lost;
quantity and category of any fixed assets lost;
productive assets lost as a percentage of total productive assets; and
temporary damage to productive assets.

Land Acquisition and Compensation Report (LACR)
The Land Acquisition and Compensation Report (LACR) will be required if less than 200 PAPs
will be affected by the subproject in terms of the need to acquire land and other assets. Further, the
subproject shall not result in any displacement of families, and that remaining assets are still viable
for continued use. It should reflect the inventory of affected persons and properties, number of
persons eligible for each entitlement or form of assistance as stated in the Policy Framework, cost
estimates and arrangements for consultation and participation. The outline for the LACR is
presented in Attachment 1.
The LACR shall be submitted as an Attachment to the Sub-Project Proposal. The implementation
shall be completed at least one month prior to commencement of any construction/physical work.
If Indigenous Peoples are found among the target barangays, the provisions of the Project's IP
Policy Framework and Procedural Guidelines on Free and Prior Informed Consent shall be
adopted. Compensation shall follow this Policy, although certain terms and conditions for
performance of cultural rituals and other culture sensitive practices prior to use of IP lands must be
followed.
Implementation Schedule
A detailed implementation schedule of the various activities to be undertaken will be included in
each inventory and resettlement plan.
Payment of compensation and provision of other entitlements (in cash or in-kind) shall be
satisfactorily completed for each sub-project prior to the ECs award of contract for civil works.
The same time requirement (one month) would apply if PAPs voluntarily contribute any part of
their land and/or assets for the sub-project.' That is, all deeds of donations and other relevant legal
documents for each sub-project shall be satisfactorily completed prior to the ADB (or NEA) giving
of "no objection" for award of contract for civil works.
Supervision, Monitoring and Evaluation:
Implementation of the inventories and land acquisition action plans will be regularly supervised
and monitored by the respective Municipa/Rural Electric Coops' (RECs) Land Acquisition
Committees. The findings will be recorded in the monthly reports to be submitted by sub-project
proponents to NEA.
Internal monitoring and supervision by the Proponents will constitute:
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o

o

o

Verification that the baseline information of all PAPs has been carried out and that the
valuation of assets lost or damaged, the provision of compensation and other entitlements, and
relocation has been carried out in accordance with the provisions of this LARR Policy, the
respective inventory and land acquisition action plans.
Verification and follow-up action to ensure that funds for implementing the inventory and land
acquisition action plans are provided by the LGUs/RECs in a timely manner and in amounts
sufficient for their purposes, and that such funds are used by the Municipal/REC-based
Committee in accordance with the provisions of the respective inventory and resettlement plan.
Record all grievances and their resolution and ensure that complaints are dealt with in a timely
manner.

NEA will recruit Social/Environmental Specialist, as and when needed, to periodically carry out
independent monitoring and evaluation of the implementation of the inventories and land
acquisition action plans. The external agencies can be from academic or research institutions, nongovernmental organizations (NGO) or independent consulting firms, all with qualified and
experienced staff and terms of reference acceptable to ADB.
In addition to verifying the information submitted in the internal supervision and monitoring
reports of the Municipal/REC -based Committees, the external monitoring agency will visit a
sample of 20% of PAP households in each Province during construction work or other occasions as
deemed necessary by NEA. The external monitor will:
•

•
•
•

Determine whether the procedures for PAPs orientation, consultation meetings,
participation, relocation and delivery of compensation and other entitlements have been
done in accordance with this LARR Policy and the respective inventories and resettlement
action plans;
Assess if this document's objectives for the restoration of living standards and income
levels of PAPs have been met;
Gather qualitative indications of the social and economic impact of subproject
implementation on the PAPs;
Suggest modifications to NEA on the implementation procedures of the inventories and the
land acquisition and action plans, as the case may be, to achieve the principles and
objectives of this document.

Costs and Budget
Each inventory and Land Acquisition Action Plans will include detailed costs of acquisition,
compensation and other entitlements, with a breakdown of replacement or rehabilitation costs for
agricultural land, residential land, business land, houses, business and other assets, public facilities
and services, and utilities. The cost estimates will make adequate provisions for continuous
consultation and information dissemination (production and distribution of materials containing
Project information and the LARR policy) and project supervision to be included for each subproject package.
Complaints and Grievances
Complaints and grievances relating to any aspect of the resettlement entitlements and/or activities,
including the determined area and price of the lost assets, will be managed as follows:
•

A Complaints and Grievance Committee (CGC) at the barangay level shall be established to
hear the complaints and grievances of the PAPs regarding the acquisition of land and other
assets, compensation, resettlement, rehabilitation and other entitlements. Members of the CGC
shall include the Barangay Captain, Barangay Secretary, a member of the Barangay Justice
(Lupong Tagapamayapa) as well as formal and informal representatives of the IP or the
affected community.

•

The complaint, grievance and appeal shall have the following levels:
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√ LEVEL 1
PAP addresses complaints and grievances to the Barangay CGC. The
Committee will have to document its investigation of the facts presented and provide a
written response to the PAP, within fifteen (15) calendar days of receiving the
complaint.
√ LEVEL 2
If the PAP is not satisfied with the decision of the Committee, the PAP
may appeal the case to the Municipal Mayor's Office within fifteen (15) calendar days
of receiving the written decision/s from the Barangay Complaints and Grievance
Committee. The decision of the Municipal Mayor, who will be assisted by designated
staff from the Municipal Assessors's Office, shall be rendered within thirty (30)
calendar days of receipt of the PAP's appeal after validating the facts of the complaint.
√ LEVEL 3
If the PAP is not satisfied with the decision of the Municipal Mayor as
recommended by the Municipal Assessor's Office, the PAP may appeal the case to the
nearest Area Office of the Executing Agencies. The decision of the Area Off
ices/RECs shall be rendered within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of the PAP's
appeal after validating the facts of the complaint.
•

If the PAP is not satisfied with the decision of the Area Offices/RECs, the case may be
submitted to the head offices of NEA, with copies of the complaint furnished the Provincial
and Regional Offices of the NCIP (if the PAP is an IP) for consideration. The decision of the
Executing Agencies shall be rendered within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of the PAP's
appeal.

•

PAPs will be exempted from paying all administrative and legal fees.

Resorting to courts prior to availment of this complaint and grievance process will make the
appellant's action dismissible, on the ground of non-exhaustion of administrative remedies.

2. Project Policy Framework on Indigenous Peoples
Framework Objectives
The Framework and Procedural Guidelines seek to ensure that Indigenous Peoples are informed,
meaningfully consulted and mobilized to participate in the identification, planning, implementation
and monitoring of sub-projects to be supported by the Project. Their participation can provide them
benefits with more certainty and/or protect them from any potential adverse impacts of sub-projects
to be financed by the Project.
Definitions
"Indigenous Peoples" will be used to refer to cultural communities, tribal groups that can be
identified in particular geographical areas by the presence in varying degrees of the following
characteristics:
o a close attachment to their ancestral territories and the natural resources in these areas;
o self-identification and identification by others as members of a distinct cultural group;
o an indigenous language, often different from the national language;
o presence of customary social and political institutions; and,
o primarily subsistence-oriented production.
Legal Framework
The Policy Framework and Procedural Guidelines for Indigenous Peoples proposed for the Project
have been prepared within the context of the ADB Guidelines, which instructs Bank-supported
Projects to give protection to IPs with regards to mitigating possible adverse impacts of
investments and requires the development of an IP Action Plan should Projects have potential
adverse impacts on IP populations.
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The Guidelines support the priority given to Indigenous Peoples by the GOP, embodied foremost in
the 1987 Constitution, which recognizes the rights of the IPs to their ancestral domains and their
power of dominion over their lands and resources. Among its pertinent provisions are:
1) Section 17, Art. XIV: "customary laws governing property rights or relations shall
be applied in determining the ownership and extent of ancestral domains;
and
2) Section 22, Art. II, Section 5, Art. XII: "...the rights of indigenous peoples to
natural resources pertaining to their lands shall be specially
safeguarded..." These rights include the right of the IPs to participate in
the use, management and conservation of natural resources.
3) The right to stay in their territory and not be removed therefrom except when
relocation is necessary as an exceptional measure, as in the case of an
ecological disaster or armed conflict. IPs have a right to return to their
territories once the ground for relocation ceases.
Another nationally legislated instrument protecting the rights of IP is the Indigenous Peoples
Rights Act (IPRA or RA 8371), which state certain requirements in activities and programs
affecting Indigenous Peoples. Some relevant provisions include:
1) Chapter 1II, Section 7b: "...lPs have the right to an informed and intelligent
participation in the forrnation and implementation of any project, govemment or
private, that will impact on their ancestral domain...",
2) Chapter IV, Section 16: ..IPs have the night to participate in decision-making, in
all matters which may affect their rights, lives and destinies, through procedures
determined by them as well as to maintain and develop their own indigenous
political structures..."
Specific to the Proposed Project area, the new ARMM Law, RA 9054, provides through Sec. 5,
Article IlIl (Guiding Principles and Policies) that the "...regional govemment shall ensure the
development, protection and well-being of all indigenous tribal communities..." This new law, as
well as pertinent provisions in the 1987 Constitution and in the IPRA, attempt to correct centuries
of oppression and marginalization of the indigenous populations in the country.
Additionally, the Philippines supported various international agreements and conventions to protect
the rights and culture of IPs, among them: Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to
National or Ethnic, Religious and Linguistic Minorities; United Nations Draft Universal
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples; and the 1996 International Labour Convention
concerning Indigenous and Tribal People's in Independent Countries.
Guiding Principles
The Project shall ensure that poor communities of Indigenous Peoples are given priority in the
consultation and decision-making processes, especially when sub-projects pose potential adverse
impacts to them as a community. The Project must, with absolute certainty, assure that IPs do not
suffer adverse effects during and after project implementation as well as receive culturally
compatible social and economic benefits.
The local Borrowers and the Project Implementing Units must ensure at all times that development
processes implemented by the Project foster full respect for the Indigenous Peoples' dignity, human
rights and cultural uniqueness.
Consensus of all IP members affected must be determined in accordance with their respective laws
and practices, free from any external manipulation, interference and coercion, and obtained after
fully disclosing the intent and scope of the sub-project activity, in a language and process
understandable to the community. The conduct of field-based investigation and the process of
obtaining the Free and Prior Informed Consent (FPIC) shall take into consideration the primary and
customary practices of consensus-building, and shall conform to Section 14 (Mandatory Activities
for Free and Prior Informed Consent) of NCIP Administrative Order No.3, series of 2002.
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The Project must ensure that none of its infrastructure or related projects will damage nonreplicable cultural property. In cases where sub-project infrastructure or transmission lineswill pass
through sites considered as cultural properties of the IPs, the Project must exert its best effort to
relocate or redesign the sub-projects, so that these sites can be preserved and remain intact in situ.
Project designs and implementation approaches must at all times be consistent with the traditional
and cultural practices of the IP group in the area (like performance of certain rituals if springs or
rivers found in ancestral domains are utilized as sources of renewable energy).
Operational Strategies
a) Technical Assistance For IP Communities
The IPs/Cultural Communities in proponent barangays shall participate in the social
validation, identification of facility locations and planning for sub-projects located within
their barangay or ancestral domains. In barangays where IPs are not dominant and/or where
the communities fall within the ancestral domains of IPs, the Project shall ensure that subproject proponents provide Technical Assistance to enable the IPs to participate
meaningfully in the planning process. This may mean deployment of competent and
committed Project partners who can work with IP communities and ensure that IPs fully
understand, accept and support the implementation of the proposed electrification project.
b) Use of Appropriate Communication Media, Strategies and Tactics for Mobilization
Presentation meetings must be conducted in the local or native language. In addition;
facilitators must use simple and uncomplicated process flows during these sessions.
c) Strong Adherence by the ECs and other Implementing Units for Documentation of Interactions
with IP Communities and Compliance to Agreements Made
Project implementers must adhere to the requirements for documentation of meetings
conducted with IP communities, especially those which pertain to acquisition by subproject proponents of the Free and Prior Informed Consent. The Executing Agencies,
together with the Provincial, municipal and barangay LGUs shall not proceed with subproject endorsements or appraisal processes, unless the corresponding documentation of
meetings with the IP communities are attached to the sub-project proposals submitted for
endorsement/review/approval.
d) IP Participation in Development, Monitoring and Evaluation of Mitigation Measures
Where sub-projects pose potential adverse impacts on the environment and the socioeconomic-cultural-political lives of these IP communities, IPs must be informed of such
impacts and their rights to compensation.Compensation for land and other assets to be
acquired will follow the Project's Policy Framework on Land Acquisition, Resettlement
and Rehabilitation. Should IPs grant their approval for such sub-projects with adverse
impacts, affected IP communities must be part and parcel of the development of mitigation
measures. The Executing Agencies must ensure that action plans are drawn to be able to
monitor and evaluate the implementation of such mitigation measures and compensation
agreements, with the active involvement of affected communities of IPs.
Coordination, Supervision and Monitoring
To ensure compliance by concerned Project stakeholders to the guidelines set forth in this Policy
Framework, the following mechanisms and processes will be followed during Project
implementation:
1. NEA will facilitate the deliberate inclusion of IP representatives and the relevant staff from the
National Commission of Indigenous Peoples (NCIP) to the various levels of Project decisionmaking units of the Project. NEA shall establish institutional linkages with NCIP by entering
into a Memo of Agreement with the NCIP. The MOA will enable the NCIP Regional,
Provincial and Service Center Offices to designate specific staff who can act as the
Commission's Focal Persons for the Project. The staff assigned the responsibility shall be
expected to substantially contribute to the realization of the objectives of the IP Policy
Framework. Additionally, the staff should ensure that compliance by all concerned to the
general principles and operational strategies contained herein shall be enforced.
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2. Sub-project proposal format will include screening for safeguard issues, including for the IP
groups, and for special needs with regards to appropriate consultation, participation,
implementation procedures and monitoring.
3. Supervision meetings/visits of project or subproject activities will be done periodically
(frequency to be established during Project implementation) by NEA through their area
representatives, who will involve the local IP representatives in these meetings/visits.
Documentation of such visits/meetings must be furnished the nearest service center of the
NCIP, or its Provincial or Regional Office. The respective Focal Persons will monitor or help
facilitate required follow-up actions to ensure that sub- projects benefit the IPs according to
agreements, and that compensation or mitigation measures as documented are completed on
time.
4. Supportive Monitoring will be done regularly, involving affected IP communities and NCIP
representatives, with emphasis on the following concerns:
i. Verification as to whether the guiding principles for implementing subprojects with IP
groups or communities are followed (see previous section)
ii. Implementation review of subprojects in IP communities to determine whether these are
being implemented as designed and approved;
iii. Documentation of all meetings, assemblies and other gatherings done during the
monitoring period, with copies furnished the affected IP community, LGU concerned
at the barangay, municipal and provincial levels, NCIP Provincial and Regional
offices, and NEA/EC.
iv. Assess whether recommended solutions discussed during previous supportive monitoring
visits have been implemented as committed.
Complaints and Grievances
In the course of sub-project implementation, complaints or grievances from stakeholders are
inevitable. All such complaints must be discussed in the specific IP community or locality where
the sub-project is implemented. The formal local leadership at the barangay, together with the
Tribal leaders of the affected areas, will be tasked to facilitate public hearings and negotiations to
resolve or provide redress to these complaints.
Where necessary, an outside arbiter, preferably from the NCIP/Off ices of the Northern and
Southern Cultural Communities (ONCC or OSCC) will be asked to participate in these discussions
and/or negotiations. Resolution of the conflicts should be encouraged at the lowest possible, thru
the facilitation of the Municipal and Community Tribal Councils. Again, the documentation of
such meetings and interactions with affected IP households/communities must be documented and
distributed to relevant stakeholders. If conflicts of interests are not resolved at the lower levels, or if
the IP communities disagree with the resolutions and all the possible options presented to them,
they should be allowed to elevate such complaints first to the Provincial Representative of either
the NCIP/OSCC or the OMA, with copies furnished the FMO and the Office of the ARMM
Governor.
Should the IP community still find the decisions rendered at the regional level unacceptable, they
can elevate the issue to the central level office of the National Commission on Indigenous Peoples.
The NCIP shall be tasked to coordinate with the PMU to ensure that the issue is resolved to the best
interest of the affected IP community.
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Land Acquisition, Resettlement and Rehabilitation Policy Framework
ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1
Land Acquisition and Compensation Report
(The report should include the following information)
1. Description of the Project
State the performance objective of the project inclusive of time (schedule) and cost
1.2 State lead implementing agency and other involved institutions
1.3 Describe why land acquisition is necessary
2. Census and Socio-Economic Survey Results
2.1 Describe cultural and demographic characteristics of PAPs
2.2 Describe living conditions of PAPs and how project impacts on them
2.3 Describe magnitude of displacement/extent of impact
2.3.1 Identify all losses
2.3.2 Identify fixed assets
2.4 Provide information on the resource base of the PAPs, including income derived from
informal sector and non-formal activities and from common property
2.5 Identify groups vulnerable to risks of impoverishment (if applicable)
2.6 Identify formal and informal institutions that can assist in designing and implementing
the Land Acquisition Action Plan
2.7 Provide basis for determining eligibility criteria
2.8 Provide basis for estimating acquisition/resettlement costs
2.9 Establish baseline for monitoring and evaluation
3. Project Affected Persons' Participation
3.1 Planning
3.1.1 Census taking and socio-economic survey
3.1.2 Disseminating information to PAPs
3.1.3 Identifying ways to minimize impacts
3.1.4 Selecting sites or replacement land
3.1.5 Choosing entitlement options
3.2 Implementation
4.2.1 Participating in project-related operations, where qualified
4.2.2 Participating in the delivery of land acquisition entitlements
4.2.3 Participating in establishing grievance mechanisms
4.2.4 Participating in mediation and grievance activities
4.2.5Participating in monitoring land acquisition and compensation implementation
4. Compensation Policy and Entitlement Criteria
4.1 Describe elements of compensation policy: objectives and entitlement criteria
4.2 State compensation entitlement for each category of PAPs
4.3 Identify other assistance (transport allowance, rehabilitation assistance)
5. Land Acquisition Financing and Budget
5.1 Describe sources of funds and the flow of funds
5.2 Specify year-wise and item-wise cost estimates of all land acquisition activities
5.3 Ensure that all costs associated with the implementation of land acquisition is part of
overall project budget and included in annual investment plans (if applicable)
5.4 Provide physical and price contingency measures
5.5 Provide training plan for land acquisition and compensation committees
5.6 Provide operational resources for LACC activities
6. Implementation Timetable
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6.1 Prepare time schedule for each activity covering initial baseline and preparation, actual
relocation and post relocation of all physical, social and economic activities
6.2 Describe detailed action plan for implementation including identification of responsible
persons and organizational units per activity
6.3 Provide monthly implementation schedule (with start and completion dates)
6.4 Describe linkage between implementation of land acquisition and compensation
activities and initiation of civil works in the overall project plan
6.5 Indicate provisions for affected people before demolition and relocation begins
7. Organizational arrangements for Land Acquisition and Compensation (LAC)
7.1 Planning
7.1.1 Identify main tasks and responsibilities in planning, negotiating, consulting,
approving, coordinating, implementing, financing, monitoring and evaluating
major areas of the project
7.1.2 Review mandate of concerned stakeholders and their capacities to plan and
manage the tasks; involve them in land acquisition and compensation planning
For Rural Electric Cooperatives:
7.1.3 Identify senior project officials (project manager) to head LAC
Unit
7.1.4 Provide qualified staff for the established LAC unit
7.1.5 Provide training plan for the LAC staff
7.1.6 Provide operational resources for LAC units
7.2 Implementation
7.2.1 Establish mechanism for the cooperation of all institutions/organizations
concerned (firm up MOUs)
7.2.2 Identify, establish clear delineation of responsibilities
7.2.3 Identify responsibility in the delivery of entitlements and services
8. Monitoring Management
8.1 Procedures for Internal Monitoring
8.1.1 Establish inter-agency monitoring group or contract out with independent agency
8.1.2 Establish monitoring scope and methods
8.1.3 Establish regular reporting process
8.1.4 Establish mechanisms for follow-up
8.1.5 Specify participation of PAP in M & E
9. Grievance and Arbitration Process
9.1 Establish criteria requirements:
9.1.1 Describe/define when PAPs are to present grievances
9.1.2 Establish grievance procedure
9.1.3 Specify time limits
9.1.4 Formulate arbitration procedures
9.1.5 Establish system for appeal and identify final decision maker
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Rural Electric Cooperatives Development Project

Name of Sub-Project: _____________________________
Attachment 2
Province: ________________ Municipality: _________________ Barangay: ____________
SURVEY
NUMBER

HH ID
NUMBER

NAME OF HH Head

AGE

SEX

ETHNICITY

EDUCATION

OCUPATION/
SOURCE OF
INCOME

ESTIMATED
TOTAL
INCOME PER
YEAR
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Attachment 3
RECDP

INDIVIDUAL INVENTORY, Affected Assets and Compensation Entitlements

Province: ______________________________
Municipality: ____________________________
Barangay: _____________________________
Land Holding No.: ________________________
House No: _____________________________
No. of Persons in HH: _____________________
Name of HH Head: ______________________
Total Landholding: _______________________
[] Title holder/owner
[] Rent/Lease holder
[] Tenant
[] Laborer
[] Informal Dweller
[] Others _________
DESCRIPTION

CLASS/
CATEGORY

TENURE STATUS
OWNED RENTED

UNIT

Agricultural
NonAgricultural

m2
m2

Permanent
Semipermanent
Temporary

m2
m2

QTY

VALUE (PhP/unit)
DECLARED MARKET

COMPENSATION
NEGOTIATED TOTAL

m2
m2
m2
ha
ha
ha
#
#
#
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DESCRIPTION

CLASS/
CATEGORY

TENURE STATUS
OWNED RENTED

UNIT

QTY

VALUE (PhP/unit)
DECLARED MARKET

COMPENSATION
NEGOTIATED TOTAL

m2
m2

Land
Structure

Economic Losses
explain briefly and give lump sum estimate of losses in
PhP)
Business Loss (type of business and income loss)
Temporary Loss
Other Losses (explain briefly)

-----------

----------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL
NOTE: Provide one copy of completed form to the PAP
SKETCH (showing relative position of property to proposed sub-project
Note: In lieu of an Individual sketch plan, a sketch of the entire land to be acquired may be provided indicating the location of all
properties affected by the proposed structure. The sketch shall be attached to the compilation of all individual PAP survey per subproject.

Survey Conducted by:
_________________
Brgy. Representative

_________________________
Community Association Rep.

Attested:
____________________
Municipal Representative

Conforme:
_____________________________
Name and Signature of Head of HH

__________________________
IP Representative (if applicable)
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Attachment 4
RECDP

Summary of Entitlements of Project Affected People

Province: _________________ Municipality: _______________ Barangay: _____________
SURVEY

NAME OF HH HEAD

COMPENSATION FOR ASSETS
CATEGORY
QTY UNIT PRICE ENTITLEMENT
LAND
STRUCTURES
CROPS AND
TREES
OTHERS
LAND
STRUCTURES
CROPS AND
TREES
OTHERS
LAND
STRUCTURES
CROPS AND
TREES
OTHERS
LAND
STRUCTURES
CROPS AND
TREES
OTHERS

TOTAL AMOUNT
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